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SUMMARY
 
This document describes a computer program known as SOLN which has been
 
developed as an independent segment of the NASA-Ames three-dimensional poten­
tial flow analysis system (POTFAN), and which is used to solve small to large
 
systems of linear algebraic equations by any of several methods including LU
 
decomposition, Householder's method, a partitioning scheme, and a block suc­
cessive relaxation method. Due to the independent modular nature of the pro­
gram, it may be used by itself and not necessarily in conjunction with other
 
segments of the POTFAN system.
 
1 INTRODUCTION
 
This document describes version 1 of an equation solver
 
computer code (SOLN) which is a segment of the NASA-Ames
 
three-digensional potential flow analysis system (POTFAN).
 
This segment ot the system selves the set of linear
 
algebraic equations that are generated by the collocation
 
method of satisfying the boundary condition of a specified
 
flow at various locations on components in the flow field
 
under consideration.
 
The sets of constant coefficients and right hand sides
 
associated with these simultaneous equations are calculated
 
by other programs in the POTFAN system and transmitted to
 
the SOLN program as files through auxiltiary storage
 
devices. The SOLN code reads in these files, aetermines the
 
solutions, and then writes them out as files to be read in
 
by the next program in the POTFAN system. See Fig. 1-1.
 
The SOLN code provides a variety of solution techniques
 
including LU decomposition, Householder's method, a
 
partitioning scheme, and block successive over-relaxation.
 
These various solution techniques are provided so that each
 
.different type of system of equations encountered in 
potential flow aerodynamics may be handled in the most 
efficient manner availanle. The IU decomposition method is 
the fastest technique available for solving a small, closely 
coupiea, square system of equations that can fe placed in 
core all at once; the Householder procedure is the best 
method for solving an overdetermined.system of equations; 
the partitioning scheme is est for large closely coupled 
systems of equations that cannot be placed. in core at, at 
cne time; and the block successive over-relaxation procedure 
is the potentially fastest method available for large, 
diagonally dominant systems ot equations such as those 
generated in solving the problem cf an aircraft component in 
a wind tunnel. 
The number of equations that can be simultaneously
 
solved by the code is mainly limited only by the amount of
 
tape, disc, or drum storage available to tfe user.
 
The SOLN code is constructed in a modular fashion so
 
that any modifications or improvements to particular
 
portions of the code do not affect the rest of the code.
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2 PROBLEMTASK DESCRIPTION
 
This computer program was developed under Task 3 of 
NASA-Ames Contract NAS2-7571, and Task 26 of NASA-Ames 
Contract NAS2-6912. The purpose of these tasks was to 
develop a computer code which will, efficiertly solve the 
systems of linear algebraic equations arising from 
attempting to satisfy the boundary conditions of a specified 
flow on the various compcnents in the flow field by the 
collocation method. These systems of eguations may or may 
not exceed. the size of available computer storage, may be 
partitioned in an arbitrary manner with each partition 
representing the influence ot one component on itself or 
another component, and may be overdetermined in some cases-
In addition, a block iteration procedure was to be provided 
-where each block represents the aerodynamic influence of a 
single aircraft component on itself or on another aircraft 
component. This iteration procedure must allow an add-on 
solution capability without unnecessarily repeating any 
calculations (for example, obtaining the solution for a wing 
alone and then adding in wind tunnel walls to determine the 
wall correction) and must allow an assemblage of components 
(for example, wing + body + tail) to be solved iteratively.
 
Therefore, a variety of solution procedures were to be
 
developed to best handle each type of situation likely to be
 
encountered.
 
Also the program was required to be modular in nature
 
so that it could be used independently and so that any
 
modifications or improvements to the code would not affect
 
the other segments of the POTFAN system.
 
Furthermore, the code was to be constructed so that it
 
is versatile, yet easy to use and east to modify.
 
Finally the program was required to he able to handle
 
large problems consisting of many separate components and/or
 
large influence matrices.
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I METHOD OF SOLUTION
 
This section describes how the problems posed in the
 
:revious section were solved.
 
1.1 EQUATION SOLVING OPTIONS
 
The SOLN program was designed to compute the solutions
 
:f linear algebraic systems. It can compute these solutions
 
:y one of several different procedures depending on the
 
articular circumstances of the jroblems. In general, the
 
ystem of equations to be solved may be overspecified (more
 
guations than unknowns) or properly specified. These
 
ypes of systems produce a rectangular or square matrix,
 
espectively. The SOLN code uses a ditferent solution
 
rocedure for each. In addition, differert procedures are
 
sed depending on the size of the system of equations to be 
olved. one type of procedure is used for systems ot 
quations that are small enough to contain all necessary 
ata within allowable core storage at one time, while otner 
rocedures are used when the system of equations is too 
arge to reside in core all at once. The latter procedures 
ake extensive use of temporary storage devices such as 
ape, disc, or drum files. A special block iteration 
rocedure is also available which best handles problems 
here certain blocks of a matrix are only weakly coupled 
ith other blocks. This iteration procedure also operates 
ifferently depending on whether the system to he solved is 
ectangular or square in nature, and whether each blocK fits 
n core at one time or not. 
A detailed discussion of each of the solution
 
rocedures available in the SOLN code is contained in the
 
ollowing subsections. In the folldwing discussion, it will
 
a assumed that capital letters stand for matrices of at
 
2ast two columns and rows, and that lower case letters
 
Land for column vectors. In that case, the problem to be
 
:lved can be stated as: given A and B, find X such that
 
AX = B or Ax = b. (3-.1-1)
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The only assumptions that are made about A are that either A 
cr the transpose of A times A is nonsingular. It is also 
assumed that A, X and B have real elements. No structure 
assumptions have been made about A: it is not banded in any 
systematic manner, it is not symmetric or positive definite 
except by chance, and it is not even necessarily square, 
although squareness does cut down on execution time. 
There are four main procedures used in this code, the
 
IU Decomposition method (or the Crout-Doolittle method), the
 
Householder method, a matrix partitioning scheme for large
 
matrices that was developed especially for this program, and
 
a block Gauss-Siedel iteration procedure. The references
 
provided in the reference secticn are very helpful in the
 
matrix theory involved. Forsythe (1967) has a Doolittle
 
method written in Algol 60 and Fortran, and provides a
 
glimpse of error considerations. Nering (1963) gives a
 
complete development of matrix theory in a theoretical
 
manner, while Ralston(1963) provided the basis tor the
 
presently included decomposition subroutine. Westlake(1968)
 
is perhaps the most valuable for a user interested in
 
selecting and implementing his own procedure.
 
3.1.1 The Decomposition Method
 
This is one of the best all around methods zor a
 
general, nonbanded, nonsymmetric real matrix. It is a
 
method ot solving a set of equations withcut calculating
 
either the inverse of the matrix or any sequence of large
 
matrices. The procedure is approximately as fast and just
 
as accurate as any eguation solving technique -so far found.
 
1his procedure also gives a clear-cut singularity indicator
 
etore the entire procedure has been executed. The double
 
precision version of this routine is very readily arrived
 
at, if desired, as well.
 
The method is based on decomposing a given matrix A 
into the matrix product of a unit lower triangular matrix L 
and an upper triangular matrix U, so that 
A = LU. (3.1.1-1)
 
Once this has been accomplished, the matrix problem becomes
 
a set of two easily solved equations
 
Ly = b (3.1.1-2) 
and
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Ox = y. (3.1.1-3) 
The decomposition is almost as easily done as said. To 
produce the first row of U, the first row of A is taken, 
since the components of the first row of I (which is, 1l1 = 
1, 112 = 0, 12 = 0, . .11M = 0) times the columns of U 
produce the first row of U identically. And, by the 
equality statement, the first row of [ equals the first row 
of A. Now, with the first row of U available, the first' 
column of L can be calculated. This Froceeds to the nth row
 
zf U, 'alternately calculating rows of U and columns ot 

with data provided by the previous rows and columns. The
 
zguations at the rth step are 
Uri = ari irk uik (3.1.1-4)k~ki
 
ihere 
r-i
 
imr = (arfr - >1 lik U) /Urr (3.1. 1-5) 
This decomposition procedure breaks down at any point 
it which the diagonal element upr vanishes. To prevent 
:his, each time the procedure starts a new row of U, it 
;earches the column under consideration for the largest 
;lement. Having identified the largest element on the 
iagonal, the row about to be reduced and the row contai-ning 
,he largest element are interchanged. Thus, if a column is
 
ver searched, and nothing but zeros are found, the
 
rocedure stops, since a singular matrix has been found.
 
The decomposition of the matrix takes roughly n3/3 
ultiplications, contrasted to the usual n3 operations of
 
auss-Jordan reduction, and is therefore mucf faster. Since
 
he inverse has not been explicitly determined, that extra
 
tordge has not been needed since the intermediate results
 
f the decomposition are stored where the matrix was.
 
The auxiiliary equations are solved very quickly
 
ecause they are triangular. First the vector y is
 
etermined, then the solution vector x. The first component
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of y is b , the first component of b. The second component
 
cf y is determined from 
11 = (3.1.1-6) 
and so on. Once y has been determined, the solution vector
 
is "unzipped" from U inthe same manner, only starting from
 
the bottom.
 
In summary, the equations to be solved are
 
A LU (3.1.1-7) 
Ly = b (3.1.1-8) 
Ox = y (3.1.1-9) 
3.1.2 Householder's Method
 
This method involves triangularization of the matrix
 
and the use of elementary Hermitean unitary transforma-tions.
 
At present, the operations done to the matrix to
 
triangularize it must also be done to the ccnstant vectors
 
simultaneously. In other words, unlike the decomposition
 
method, there are no provisions for storing the operations
 
done to the matrix so that they may be done to constant
 
vectors independently at a later time. Every constant
 
vector must be present at the time of triangularization, or
 
the original matrix must be reread and retriangularized.
 
The method involves premultiplying a matrix by a
 
sequence of other matrices, all of which are unitary
 
matrices, so that the condition number of the matrix is
 
unchanged at each step. The condition number is a function
 
or the size of the matrix inverse, and determines how badly
 
roundof effects confuse the answer. It. can be shown that
 
the condition number does not change as the matrix is
 
manipulated and therefore gets no worse.
 
Basically the Householder method seeks to triafigularize 
the matrix A, by multiplying it by a series of the unitary 
matrices, called p1 . For the first step we would like 
,FRODUCI1LITYOF T10-
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PAo) ) (3.1.2-1) 
here the first column of A(I) (call it a) has a nonzero 
lenent in the first row, but zeros in all subsequent rows 
f this column. 
Pa ke I where e, = (1,0,0,0...0) (3.1.2-2) 
he size of "a" can be determined in the usual method:
 
Hal = (akl) = s (3.1.2-3) 
zHll| s (3-1.2-4) 
can be shown that the size of a unitary transformation ot
 
vector is the same as the vector itself:
 
jjPajj " (a)2) j s2 (3.1.2-5) 
but
 
I lPal lIke J1 ka (3.1.2-t) 
.and therefore:
 
k = ts (3.1.2-7) 
It can be shown that for any vector w such that j[wjl = 
and w is real, then a zatrix ccnstructed by 
---5
 
U = I - 2wW (3.1.2-8) 
is unitary. The choice of w with which to construct a
 
matrix of this form so that it has the properties of P is
 
the key to the procedure.
 
Pa = (I - 2wwr )a = a - 2w(wTa) (3.1.2-9) 
but the matrix product wTa = K, is a constant. All elements
 
cther than the first of this resultant vector should vanish,
 
since the first column is being triangularized. That
 
implies the following set of equations:
 
ai - 2Kwi = 0 i31 (3. 1.2-10) 
a, 2KwI k = j3. 1.2-11) 
or
 
w= a /2K i e 1 and w = (a, s)/2K (3. 1.2-12) 
1, for constructing 

matrix, and therefore
 
but, iwi| =  by the requirements the 
n (w ).I = [n (a + s) + a, 2 (3.1.2-13) 
k~r) 
A Tr al± 2a, s + s + Z (ai a1 
(3. 1.2-14) 
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4Ial? 2als + s (3. 1.2-15) 
=- sE + 2a I s + s (3. 1.2-16) 
- 2 . a. (3. 1.2-17) 
Therefore:
 
2K s + a s (3. 1.2-18) 
f the vector u is defined as:
 
u = ((a1I s),a ,a 3 ... an) (3.1.2-19) 
Qd w as w = u/2K, th~n the following relations can be shown 
3 be true: 
a) wTw = l (3.1.2-20) 
b) P = I - 2wwT is unitary (3.1.2-21) 
and 
c) Pa = ±sel (3. 1.2-22) 
At this point, the first column of A has been
 
:iangularized. The other columns of the matrix are then
 
)erated on by the unitary matrix (or its vector form),
 
.though none of them are triangularized if the matrix is
 
.ngular. The next step in the procedure is to develop the
 
!ctor w for producing the same triangularizatiou of the
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second column, from its diagonal element cn dcwn. The third
 
column will be treated-from the third row down, and so on.
 
In this way, a series of matrices a-re generated which
 
premultiply the original matrix. The (n - 1)*h matrix
 
Froduces an upjer triangular matrix. If the same
 
transformations have been done to the constant vectors, then
 
all that need be done is a back-substituticn to produce the
 
solution.
 
Another important feature of this procedure is the fact
 
that no division by diagonal elements, and therefore no
 
Fivoting of rows, need be done. Also, -this procedure can be
 
used to produce "least-squared" solutions if the matrix has
 
more rows than columns, without explicitly multiplying the
 
matrices. In other words, the system
 
(ATA)x =A b (3.1.2-23) 
-
can be solved without actually multiplying the matrices A 

and A together.
 
3.1.3 The Partitioning Schemes
 
There are several possible methods for partitioning a
 
very large matrix into submatrices in order to create the
 
matrix inverse. Most of these methods could be termed
 
"block" methods, in that they apply well defined methods
 
for dealing with individual elements of a matrix to
 
submatrices.- For instance, a very popular method- for
 
solving a predictably sparse, well behaved matrix system is
 
the method of successive over-relaxation. The block analog
 
cf this is the method of block successive ovet-relaxation
 
described in section 3.1.4.
 
In this section, a partitioning scheme designed to take
 
maximum advantage of available core storage is described.
 
In this manual it is known as the large decomposition
 
solution procedure. The jartitions developed in this
 
algorithm are not related to the natural partitions
 
associated with the separate- components of the
 
configuration.
 
Basically, the method starts in the upFer left corner
 
cf the large, dense matrix and inverts directly as large a
 
flock as is possible. From that point on, pieces of the
 
-original matrix are processed as the matrix inverse "grows"
 
toward the lower right corner. The number of words in each
 
partition is as large as possible. The sequence of the­
inversion is shown in Figure 3.1.3-1, and the sequence of
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?uations at each step are given by
 
B is 	replaced by AB 
L = D - CB (3.1.3-1) 
D = D- 1 	 (3.1.3-2) 
= -BD 	 -(3.1.3-3) 
C = CA 	 (3.1.3-4) 
A = - EC 	 (3.1.3-5) 
C -DC 	 (3.1.3-6) 
Let the matrix be partitioned as is shown in Figure
 
.1.3-2. The inverse of that matrix is assumed to be or the
 
ollowing form
 
Since the product of the matrix and its inverse isthe
 
dentity matrix, the following set of eguations can be
 
eveloped
 
P = ( - cA B)3.1.3-8 
M =-A - I EP (3.1.3-9) 
N -PCA -1 (3. 1.3-10) 
A- l I = - A BN. 	 (3.1.3-11) 
ie program equations are identical except that they are
 
signed to take as little extra storage as possible.
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-3.1.4-Block Successive Over-Relaxation
 
The block successive over-relaxation procedure provides 
an alternate method for. the solution of large systems of 
equations. It is particularly advantageous for matrices 
that are block diagonally dominant. This situation occurs, 
tr example, in the case of a wing in a wind tunnel. The 
method consists of an iteration sequence which operates on 
an initial guess to the solution of the equation 
Ax = b (3.1.4-1)
 
where the matrix A consists of several sutmatrices A A 
submatrix represents the influence of an aircraft component 
cn itself or on another aircraft component. The figure 
telow illustrates this matrix structure. 
All Alla . .* l X1 i 
A21  z - - - A Zb 
' (3.1.4-2) 
A, Anz . -An, , x0 
qhe subscript n refers to the number of subvectors x: , each 
of which represents the singularity ,ptreagthsof a single 
component. -
In order to begin the iteration procedure, an initial
 
guess for each of the subvectcrs x. must be either given as
 
input data or computed or both. If" the initial guess is to
 
te entirely computed by the program, the jrocedure begins by
 
approximating the- soluticn -for the first subvEctor x0 as the
 
solution to the system of equations
 
RFPRoDUCISIffY OF THE 
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- x=tL (.3.1.4-3)1 3I 
where the superscript refers to the iteration number ana the
 
superscript 'loll refers to the initial guess. The initial
 
guesses to the succeeding subvectors x? are computed by 
sequentially solving each of the following systems of 
equations: 
A22 X2 b - A x0 (3.1.4.4)
 
o h A a 0A .Ann xx b I.nn I ~i 
At any step in the above procedure, the initial guess
 
tor the sub-vector under consideration may be entered as
 
input data rather than being computed. Once dn initial
 
guess has been provided for each solution sub-vector, the
 
succeeding iteration proceeds by sequentially solving each
 
cf the ±oliowing systems of equations:
 
-xAll xk 1)1 XkI k-- (3.1.4-5) 
A -A x2
AA -I 
A22 x2 =1b1 A3 -A ?- x 2r) n 
k 
Ax =b A - A -A1 xjni
- xk . xMn+I 

A k-I
 
a . .mnxn ­
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After solving each system of equations, the solution 
subvectors may be further adjusted by the method of 
successive over-relaxation or under-relaxation. That is, 
let 5Ck be an arbitrary solution subvector of the kth 
iteration step. Then define the improved estimate of that 
solution subvector as 
-P+k-ii -k (3. 1.4-6) 
That is to say, the improved estimate at step k is
 
extrapolated from the Gauss-Siedel estimate and the previous
 
improved estimate. If w=1, the method reduces to that of
 
Gauss-Siedel. The quantity w is called a relaxation
 
parameter, the choice of which determines the rapidity of 
convergence. For problems where the successive iterations 
indicate an oscillatory convergence behavior in. a 
predominant number o± the elements of the solution 
subvectors, the rate of convergence will probably be 
increased by setting w to some value between 0 and 1.0. It 
the convergence behavior is predominantly cverdamped, the 
rate of convergence may be increased by setting w to some 
value between 1.0 and 2.0. For a given problem there exists 
an optimum w such that the number of iterations to 
convergence is minimized. Several procedures have been 
suggested for determining this. optimum w. Ames(1969) and 
Bratkovich(1975) provide further information on determining 
an optimum relaxation parameter. In the SOLN code, the 
value of w is input by the user as part of the input data.
 
Convergence of the iteration procedure is defined such
 
that
 
lx < & (3.1.4-7) 
;xni 
for each element in each subvector x. If the specified
 
maximum number of iterations hav been performed and
 
convergence has not been achieved, the last estimates of the
 
solution subvectors may be saved and used as initial guesses
 
for a subsequent series.of iterations.
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In solving each system of equations in the series of
 
systems described by equations 3.1.4-4 and 3.1.4-5, any one
 
of the direct solution techniques available in the SOLN code
 
may be used. To eliminate redundant calculations in each
 
iteration step, the inverse or decomposition of the diagonal
 
submatrices A-- is computed or read in and stored before the
 
initial guess or iteration procedure begins. Then the
 
matrix multiplications or forward elimination and backward
 
substitution are the only computations made in solving each
 
system of equations involved in the initial guess and
 
subsequent iterations. The decomposition is used with
 
square systems of equations for each diagonal sub-matrix
 
that fits in core at one time. The inverse is used in all
 
other circumstances. This feature significantly reduces the
 
amount ot computer time required.
 
This iteration procedure may also be used to solve a
 
rectangular system of equations. In this case, , the
 
Householder procedure must be used to compute the inverses
 
of the diagonal submatrices.
 
3.2 SYSTEM MODULARITY
 
The required degree of modularity, which implies that 
the program should operate independently from and without 
interterring with other portions ot the POTFAN system, has 
been guaranteed by the use of auxilliary storage devices 
(tapes, disks, or drums) as the only method by which the 
various segments of POTFAN can communicate with one another.
 
This has the disadvantage that communicating through
 
auxilliary devices is relatively slow and on some computer
 
systems will require many job control cards to manage the
 
devices. However the disadvantages of this approach are
 
more than offset by the advantages. The principal advantage 
is that it strictly guarantees segment independence. Also,
 
this approach is necessary to maximize the size of problem
 
that can be solved with a fixed amount of core memory.
 
3.3 VERSATILITY AND EASE OF USE AND MODIFICATION
 
These factors are all-important to the usefulness of a
 
program. Although there is no unique formula for
 
guaranteeing them, two important elements of a sufficient
 
formula relevant to the SOLN code have been identified.
 
These are command format programming and the liberal and
 
thoughtful use of comment cards in the source deck.
 
Command format programming is a phrase coined to
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describe a programming method which uses words or acronyms
 
(called commands) to control the actions taken by the
 
program. Although this technique is not new, the particular
 
style employed in POTFAN programs originated with the
 
computer program reported in Medan(1973). This technique
 
contributes significantly to the above important factors.
 
The manner in which command format programs work is the 
tollowing. First of all, there is a program known as the 
control program, which may be either the main program or the 
principal subroutine called by the main program. For the 
SOLN code the control program is the subroutine SOLNIO. The 
first two actions performed by the control program are the 
initialization of default values and the establishment of 
whether or not the program is being run in a batch or 
conversational mode. In the conversational mode the program 
prompts the user for commands and data, and in the event of 
a recoverable error, pauses to allow the user to perform a 
fixup. In the batch mode the program echoes each command 
read in and generally always stops upon detecting an error. 
Other than these differences, the two modes of operation are 
identical. Following these actions the program enters the 
command phase. In this phase the program reads in various 
four character commands, takes the action associated with 
the command, and then (provaded the command is not STOP) 
reads in the next command and so on. The specific commands 
available are given in section 5.2. 
Regarding the use of comment cards, there are no
 
specific rules that can guarantee that the inner workings of
 
a program are adequately documented. However, some
 
guidelines have been developed.
 
The first of these concerns the quantity of comment
 
cards. Some programs that were thought to be-adequately
 
commented were examined and it was found that approximately
 
25 per cent of the source lines were significant comment
 
lines." Most programs are not considered to be well
 
documented unless they contain approximately this ratio of
 
comment -lines. Therefore, the SOLN code is documented to 
this extent.
 
The second guideline concerns subprogram documentation.
 
he comment cards should state as a minimum the basic
 
purpose of the subprogram and all inputs and outputs except
 
printed output. Each subprogram in the SOLN code was made
 
to comply with this guideline.
 
In summary, the use of command format programming and
 
careful commenting have made the SOLN code versatile, easy
 
to use, and easy to modify.
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3.4 MAXIMIZING PROGRAM SIZE
 
Two major techniques were used for treating problems 
involving a large number of components and/or components 
with large influence matrices. These are the -us-e of 
auxilliary storage units and dynamic memory allocation. 
3.4.1 Auxilliary Storage 
The degree to which auxilliary storage units are used
 
in the SOLN code depends on the size and type of problem tor
 
which a solution is desired. for systems of equations that
 
can be placed in core all at once, a minimum of auxilliary
 
storage is required. In fact, the influence matrix and
 
right hand sides are placed in auxilliary storage only when
 
they are first read in. When the code automatically
 
determines that the system can be solved entirely in core,
 
the influence matrix and right hand side are read back into
 
core and solved.
 
For larger systems of equations that cannot fit within
 
core simultaneously, the influence matrix must be
 
partitioned and solved -in a piecemeal fashion which requires
 
extensive usage of auxilliary storage units. For problems
 
involving the iteration procedure, auxilliary storage units
 
are used to store each block of the matrix as well as the 
right hand sides, the current estimate of the solution 
subvectors, and the previousi estimate of the solution 
subvectors. 
This usage of auxilliary storage units allows for the 
solution of systems of equations whose size is only limited 
mainly by the amount of auxilliary storage available rather 
than the amount of core storage available. 
3.4.2 Dynamic Memory Allocation
 
Dynamic memory allocation as used herein refers to
 
packing several small arrays into one large single array.
 
In this way all of the available core space can be utilized.
 
A necessary procedure in the use of dynamic memory
 
allocation is that dynamically allocated arrays must be
 
passed as variably-dimensioned arrays through subroutine
 
argument lists. This in turn makes the program easy to
 
modify since the storage array into which the smaller arrays
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are packed needs to be dimensioned only once, e.g., in a 
small main program. 
The storage array in SOLN is denoted as (A). This
 
array is packed differently depending upon the type of 
calculations being performed. When bulk data is read in,
 
storage is only allocated for that particular set of data.
 
Then the data is placed in temporary storage. The
 
allocation of storage is more complicated at the point where
 
a system of equations is to be solved, storage in this case
 
is allocated depending upon the method of solution, whether
 
the iteration procedure or the direct procedure is used, and
 
whether the system of equations can be solved in core all at
 
once. In general, however, the arrays that are the length

of the number of fragments and the numb~r of Lows in the
 
matrix are allocated first. Then the remainder of the
 
available storage is allocated for the influence matrix.
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4 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
 
To a great extent the description of the inner workings
 
of the program has been relegated to comment cards in the
 
FORTRAN source decks. This incl:udes descriptions of the
 
functions of the subroutines and- their izput and output.
 
The remainder of this section presents relevant descriptive
 
data which could not effectively be placed on comment cards.
 
4.1 CALLING STRUCTURE
 
Figure 4.1-1 shows the subroutine calling structure.
 
iable 4.1-1 shows the calling structure in a different
 
format.
 
4.2 FLOW CHART
 
Figure 4.2-1 is a flow chart of the contr6l program
 
SOLNIO.
 
4.3 COMMON BLOCKS
 
Table 4.3-1 shows the common blocks used, their sizes,
 
and the subprograms which they apEear in.
 
4.4 LOGICAL UNITS
 
Table 4.4-i summarizes the logical units (tape, disks,
 
or drums) which the program uses. Note that not all units
 
would be used for each program run. .For the worst case the
 
number of units used would be ten (10). The specific data
 
input from or output onto each of these units except for the
 
line printer unit is discussed in detail in sections 6 and
 
7..
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4.5 MEMORY REQUIREMENTS
 
Without the working storage array, the SOLN code
 
requires approximately 24000 decimal words of core storage.
 
This requirement includes all system subroutines and
 
internal symbol dictionaries and was determined on the
 
INFONET Univac 1108 operating system without using overlays.
 
The size of the working storage array must be added to this
 
number to determine the total amount of storage required by
 
the program. The memory requirements can be' reduced by
 
usiny overlays.
 
4.6 RESTRICTIONS AND LIMIATIONS
 
The mcst important restrictions regarding the SOLN code
 
are those associated with the limitation in size of the
 
system of equations that can be solved. There are three
 
different types of limitations depending cn the manner in
 
which the system is solved. First, thete is a limitation to
 
the number of equations that can be solved in core at one
 
time. For a given computer system, this limitation can be
 
determined by the following formula
 
NR = J + (MS-3*NIR) -2 (square matrix)
 
NR = Z4XS - 3*NIB (non-square matrix)
S+ NC
 
where NR = Number of equations that can be solved in core
 
at one time.
 
MIS = Size of the working storage array (A).
 
NC = Number of unknowns to be determined.
 
NIB = Number of records of input containing the
 
influence matrix. This is also referred
 
to as the number of influence matrix fragments.
 
Second, there is a limitation to the number of
 
equations that can be solved even using auxilliary storage
 
devices. This limitation depends upon whether the iteration
 
jrocedure is used or whether a direct rrocedure is used.
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For a direct procedure the limitation is computed as
 
follows:
 
NR = MXS-3*NI-R+1 (square matrix) 
7 
NE = fXS-3*VIB (non-square matrix) 
4 
For the iteration procedure the limitation is computed as
 
follows:
 
NRB = MXS-3VIR+l
 
7 I 
whichever is smaller
 
I (square matrix)
 
NUB = MXS-3*NIE-AXVNF
 
4 2
 
NRB = MXS-3*NIR-MAXVNE (non-square matrix)
 
4
 
where NRB The order of the largest diagonal block 
of the matrix. 
flAXVNF = number of influence coefficierts in the 
largest influence matrix input record. 
The third limitaticn concerns the amount of auxilliary
 
storage available. The temporary storage units INA, INAT,
 
1NCBD, KST, INB, INBT, and INVR must each be able to contain
 
the entire influence matrix. Hence, the largest system of
 
equations that can be solved may be limited by the size of
 
the auxilliary storage devices.
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5 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
The purpose of this section is to prcvide the user with
 
information necessary to execute the program.
 
5.1 GENERAL DATA INPUT CONSIDERATIONS
 
The input data for the equation solver program cqnsists
 
of punched cards and tape, disc, or drum files when the code
 
is utilized in the batch mode, and on-line data with tape,
 
disc, or drum files when it is executed in the­
conversational mode. All punched card and conversational
 
terminal input is prescribed in NAMELIST or regular formats,
 
whereas all bulk data input through tape, disc, or drum
 
files is unformatted. The latter data is aescribed in
 
sections 6 and 7.
 
The program is designed to use ccmmands as the basic
 
form of input to control the program flow. These commands
 
consist of four letter words placed in the first four
 
characters of an input record (first four columns of an
 
input card) and are recognized as keys that cause the
 
program to perform particular operations. After the
 
operations are performed, the program flow returns to the
 
beginning of the program and reads the next command. This
 
continues until a STOP command is encountered, whereby the
 
program terminates. Any command input record (card) whose
 
first four characters or columns are left blank is
 
considered a "comment" command. Any command that is not
 
recognized by the program is printed and prcgram flow is
 
either returned to the next command without any operations
 
being performed or terminated depending on the value of the
 
variable CONTIN (see section 5.2.5). The particular
 
commands recognized by the equation solver code are
 
discussed in more detail in section 5.2.
 
All of the commands available in the equation solver
 
code are related in one way or another to the solution oz a
 
system of equations, although several commands in sequence
 
are required to complete all the steps necessary to obtain
 
this solution. Since there are several different solution
 
techniques available in the code, the best method of
 
solution and the associated commands for a given problem
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will depend upon whether the system of equations (matrix)
 
under consideration is over-determined (rectangular) or not,
 
and whether the system of equations under consideration can
 
he subdivided or blocked effectively so that the iteration
 
procedure can be implemented.
 
For solving larger systems of equations, the
 
potentially fastest. soluticn technique is -the block
 
successive over-relaxation method. This is true whether the
 
system of equations is overdetermined or not. However, the
 
iteration procedure will only converge to a solution if the
 
matrix produced by the system of equations has certain
 
properties. In particular, the matrix must possess
 
submatrix blocks such that the diagonal blocks are more
 
dominant than the off diagonal blocks. The more dominant
 
the diagonal blocks, the faster the iteration procedure will
 
converge to a solution.
 
Matrices that dc not possess this property are best 
solved by the direct techniques. For square matrices, the 
tU decomposition method is the fastest cf the direct 
methods, and for rectangular matrices the Householder 
procedure should be used. In the event that the data 
defining the system of equations under consideration 
requires more computer core storage than is available, the 
equation solver code automatically places the data in 
temporary storage and determines the solution to the system 
of equations by the procedures for large systems as 
discussed in Section 3.3. 
5.2 INPUT DESCRIPTION
 
The first line of input to the program consists of a
 
single logical variable. Its value depends on whether the
 
command inputs are to be made utilizing the conversational
 
cr batch modes, .TRUE. for conversational, .FALSE. tor batch
 
mode. The format for this input record (card) is Li.
 
The remaining input for the equation solver code
 
consists mainly of operation commands, input file names, and
 
option flags. A command statement must begin in the first
 
column or with the first character of an input card or
 
record. Only the first four characters of any command are
 
recognized by the program. if the first four characters or
 
columns are left blank, the command is assumed to be for
 
comment purposes, and the entire card or line is printed.
 
In the conversational mode, an unrecognizable command
 
returns control to the next command after the unrecognizable
 
characters are printed.; otherwise, the program terminates
 
unless the variable CONTIN has been set to .TRUE. (see DATA
 
command. A detailed description of the commands recognized
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by the code, as well as the input associated with them, is
 
given below. All logical unit numbers may range from 1 to
 
99, except 5 and 6. File identification numbers may range
 
from 1 to 9999. See Appendix A for an explanation of file
 
identification numbers.
 
5.2.1 _4-Blanks Command
 
Explanation
 
Any command with blanks in the first four positions is
 
considered a comment card. All informaticn cn this card or
 
input record is printed, then ccntrol proceeds to the next
 
command.
 
5.2.2 BCE Command
 
Ex.Elana tion 
This command causes the boundary condition constant
 
vector files to be read in and placed in temrorary storage.
 
This boundary condition ccnstant vector file is ordinarily
 
created by the boundary conditicn program. This command
 
should not be given before the CNIL command (when required)
 
or the VNRE command, and must precede the SOLV, RIVNS, or
 
WIIT commands.
 
(NTBCR,NBCR(I),I=1,NCMP)--The identification number and
 
logical unit number of each boundary condition constant
 
vector file.
 
Format
 
215
 
Comments
 
Enter one identification number and one logical unit
 
number per line or card of input. The input sequence must
 
be consistent with the input seguence of the input influence
 
Eubmatrices (see VNRE command).
 
5.2.3 CNTL Command
 
.Explanation
 
This command defines the number of aircraft components
 
and the overall type of solution procedure to be used in
 
solving the system of equations under 'consideration. it is
 
the first command given if the internal logical units do not
 
require initializing with the LATA command. This command
 
must precede all other commands except blank and DATA
 
commands except when there is only a single component whose
 
influence matrix can fit in core. In the latter case, the
 
CNTL command is not required.
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NCNB--Number.of aircraft components associated with the
 
system ot eguations under consideration. This determines
 
the'number of boundary condition and influence matrix files
 
that must be read in.
 
ITHRAT--Flag which designates wfether an iteration
 
Frocedure or a direct solution 'procedure is to be used to
 
solve this system o-equations.
 
ITERAT = 
0--Direct solution
 
1--Iteration solution
 
Format
 
215
 
5.2.4 COMB Command
 
Explanlation
 
This command is used only vhen the system of equations
 
under consideration is too large for available core storage
 
and the direct soluticn rrocedures are being used to solve
 
the system. It combines all submatrices read in by the VNR'E
 
command into one matrix which is stored in column length
 
records on a temporary storage device. The ccmmand need not
 
te used unless both circumstances mentioned above exist. No
 
further data input is required with this command. If used,
 
it must immediately follow the VNEE command.
 
5.2.5 DATA Command
 
Explanation
 
The DATA command is used to initialize any or all
 
internal logical units used by the program. This includes
 
any temporary storage devices as well as the input and
 
output logical units. The DATA command is also used to set
 
the variable CONTIN. This command need not be used if the
 
default values of the variables are satisfactory. This
 
command , if needed, must precede all of the commands except
 
the blank command.
 
IRn '4 
NTCP--Logical unit number of the dutrut device used for
 
conversational mode operations. The default value is 6.
 
NTP--logical unit number of the output device 'used for
 
hatch mode operations. The default value is 6.
 
NTCR--Logical unit number of the input device used for
 
conversational mode operations. The default value is.5.
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NTRR--Logical unit number of the input device used for
 
batch mode operations. The default value is 5. The value
 
of NTH is set equal to NTR immediately follcwing the read
 
statement.
 
INA--Logical unit number for a temporary storage
 
device. The default value is 11. However, during a COMB
 
command, it may be changed to 12. See section 7.4 for an
 
explanation of the temporary storage devices.
 
INAT--Logical unit number for 

device. The default value is 12. 

command, it may be changed to 11.
 
INCBD--Logical unit number for 

device. The default value is 14.
 
KST--Logical unit number for 

device. The default value is 13.
 
INB--Logical unit number for 

device. The default value is 15.
 
INBT--Logical unit number for 

device. The default value is 17.
 
IUVB--Logical unit number for 

device. The default value is 18.
 
NTIl--Logical unit number for 

device. The default value is 16.
 
a temporary storage
 
However, during a COME
 
a temporary storage
 
a temporary storage
 
a temporary storage.
 
a temporary storage
 
a temporary storage
 
a temporary storage
 
CONTIN--Logical variable governing program action upon
 
encountering an unrecognizable command. Unless CONTIN is
 
.TRUE., execution will terminate with an unrecognizable

command. The default value for CONTIN is .TRUE. under
 
conversational operation and .FALSE. under batch operation.
 
Format
 
Namelist MDATA.
 
5.2.6 INVE Command
 
Explanation
 
This command causes the inverse of a matrix to be
 
computed and stored on a tape, disc, or drum file. The user
 
must input the identification number and logical unit number
 
of the tape, disc, or drum file where this inverse is to be
 
stored. In addition, the user must provide a title for the
 
file. A special option with this command allcws the user to
 
compute and store the decomposition of a matrix instead of
 
the inverse (see Section 3.1). The only restrictions for
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the decomposition opti6n are that the matrix to be
 
decomposed must fit in core all at once and that it must be
 
a square matrix. The INVE command must follow the VNR.E and
 
(if needed) COMB commands.
 
METHOD--Option flag which designates which solution
 
technique is to be used to create the inverse or
 
decomposition.
 
METHOD =
 
0--LU decomposition method (square matrix only)
 
1--Householders' technique (rectangular or square
 
matrix)
 
NTINVW--Identificaticn number of tape, disc, or drum
 
file where the computed inverse is to he stored. The
 
logical unit number associated with this file is INVR which
 
Lay be input with the DATA command at the beginning of each
 
test case.
 
IDC--Option flag which designates whether -the inverse
 
Cr the decomposition of the matrix is to be computed.

IDC =
 
0--Inverse
 
1--Eecomposition
 
NTITL--Number of words in the title describing the
 
inverse or decomposition file. ITITL must be greater than
 
zero but not exceed 100.
 
(TITL(I), I=1,NTITL)--A one dimensional alphanumeric
 
array that may be used to.describe the contents of the
 
inverse file.
 
Format
 
315/15/ (20A4)
 
5.2.7 IVNR Command
 
Explanation
 
This command causes an inverse or decomposed matrix
 
file to be read in and placed in temporary storage and is a
 
sequel to the INVE command. The intent of this command is
 
to allow the user to read in an inverse without computing
 
it, then multiply the inverse by any number of constant
 
vectors to obtain the solution vectors. In the case of a
 
decomposed matrix, a forward elimination and backward
 
substitution are performed on the decomposed matrix and
 
constant vectors to obtain the soluticns. The IVNR command,
 
however, only reads the inverse or decomposed matrix. Other
 
commands read the constant vectors (BCEE command) and
 
rerform the multiplication or forward elimination and
 
backward substitution (MULT command). The IVNH command must
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follow a CNTL command and a fCRE ccmmand and precede a MULT
 
command.
 
decomposed matrix is stored. If entered as zero,
 
NTINVR--identificatin number of the file where the 
inverse or decomposed matrix is stored. 
N.INV--Logical unit number of the file where the 
inverse or 

the program uses 18 instead.
 
Format
 
215
 
E.2.8 MOLT Command
 
EAPianAtiofl 
This command is 	 used in conjunction with the IVNR
 
inverse be multiplied by
command. It causes an 	 matrix tc 

a forwdrd
 any number of constant vectors or it causes 

backward substitution to be performed on a
elimination and 

number of constant 	vectors. The
decomposed matrix and any 

information stored on the file that was read by the IVNE
 
whether an inverse or a decomposed matrix
command indicates 

existed on the file and the code automatically performs the
 
vectors.
appropriate -computations to obtain the solution 

ahe IV4RB and BCRE commands must precede the MOLT command.
 
dimensional integer
(OUTA(I),OUTANT(I),I=I,NCP)--One 

arrays defining the identification numbers and logical unit
 
numbers of the files where the computed solution .vectors are
 
to be stored.
 
Format
 
215 
5.2.9 PART Command
 
eApianation
 
This command causes the 	program to partition tne matrix
 
VNRE command and combined, if
that was read in by the 
necessary, by the COMB command. It is a utility command 
that need nct ordinarily be used unless-it is desiranle tc 
that is
into submatrices 	in a manner
Fartition a matrix 

the matrix is already 	partitioned.
different from the 	way 

The PART command will cause the matrix to be subdivided into
 
equal sized square blocks, if possible. If this is not
 
as equal in size as
jossible, then the blocks will be made 

is possible. This command must follow the VNRE and (if
 
and precede the SOLV and INVE commands.used) COnl commands 
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NPA--The number of partitions that a row or column of
 
the matrix -is -to be subdivided into. !he number of
 
partitions in the matrix will be NPA**2.
 
(NP(I),I=1,NPA**2)--A one dimensicnal array defining

the logical unit numbers of the files where each submatrix
 
partition is to be stored. A total of NPA**2 entries must
 be made. Place the values for one row of partitions on each
 
line or card.
 
Format
 
15/(1615)
 
5.2.10 SOLV Command 
This command causes the program to ccmpute the solution 
to the system of equations as defined by the VNRE and BCRE
 
commands. The user need not define a solution technique for
 
solving the system of equations; the code will automatically

determine this for him. However, if he chooses to override
 
the automatically chosen technique, he may do so. If the
 
user chooses an inappropriate technique for a given system,
 
the code will automatically choose the best technique and
 
override his decision. This may occur if the user attempts
 
to solve a rectangular matrix using a technique for square

matrices. The various solution techniques available in the.
 
code were discussed in detail in Section 3. If the
 
iteration procedure option is in effect, this command
 
defines the method for solving the system of equations

associated with each diagonal submatrix of the blocked
 
matrix. The SOLV command must follow the VNRE, CONB (if

used), and BCRE commands. If a user input solution
 
technique is used, the calling sequence for this procedure

should be placed in the subroutine INVRS at the designated
 
location.
 
If the iteration procedure is in effect and is
 
non-convergent, the last estimate of the solution subvectors 
will be printed and stored on files. The iteration 
procedure may be restarted by reading these final 
approximations into the program as initial guesses at the 
solution subvectors instead of have them computed. In fact, 
any predetermined solution subvectors may be read in as an 
initial guess for the iteration procedure instead of having

them computed when the iteration option is in effect. In
 
other words this is the number components for which an
 
initial guess of the solution will be supplied.
 
Input 
METHOD--Option flag defining which solution technique
will be used in solving the system of equations. 
METHOD = 
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0--LU decomposition method
 
1--Householders' method
 
2--User input method
 
IPS--The number of predetermined solutions to be read
 
when the iteration option is in effect. In cther words this
 
is the number components for which an initial guess of the
 
solution will be supplied.
 
(OUTA{I),OUTANT(I),J=I,NCMP)--Two one dimensional
 
arrays defining the identification number and logical unit
 
number where the solution subvectors cf the system of
 
equations under consideration are to be stored. One pair of
 
numbers is required for each aircraft component.
 
IPRINT--A print parameter that prescribes whether the
 
solution vector is printed out.
 
IPRINT=O--Solution vector is printed.
 
=1--Solution vector is not printed.
 
(I,INPS(I),INPSNT(I),J=1,IPS)--A simple variable and
 
two one dimensional arrays that indicate the aircraft­
component sequence number, the identificaticn number, and
 
logical unit number of any predetermined solution subvector
 
files to be used as an initial guess to the sclution for the
 
iteration procedure. This input is only required it the
 
iteration procedure option is in effect. If IPS is zero,
 
this infcrmation must not be input. The solution subvectors
 
cn these files will be used as the initial guess for the
 
iteration procedure instead of having the initial guesses
 
computed. One set of these numbers is required for each
 
aircraft component for which an initial guess is to be
 
input4
 
MAXIT1--The maximum number of iterations allowed for
 
the iteration procedure to converge. This is only required
 
if the iteration proctdure option is in effect. If
 
lAXIT1=0, only the initial guess till be computed, printed,
 
and stored.
 
OMEGA--Relaxation factor that alters the convergence
 
characteristics of the iteration solution.
 
O<OMEGA<1 (under-relaxation)
 
1<OtEGA<2 (over-relaxation)
 
The default value is 1.0. This input is only required when
 
the iteration solution option is in effect.
 
ITEEP--Print parameter that defines the amount of
 
intermediate results to be printed during the iteration
 
solution procedure.
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0--No intermediat6 results will be printed.
 
Not-zero--Intermediate results will be printed every
 
ITERP iterations.
 
The intermediate results consist of the influence of
 
each submatrix block on every cther submatrix block, the
 
constant vectors, and the most recent estimate of the
 
solution. If ITERP t 0, these quantities are also printed
 
for the initial guess at the solution. This input is only
 
required if the iteration Procedure option is in effect.
 
Format
 
(215)--For METHOD, IPS, OUTA(I), OUTANT(1), IPRINT.
 
(315)--For I, INPS(1), INPSNT(I). 
(l5/25.2/I5)--For NAXIT1, OMEGA, ITERP.
 
Comments
 
The inverse or decompositicn of the diagonal
 
submatrices associated with the iteration procedure may also
 
te read in instead of being computed. This is discussed in
 
the VNRE command.
 
5.2.11 STOP Command
 
Explanation 
This command terminates the program. No further 
cperations can follow the STOP command. 
5.2.12 VNRE Command
 
Explanation
 
This command reads the submatrices making up the 
influence coefficients for the system of equations under 
consideration 'nd places them in temporary storage. The 
matrix is usually subdivided into submatrices that are 
placed on separate tape, disc, or drum files. For potential 
flow problems, these submatrices usually represent the 
influence of a single aircraft component cn another single 
aircraft component. - If the iteration procedure is in 
effect, each submatrix also represents a block of the block 
iteration procedure. A special option is available with 
this command when the iteration option is in effect. It 
allows the user to avoid calculating* the inverse or 
decomposition of any one of the diagonal submatrix blocks 
that would ordinarily be computed during the iteration 
procedure. Instead, the user may read in the inverse or 
decomposition itself. For those diagonal submatrices that 
-are read in the ordinary manner, the inverse or
 
*decomposition is computed during the iteration procedure 
calculations. The VNRE command must precede the BCRE 
command and the COMB command (if used) and must also follow 
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the CNTI and DATA commands.
 
12 put

NTVNR,NTVN--The identificaticn number and logical unit
 
number of a single submatrix of the influence matrix tile.
 
Gne pair of numbers is entered Eer line. The submatrices
 
must be entered in rowwise order. That is, referring to the
 
figure in Section 3.1.4, the submatrices must be entered in
 
the following order: A A A A
 
---,Anl ,---,An 1I )2 
INVF(I)--Option flag that designates whether the
 
associated file contains a sutmatrix or whether it contains
 
the inverse or decomjosition of that submatric. This is
 
cnly input with the diagonal submatrices and is entered on
 
the same line as the logical unit number or identification
 
number for that sutmatrix.
 
INV (I)
 
0--Submatrix.
 
-1--Inverse or decomposition of the submatrix.
 
format
 
215 (for off-diagonal submatrices)
 
315 (for diagonal sulmatrices)
 
5.3 SYSTEM CONTROL CARDS
 
This section describes the control cards that are
 
necessary to run the SULN code on the various computer
 
systems that have been or are being used tc run the-SOLN
 
code.
 
5.3.1 Infonet Univac 1108 System
 
Since this system allows automatic file definition
 
commands determined from the file identification numbers
 
(see Appendix A), the only control card required is the
 
jrogram name, SOLN/POTF. All files created except scratch
 
files will automatically show up in the user's catalog. The
 
names of all created files will be identical to the input
 
file identification numbers. Also each created file will
 
have a version identifier that defines the type of tile that
 
it is. The version identifier for soluticn files is SO; for
 
inverse files it is IN. All files created kill reside in
 
the LIB$ library. Thus, for exanple, a solution tile
 
created with an identification number of 1023 will be
 
assigned the name 1023.SC/LIB$.
 
4 
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6 PROGRAM INPUT BINARY FILES
 
The SOLN code uses two types of files created by other
 
POTFAN segments. These files contain the coefficient matrix
 
(influence matrix files) and the right hand sides (boundary

condition files). These filesare accessed according to the
 
procedures in Appendix A and Section 5.3. Each of these
 
±iles conforms to the standardized POTFAN fcrmat, which is
 
discussed in Appendix B. The notation used in the remainder
 
of this section will be clear to the reader if he reads
 
Appendix B. All of the data available cn-these files is not
 
used by SOLN. The following subsections describe the files
 
triefly and which quantities affect the SOIN code. The
 
jrogram may also input an inverse file, a decomposition

file, or a solution file that was previously computed by the
 
SOLN code. These tiles are discussed in Section 7.
 
6.1 INFLUENCE MATRIX FILES
 
Each influence matrix file ccntains all the information
 
necessary to describe the boundary condition influence of
 
cne aircraft component on some other aircraft component.
 
The file itself consists of two or more records of
 
information. The first record is referred to as the
 
introductory record, while all subsequent records contain 
the influence coefficients. In many cases the influence 
matrix is very large and cannot be input or output all at 
cne time on one record of information. Therefore, several 
records are often required to input ox output the entire 
influence matrix file. Each record of influence­
coefficients is referred to as a matrix fragment. Each 
influence matrix file is referred to as a submatrix. , Many 
influence matrix files (submatrices) may be required to
 
completely define the entire influence matrix associated
 
with a given flow field problem consisting of several
 
aircraft components.
 
The following information from the influence matrix 
files is used directly by the SOLN code. The variables 
marked with an asterisk are necessary for proper execution 
of the program. All variables without an' asterisk are 
informative only and are not necessary fcr proper execution 
of the SOLN program but are transferred tc the solution 
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files to be used as input for subseguont Frograms in the
 
LOTFAN system.
 
1st Record
 
*NCTIME--Number of words in the data and time array. 
(CTIME(NCTIME))--Array containing the date and time 0± 
creation of the influence matrix file. 
*NTiTL--Number of words in the title of a
 
self-influencing submatrix file.
 
(TIIL(NTITL))--Title of a self-influencing sunmatnix
 
file.
 
*NEECS--One plus the number of submatrix fragments.
 
ID(1)--Identification 
submatrix geometry file. 
number of a self-influencing 
ID(3)--Identification 
self-influence submatrix. 
number of unconstrained 
ID(5)--Identification number of constrained 
self-influence submatrix. 
*NLOG 
LOG(2)=TOP--Flag indicating whether an upper surface
 
boundary condition has teen applied.
 
LOG(3)=BOT--Flag indicating whether a lower surtace
 
boundary condition has been applied.
 
LOG(11)=DBLT--Flaq indicating whether doublet type
 
singularities have teen used to represent an aircraft
 
component.
 
LOG(12)=SOUUCE--flag indicating whether source type
 
singularities haie been used to represent an aircraft
 
component.
 
LOG(13)=CNSTR--lag indicating whether the intluence
 
matrix is constrained.
 
*NINT
 
*INT(8)=NSING--Number of unknowns associated with the
 
self-influence matrix file.
 
INT (12)=ICTYPI--Not used anymore. 
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INT(14)=NFC--Number of constraint function coetticients
 
representing the singularity distribution of a
 
self-influence submatrix file.
 
INT(16)=NCFFX--Number of constraint function fragments
 
in the Ni direction.
 
INT(17)=NCFFY--Number of constraint function fragments
 
in the N2 direction.
 
lNT(18)=ICV--Flag indicating the type of constraint­
variables used to generate the constraint function.
 
NFLl
 
*FLI(1)=XMACH--ach number. The SOLN code checks all
 
influence matrix files to see that they correspond to the
 
same Mach number. If there is an inconsistency, the program
 
will stc and print a diagnostic message.
 
2nd Record and Subsequent Reccrds
 
*31=NC--Number of columns in the submatrix.
 
*J2=NR--Number of rcws of the submatrix cn this record.
 
,33=1 
*NW=NC*NR--Number of influence coefficients on this
 
record.
 
*(A(I),I=1,NN)--Influence coefficients on this record.
 
These are stored columnwise. When multiple records are
 
required to store the submatrix, then a certain number of
 
ccmplete rqws of influence coefficients are contained on
 
each record but are still stored columnwisce.
 
6.2 BOUNDARY CONDITION FILES
 
Each boundary condition file contains all the
 
information necessary to describe the influence of the
 
uniform and nonuniform freestream and the rotation rates on
 
the boundary conditions of a single aircraft component. The
 
file itself consists of three or more records of
 
information. The first record is referred to. as the
 
introductory record. Each group of two records thereafter
 
describes all the flow field parameters associated with a
 
single sct of boundary conditions as well as their influence
 
cn this aircraft component. There may be several sets of
 
boundary conditions on a single boundary condition tile.
 
1he second, fourth, sixth, etc., records on the file contain
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the right hand side subvector associated kith the system of
 
equations describing the specified flow boundary condition.
 
The third, fifth, seventh, ninth, etc., records contain the
 
parameters defining the freestream conditions; that is, the
 
freestream velocity vector, the angles cf attack and
 
sideslip, the rotation rates, and the center ot gravity
 
location for the flow field.
 
The following information from the boundary condition
 
files-is used by the SOLE code. The variables marked with
 
an asterisk are necessary for proper execution of the
 
program. All variables without an asterisk are informative
 
cnly and are not necessary fcr proper execution of the SOLE
 
program but are transferred to the soluticn files to be used
 
as input for subsequent programs in the POTFAN system.
 
asterisk.
 
1st Record
 
flNCTIIE--Number of words in the date and time array.
 
(CIME(NCTIME))--Array containing the date and time of
 
creation of the boundary condition file.
 
*NTITL--Number of words in the title.
 
(TIrL(STITL))--Title of the toundary condition file.
 
*NRECS--One plus two times the number of sets of
 
boundary conditions.
 
ID(1)--Identification number of the geometry file
 
associated with this aircraft component.
 
ID(2)--Identification number of the boundary condition
 
file.
 
LOG(5)=DBLT--Flag indicating whether doublet type
 
singularities have been used to represent an aircraft
 
component.
 
LOG(6)=SOURCE--Flag indicating whether source type
 
singularities have been used to represent an aircraft
 
component.
 
LOG(7)=TOP--Flag indicating whether an upper surface
 
boundary condition has been applied.
 
LOG(8)=BOT--Flag indicating whether a lower surface
 
toundary condition has been applied.
 
*INI(2)=NROW--Number of rows.
 
*INT(3)=NSETS--Number of sets of boundary conditions on
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this file. 
2na jh._6th_. . Records 
*01=NROW--Number of elements in the constant subvector. 
J2=1 
J3=1 
NW=NROW--See above. 
*(A(NROW))--Elements of the constant subvector. 
__ d5thLth._____Records 
J1=11 
J2=1 
J3=1 
NW=11 
A(NW)--Array containing the freestream velocity vector,
 
the angles of attack and sideslip., the rotaticn rate vector,
 
and the center of rotation location for this set of boundary
 
conditions.
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7 PROGRA _OUTPUT 
Output from the program consists of line printer
 
output, data left on scratch files, and various POTFAN
 
files. The line printer output is meant to be self
 
explanatory and will not be discussed further. The POTFAN
 
files that are created are created according to the
 
procedure in Appendix A and conform to the format in
 
Appendix B. Control cards for managing the scratch and
 
POTFAN files are given in Section 5.3. The POTFAN and
 
scratch files are discussed in mcre detail in the following
 
subsections.
 
7.1 SOLUTION FILES
 
Each solution file contains all the information
 
relevant to that portion cf the solution vector associated
 
with a single aircraft component. Each such portion ot the
 
soluticn vector is referred to as a solution subvector. The
 
file itself consists of three or more records. The first
 
record is the introductory record. The second record
 
contains the parameters defining the freestream conditions
 
for all sets of boundary conditions for which a solution was
 
computed; that is, the freestream velocity vector, the
 
angles of attack and sideslip, the rotation rates, and the
 
center of rotation location for the flow field. The third
 
and subsequent records contain the solution subvectors, one
 
record for each boundary condition.
 
The following information is written on each solution
 
file.
 
1st Record
 
NCTIME-Number of words in the date and time array.
 
(CTIME(NCTIME))--Array containing 
that the solution file was created. 
the date and time 
NTITL--Number of words in the title arra). 
(TIIL(NTITL))--Title 
aircraft component. 
of the geometry file for this 
NRECS--Two 
subvectors. 
plus the number of sets of solution 
(IFCR(NECS))--0, 1, 1, 
NID=5
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ID(1)--ldentification number of the geometry file
 
associated with this aircraft comronent.
 
ID(2)--Identification number of the self-influence
 
submatrax file associated with this aircraft component.
 
ID(3)--Identificaticn number of the inverse file used
 
to generate this solution subvector, if such a file was
 
used. Otherwise ID(3) is zero.
 
ID()--Identificaticn number of the boundary condition
 
file associated with this aircraft component.
 
ID(5)--Identification number of this solution file.
 
NLOG=5
 
LOG(I)=DBLT--Flag indicating whether doublet-type

singularities have been used to rerresent an aircraft
 
component.
 
LOG(2)=SOURCE--Flag indicating whether source type

singularities have been used to reFresent an aircraft
 
component.
 
LOG(3)=TOP--Flag indicating whether an uprer surface
 
boundary condition has been applied.
 
LOG()=BOT--Flag indicating whether a lower surface
 
Loundary condition has been applied.
 
LOG(5)=CNSTRN--Flag indicating whether the influence
 
natrix is constrained.
 
NINe=8
 
IN(1)=ICTYPE--Not used at present.
 
INT(2)--number of elements in the solution subvector
 
(i.e., number of unknowns). 
INtI3)--Number of sets of boundary conditions. 
INT(4)=METHOD--Method of solution. 
INT(5)=NSING--Number of elements in the solution vector 
if it were unconstrained.
 
INT(6)=NCFX--Number of constraint function fragments
 
in the Ni direction (if the matrix is constrained).
 
INT(7)=NCFFY--Number of constraint function fragments
 
in the N2 direction (if the matrix is constrained).
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INT(8)=ICV--Flag indicating the type of constraint
 
variables used to generate the constraint function.
 
NFLT= 1
 
FLT(1)=XMACH--Mach number.
 
2nd Record
 
J1=NSOL-Number of solutions.
 
J2=11 
J3=1 
NW=1 NSOL
 
(UINF (NSOL)), (VINF (NSOL)), (WINF (NSOL)) --Components of 
the unit freestream velocity vectcr for each set of boundary 
conditions. 
(ALPHA(NSOL))--Angle of attack for each set of boundary
 
conditions. 
(BETA(NSOL))--Angle of sideslip for each set of 
toundary conditions. 
(P (NSOL ), (Q(NSOL)) , (RR (1S50))--Comcnents ot the 
freestream rotation rate vector for each set of boundary
 
conditions.
 
(HCGX(NSOL)), (RCGY (NSOL)), (RCGZ(NSOL))--Compoaents of 
the position vector to the center of rotation of the flow 
field for each set of boundary conditions. 
3rd and Subsequent Records 
J1=NR--Number of elements in the solution subvector. 
J2=1 
J3=1
 
NW=NR--See above.
 
(X (NR)) --Elements of the soluticn subvector for a 
jarticular set of boundary conditions. 
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7.2 INVERSE MATRIX FILES
 
Each inverse matrix file contains all the information
 
pertaining to the inverse of a matrix that was assembled and 
computed -from one or more influence matrix files. That is, 
the system of equations from which this inverse matrix was 
generated may have involved one or more aircraft components.
 
The file itself consists of three or more records. The
 
first record is the introductory record. The second record
 
contains all of the information from the influence matrix
 
files that must be transferred to the solution files when
 
the inverse is multiplied-by a constant vector to produce a
 
solution vector. The third and subsequent records contain
 
the inverse matrix coefficients. Since the storage required
 
to output the entire inverse matrix on a single record may

be more than is available, several records may be necessary
 
to output the complete matrix.
 
The following information is written on an inverse
 
matrix file.
 
1st Record
 
NCTIME--Number of words in the date and time array.
 
(CTIME(NCTIME))--Array containing the date and time
 
that the inverse matrix file was created.
 
NTITL--Number of words in the title array.
 
(TITL(NTITL))--Title of the inverse matrix file.
 
NRECS=Two plus the number of records required to
 
contain the entire inverse matrix.
 
(IFORM(NRECS))=0,0,1,1,...
 
NID=I
 
ID(1)=Identificaticn number of the inverse matrix file.
 
NLOG=1
 
LOG(1)=FIT--Flag indicating whether the matrix fits in
 
core all at once.
 
NINT=7 
INT(1)=KM--Number of rows in the inverse matrix.
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INT(2)=NCPF--Maximum number of columns in each inverse
 
matrix output record.
 
INI(3)=NCMPS--Number of aircraft components associated
 
with the system of equaticns from which the inverse matrix
 
uas created.
 
INT(4)=INV--Method used to create the inverse.
 
INT(5)=NCFC--Number cf records required to output the
 
entire inverse matrix. This is also referred to as the
 
number of inverse matrix fragments.
 
INt(6)=-IDC--Flag indicating whether this matrix is an 
inverse or an LU deccmposition matrix. A value of 0 
indicates an inverse, while a value of I indicates an LU 
decomposition.
 
INT(7)=NCOL--Numher cf columns in the inverse matrix.
 
NFLT=I
 
FLT(1)=XfIACH--lach number.
 
2nd Record
 
JI=NCMPS--See above.
 
J2=7
 
J3=1
 
NW=7*NCMPS
 
(ICNST(NCMPS))--Array indicating whether the
 
singularity distribution associated with each aircraft
 
component is constrained or not.
 
(ICT(NCIPS))--Not used at present
 
(NCFFXA(NCMPS))--Array indicating the number of Ni
 
directicn constraint function fragments associated with each
 
aircraft component.
 
(NCEFYA(NCMPS))--Array indicating the number of N2
 
direction constraint function tagments associated wita each
 
aircratt component.
 
(ICVA(NCMPS))--Array indicating the tyFe or constraint 
variables used with the constraint function associated with 
each aircraft component. 
(IDA(NCMPS))--Identification number of the
 
selt-influence submatrix associated with each dircraft
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component.
 
(NNC(NCMPS))--Ending column number of the
 
self-influence submatrix associated with each aircraft
 
component as positioned in the entire influence matrix from
 
which the inverse was comfuted.
 
3rd and Subseuaent Records
 
J1=XM--Number of rows in the inverse matrix.
 
J2=NCPF--Number of columns in this fragment of the
 
inverse matrix.
 
J3=1
 
NW=J1*0J2--Number of inverse matrix coefficients in this
 
record.
 
(A(NW))--Inverse matrix coefficients for this fragment.
 
7.3 LU DECOMPOSITION MATRIX FILES
 
Each LU decomposition matrix file contains all the
 
information pertaining tn the LU decomposition of a matrix
 
that was assembled from one or more influence matrix files.
 
An LU decomposition matrix is analogous to an inverse matrix
 
in that it is determined without knowledge cf the constant
 
vector. Hence, any number of constant vectors may be solved
 
using the same LU decomposition matrix. The system of
 
equations from which this LU decomposition matrix was
 
generated may have involved one or more aircraft components.
 
The file itself consists of four records. The first two
 
records are exactly the same as the first two records of the
 
inverse files (section 7.2). The third record contains the
 
permutation vector associated with the LU decomposition
 
matrix which tells how the row interchanges took place in
 
the decomposition. The fourth record contains the LU
 
decomposition matrix coefficients. At present, an LU
 
decomposition matrix may be computed by the SOLE code only
 
if the entire matrix fits in core at one time.
 
The following information is written on an LU
 
decomposition file.
 
1st Record
 
Same as 1st record of inverse file except that IFORM(3)
 
is 1. See Section 7.2.
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Same as 2nd record of inverse file. See Section 7.2.
 
3rd Record
 
Jl=KM--Number of rows in the LU decomposition matrix.
 
J2=1
 
J3=1
 
NW=KM--See above.
 
(IP(NW))--Elements of the permutation vector.
 
4th Record
 
Jl=K--Number of rows in the LU decomposition matrix.
 
J2=NCPF--Number of columns in the IU decomposition
 
matrix.
 
J3=1
 
NW=J1*J2--Number of coefficients in the LU
 
decomposition matrix.
 
(A(NW)) --Coefficients of the LU decomposition matrix.
 
7.4 SCRATCH FILES
 
A brief description ct each scratch file is given below
 
as well as an indication of the circumstances under which
 
each file is used.
 
INA--This file is used in a variety of ways. In
 
general, it is needed in those circumstances where the
 
influence matrix, inverse matrix, or decomposition matrix
 
does not fit in core at one time. In addition, it is used
 
to store the solution sut-vectors in the iteration procedure
 
and the matrix partitions created during a PART command.
 
'The default logical unit number is 11.
 
INAT--This file is used in tandem with the file INA.
 
That is, information on these files are manipulated and
 
stored by transferring the information back and forth from
 
INA to INAT and vice versa. It is needed in the same
 
circumstances that require the use of INA. The default
 
logical unit number is 12.
 
KS--This file is used to store the fragments of the
 
influence matrix as read in from the POTFAN influence matrix
 
files. This file is required fcr any cases using dLn RVNS
 
command. The default logical unit number is 13.
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INCBD--This file is used to store the partitions of the
 
entire influence matrix in those situaticns where the
 
influence matrix does not fit-in core at once and a direct
 
solution procedure is desired. In addition, this file is
 
used to temporarily store the right hand side vectors.
 
Bence, the file is required for any cases using an RBCS
 
command or where the direct solution of a larger-than-core
 
square matrix is desired. The default logical unit number
 
is 14.
 
INB--This file is used during -inversion of a matrix
 
that does not fit in core at one time. Individual blocks of
 
the inverse are temporarily stored on INB. '.This file is
 
also used to manipulate the right hand side vectors and
 
place them in the appropriate order. Hence. the INB file is
 
required when inversicn of large square matrices are
 
performed and whenever the RBCS command is used. The
 
default logical unit number is 15.
 
INBT--This file is used in tandem with the file INB.
 
That is, information on these files are nanipulated aad
 
stored by transferring the information back and forth. It
 
is needed in the same circumstances that require the use of
 
INB. The default logical unit number is 17.
 
INV--This file is used as a temporary storage device
 
when- the iteration procedure option is in effect. Under
 
these circumstances, the fragments of the -influence matrix
 
are temporarily placed on this file. Otherwise, INVR is
 
used as the logical unit for any POTFAN inverse files that
 
are output from the SOLN code. The default logical unit
 
number is 18.
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8 TEST CASES
 
This section descrites a comprehensive series of test
 
cases which were developed to thoroughly test the program.
 
These test cases are very useful as an aid in familiarizing
 
the user with the manner in which the SOLN code operates.
 
They may also be used as a debugging aid when transferring
 
the SOIN code to a different computer systeir.
 
A total of seven test cases are included in this
 
section. only two di±erent systems of equations were used
 
to perform these test cases; however, a different method of
 
sclution was used in each case.
 
The first system of equations Frcduces a square
 
influence matrix of order ten. An illustration of this
 
system of equations is shown in Figure 8.0-1. A total of
 
three aircraft components are asscciated with this system of
 
equations. Therefore, the matrix is subdivided into nine
 
submatrices and three constant subvectors. The constant
 
subvectors contain 5, 3, and 2 elements, respectively. Each
 
submatrix and constant sukvector are placed on a separate
 
file. The matrix coefficients associated with each
 
submatrix file were stored on two or more records. A total
 
cf twenty-two records were used to store the entire
 
influence matrix. Two sets of boundary conditions were
 
placed on each constant subvector file. The solution to the
 
first set of conditions consists of the integers from one
 
through ten. The solution to the second set consists of
 
every other integer from two through twenty. The formulae
 
used to generate the matrix ccefficients and constant vector
 
elements are the following:
 
aij = (n - ji-j) 7 (8.0-1) 
n 
= _ a1 j (1st set) (8.0-2) 
j=I 
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n 
i > 2a 1 j (2nd set) (8.0-3) j=I
 
The matrix produced by the above formulation is
 
diagonally dominant and amenable to iteration techniques.
 
This system of equations was used in test cases 1, 3, 4 and
 
The second system of equations is overspecified and 
hence produces a rectangular influence matrix. in this case 
the matrix had seventeen (17) rows and ten (10) columns. 
An illustration of this system of equations is shown in 
Figure 8.0-2. Three aircraft components arc also associated 
with this system of equations. Therefore, the matrix is 
subdivided into nine submatrices and three constant 
subvectors. The constant subvectors contain 7, 6, and 4 
elements, respectively while the soluticn subvectors contain 
E, 3, and 2 elements, respectively. As with the first
 
system of equations, a total of tuenty-twc (22) records were
 
used to store the entire influence matrix, and two sets of
 
boundary conditions were placed on each constant subvector
 
tile. The solutions to both sets of conditions are the same
 
as those for the first system of equations. The formulae
 
used to generate the matrix coefficients and constant vector
 
elements are the following:
 
7 
aij (n - li-yB) (8.0-4) 
m 
bi = a.. j (1st set) (8.0-5) 
= > 2ai. j (2nd set) (8.0-6) 
where
 
y= c +c. i+c i. (8.0-7) 
n = number of rows in the matrix
 
m = number of columns in the matrix
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Ihe coefficients c. , c,, c2 are determined by satisfying in 
a least squares sense the rectangular systerr of equations 
that is generated by setting y=j at the location of the 
first and last element of each diagonal suhmatrix. This 
non-simple equation for y is required in order to achieve a 
system that can be solved by iteration. This system of 
equations was used for test cases 2, 6 and 7. 
The computer programs used to generate the two systems
 
ef equations described above are presented in Figs. 8.0-3
 
and 8.0-4. The input used to run these programs and place
 
the results on the various files is shown in Figs. 8.0-5 and
 
8.0-6.
 
8.1 TEST CASE NO. 1
 
The first test case solves the first system of
 
equations by direct LU decomposition. It is assumed that
 
the entire influence matrix will fit in core at one time.
 
This situation causes the fastest direct sclution technique
 
to be used to solve the system. The input for this case is
 
shown in Fig. 8.1-1 and the output is shown in Fig. 8.1-2.
 
8.2 TEST CASE NO. 2
 
The second test case solves the second system ot
 
equations by the direct Householder procedure since it is a
 
rectangular matrix. The LU decomposition tecinigue could
 
not solve this system of eguations. It is assumed that the
 
entire influence matrix will not fit in cure at one time,
 
hut that the largest influence matrix fragment will fit in
 
core. Hence, the COMB command is used to ccmtine all ot the
 
influence matrix fragments into a single matrix and place
 
the matrix in temporary storage. The extended Householder
 
procedure for matrices too large to fit in core at one time
 
is automatically used to solve the system. The input for
 
this case is shown in Fig. 8.2-1 and the output is shown in
 
Fig. 8.2-2.
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8.3 TEST CASE NO. 3
 
The third test case solves the first system of
 
equations again by direct LU decomposition. However, it
 
illustrates the use of a different series of commands that
 
may be advantageous fbr situations wher the same influence
 
matrix is used on several different occasions in conjunction
 
with different ccnstant Vectors. That is, the matrix
 
decomposition is created and stored on a tile for later use.
 
This decomposition is the most time consuming portion of the
 
I] decomposition procedure and is independent of the
 
constant vector. Later, when the solution tc a particular
 
system of eguations\is desired, the decomposition file and
 
constant vector files are read in and only the forward
 
elimination and backward substitution are performed to
 
determine the solution. It is assumed that the entire
 
influence matrix fits in core at one time. In fact, the
 
SCLN code at present only possesses the capability for
 
creating and storing a decomposed matrix if the influence
 
matrix fits in core at one time. The input for this case is
 
shown in Fig. 8.3-1 and the output is shown in Fig. 8.3-2.
 
8.4 TEST CASE NO. 4
 
The fourth test case solves the first system of
 
,equations utilizing the block successive cver-relaxation
 
iteration procedure. Some of the additional iteration
 
procedure options are also exercised in order to illustrate
 
some of the capabilities available with this gocedure. The
 
diagonal submatrices are solved by LU decomposition. The
 
decomposition of one of the diagonal submatrices is assumed
 
to have been computed and stored at some previous time.
 
Hence, instead of being computed during the course of the
 
iteration procedure, it need only be read in. In addition,
 
it is assumed that an approximate solution has been
 
previously obtained for one of the aircraft components.

Hence, it need also only be read in as an initial guess at
 
the solution rather than having an initial guess computed
 
for that- aircraft component during the course of the
 
iteration procedure. A maximum of ten iterations are
 
allowed for convergence. A mild amount of over-relaxation
 
is used to accelerate convergence. Printouts of some
 
intermediate iterations are also specified. The input for
 
this case is shown in Fig. 8.4-1 and the output is shown in
 
fig. 8.4-2.
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b.5 TEST CASE No. 5
 
The fifth test case solves the first system of 
equations by a two step combination of techniques. In the 
lirst step, the solutions for the first two aircraft 
components are determined as though there were no third 
aircraft component. That is, only the submatrices and 
constant subvectors associated with the first two aircraft 
components were read in and solved. Ther the simultaneous 
solutions for all three aircraft components were determined 
by the block successive over-relaxation iteration procedure 
with the solutions from the first step input as initial 
guesses to the solutions for the first two aircraft 
components. The influence on the third aircraft component 
cf the first two and vice versa is thus determined 
iteratively. This situation is analogous to the problem of 
determining the etfect of wind tunnel walls on the 
characteristics of an aircraft. T'hat is, initially a 
free-air solution is obtained fc the aircratt and then a
 
solution is obtained with the aircrait in the wind tunnel
 
using iteration. The input for this case is shown an Fig.
 
E.5-1 and the output is shown in Fig. 8.5-2.
 
8.6 TEST CASE NO. 6
 
The sixth test case solves the second system of 
equations in a manner similar to that used to perform the 
fourth test case. That is, the system is solved by the 
Llock successive over-Lelaxatic iteration technique. 
however, since the second system cf equations is rectangular 
rather than square, the diagonal submatrices are solved by 
the Householder procedure, and the inverse of one of the 
diagonal submatrices is read in instead of the decomposition 
of the matrix. The input for this case is shown in Fig. 
6.6-1 and the output is shown in Fig. 8.6-2. 
E.7 TES7 CASE NO. 7
 
The seventh test case solves the second system of 
Equations in a manner siuilar to that used to perform the 
fifth test case. That is, the system is solved by a two 
step combination o± techniques. However, since the second 
system of equations is rectangular rather than 
O6F THE 
0u00AL AGEis POOR 
square, the Householder procedure was used to determine the
 
solutions for the first twc aircraft components and also to
 
solve the diagonal sutmatrices during the iteration
 
procedure. The input for this case is shown in Fig. 8.7-1
 
and the output is shown in Fig. 8.7-2.
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APPENDIX A
 
A--STANDRDIZED FILE HANDLING PROCEDURES FOR POTFAN PROGRAMS 
Standardized FORTRAN procedures and subroutines for
 
cpening and closing files have been developed to facilitate
 
using and coding POTFAN programs and the conversion of these
 
codes to different computer systems.
 
A.1 FILE CREATION
 
This section describes actions taken before and after
 
any POTFAN program attempts to write a POTFAN file.
 
Prior to writing any permanent file onto a unit, all
 
EOTFAN programs call a system dependent subroutine as
 
follows:
 
CALL OPENW (PL,IF-YP,ID,IR)
 
If IR is not zero, then NT and ID are considered subroutine
 
inputs. NT is the logical unit number on which the file
 
will be written and ID is the file creation identifier,
 
which should also be the primary file identification number.
 
If IR is zero, then ID is not considered a subroutine input
 
and NT is only the default unit number. In this case the
 
program reads in ID and NT frcm a card via 215 format. If
 
the value at NT on the card is zero, the subrcutine replaces
 
NT with the default value.
 
If the value of ID determined in either case is then
 
still zero and if it is possible on the computer system
 
being used, the program will replace ID with the current
 
number on the identification number file and also update the
 
identification number file.
 
In addition to NT, ID, and IR, IFTYP is also input to
 
the program. IFTYP defines the type of tile being created
 
according to the following table:
 
IFTYP TYPE Of FILE
 
1 Geometry

2 Boundary condition
 
A-i
 
3 Influence matrix
 
4 Velocity jhatrix
 
5 Solutions
 
6 Velocity at fcrce sensing location of NI segments
 
7 Velocity at fcrce sensing location of N2 segments
 
8 Constraint runctien transformatior matrix
 
9 Zeta plot file
 
10 Constrained influence matrix
 
12 Preset soluticn
 
15 Inverse cr decomposition of influence matrix
 
*16 External velocity
 
17 
 Surface pressures
 
18 
 Surface velocity
 
Once ID and NI have been determined, tne program opens 
(if possible on the system being used) the file for writing 
using a file name deternined from ID and IFTYP. On iBM 
systems, opening a file consists of issuing a DDEF to the 
cperating system. On the INFONET UNIVAC 110d system, an 
EQUATE command is involved. This feature eliminates the 
need for job control cards to handle files on those systems 
for which FORTRAN prograns can open files. 
The krogram then rewinds the file and writes a message 
indicating which unit has been opened and the value of ID 
ana IFTYP. 
After the file has teen opened and written upon, it is 
released by calling another system dependent subroutine as 
follows: 
CALL EMDFIL (NT) 
This subroutine writes an end-of-tile mark on the unit 
and (if required by the system being used), releases the 
unit. The subroutine also writes a message inaicating that 
unit NT has been closed. 
A.2 FILE ACCESSING
 
This section describes actions taken before and after
 
any POTFAN program attempts to read any PCTFAN file.
 
Prior to reading any permanent tile from a unit all
 
FOTFAN programs call a system dependent subroutine as
 
follows:
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CALL OPENR(NT,IF LYP,ID,IR)
 
If IR is not zero, then NT and ID are considered
 
subroutine inputs. NT is the logical unit number from which
 
the file is read and ID is the file access identifier, which
 
should also be the primary file identification number. If
 
IR is zero, then ID is not considered a subroutine input and
 
NT is only the default unit number. In this case, the
 
program reads in ID and NT from a card via 215 format. If
 
the value of NT on the card is zero, the subroutine replaces
 
ET with the default value.
 
In addition to NT, ID, and IR, IFTYP is'also input to
 
the program. IFTYP defines the type of file being read
 
according to the table in -the previous section.
 
Once ID and NT have been determined, the program
 
attempts to open the file using a file name determined from
 
ID and IFTYP. The capability to open a file from a FORTRAN
 
program depends on the system heing used. As explained in
 
the previous section, this may involve a DDEF or EQUATE
 
command and can eliminate the need for job ccntro cards to
 
handle files.
 
The program rewinds the file and writes a message

indicating which unit has been cpened and the value of ID
 
and IFTYP.
 
After control is returned to the calling program and
 
the first record of the file has been read, all POTFAN
 
programs check to-see if the access-identifier is equal to
 
the actual primary file identification numter existing on
 
the first record. If not egual, the program writes an
 
in±ormational diagnostic message and proceeds. This feature
 
is meant to be a helpful filekeeping technique tor those
 
systems that do not permit automated file ocotrol.
 
After the tile has been read and there is no further
 
use for it, it is released by calling another system
 
dependent subroutine as follows:
 
CALL FILEND(NT)
 
This subroutine rewinds unit NT and (if required by the
 
system being used) releases the unit.
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APPENDIX B
 
E STANDARDIZED FORMAT OF FCTAN FILES
 
A standard fcrmat has teen developed tot POTFAN files.
 
This format is applicable to all files except scratch files
 
and plot files. This standard has been developed tor the
 
ioliowing reasons:
 
1. to minimize the effects of changes in one POTFAN
 
segaent on other POTBAN segments;
 
2. to allow a program to be developed which can list
 
and/or edit the contents of any PuTFAN file; and
 
3. to promote consistency among PCTFAN Frograms.
 
Briefly, the standardized PO2FAN rile consist of one or
 
icre records. Thp first record is called the introductory
 
Lecord and contains miscellaneous data including tne primary
 
auentification number, a title, and real, integer, and 
logical parameters re±lecting how the data on the remaining 
records was calculated and/cr bow it is to be used. The 
second and subsequent records generally contain the bulk of 
the data and are called data records. The latter records 
contain one or more arrays whic are always either integer 
cr floating point numbers (i.e. integer and floating point 
numbers are not mixed on a single record). A detailed 
description is given below. 
first Record (Introductory Record)
 
This record is created by an unfcrmattea write
 
statement such as the following:
 
WRITE(NT) NCTIMI, (CTI1E (N) ,N=l,NCTI1'E), NTITL, 
#( ITL(N),N=1,NTITL) ,NRECS, (IFORM(N),N=1,NRECS)
#NlD, (ID(N) ,N=1,NID) , NIOG, (LCG(N) ,N=1,NLOG), 
4NINT, (INT(N),N=1,NINT), NfLT, (FLIT(N),N=1,NFLT) 
B-I
 
The values of NCTIME, NRXCS, NID, NLCG, NINT, and NFLI
 
are all at least one and can vary from file tc file even for
 
files of the same type (e.g. NINT may be different on two
 
different geometry files). An explanation of these
 
variables is given below:
 
NCTIME 	 Number of words in (CTIME)
 
(CTIME) 	 Creation time in A4 alphanumeric fcrmat. Whether
 
or not this array can be filled out depends on the
 
availability of a system dependent subroutine to
 
compute it. This array is used' only as a
 
filekeeping aid. It is printed cut whenever a
 
file is created or read.,
 
NTITL 	 The number. of words in (TITI). Generally NTITL is
 
a multiple of 20.
 
(TITL) 	 Alphanumeric titling information (e.g. "Delta wing

with flaps"). Ihis array is to be written under a
 
format such as (lx,20A4/).
 
NRECS 	 The number of records (including the first)
 
comprising the file. NBECS is also the number of
 
words in (IFORM).
 
(IFORM) 	 An integer array indicating the kind of numbers on,.
 
each record. A value of zero irplies an integer
 
and a value of one implies a floating point
 
number. IFORM(1) has nc significance.
 
NID 	 The number of words in (ID)
 
(ID) 	 Identification number array. IE(NID) is the
 
primary file identification number. In order to
 
keep track of files IE(NID) should be unique for
 
each file. This number is printed out whenever
 
the file is created or read.
 
XLOG 	 The number of words in (LOG)
 
(LOG) 	 An array of logical parameters
 
NINT 	 Number of words in (INT)
 
(INT) 	 An array of integer parameters
 
NFLT 	 Number of words in (FIT)
 
(FIT) 	 An array of floating point parameters. If the 
remaining data on the file is dependent on Mach 
number, then FLT(1) is the Mach nusber. 
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Second and Subsequent Reccrds (Data Reccrds)
 
The remaining records or PCTFAN files contain one or 
are arrays. If the data record contains more than one 
array, then all arrays on the reccd must he of the same 
type (i.e. either integers or real numbers, but not Loth) 
an. all arrays must have the same number c words. The 
records also contain array dimensions (J1, J2, and J3) and' 
the total number of words in all arrays cii the record (NW). 
Iollowiny are some examples of code used to create data 
records: 
NW = 31*32*J3
 
WRIJTE(NT) J1,J2,J3,NW,(UA(I,J,K),11,31),J1,32),i=1,J 3 )
 
J3 = 2
 
NW = J1*J2*J3 
WRI1E(NT) J1,J2,j3,NW, (LA (IJ) ,I=1,J1) ,J=1,J2), 
(B(I,J),I=1,J1),J=1,J2) 
J2 = 1 
J3 = 1 
WRITE (N-1) J1,J2,J3,NW, (A(I),I=I,NW) 
J2 = 3 
J3 = 1 
NW = 3*J1 
WBIaE (NT) J1,J2,J3,NW, (A(I),i=1,J1), (Bf(I),l=l,J1),# (C (i) ,I=l,J1) 
Note that in the above examples ail dimensions with 
iultiple arrays were written with the leftmost indices 
varying most rapidly. This practice is always followed 
unless it is strictly necessary tc do otherwise. 
No matter how a data record was created, it can ie read
 
,in by either of tne fcllcwing:
 
READ (NL) J1,J2,J3,NW, (A (I),I=1,NW)
 
READ(NK) J1,J2,J3,NW, ((A(I,J,K) ,1=1,J1) ,.=1,J2) ,K=I,3)
 
in the fcrmer case, the data is packed solidly into coLe.
 
In the latter case, some a priori knowledge of J1, J2, and
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J3 or their maximum allowable values must have. .been
 
available in order to properly disension (A). such a priori
 
£nowledge is generally ccntained as elements cf (INT).
 
Different data records may contain data of different
 
types and may have differing values of J1, J2, J3, and NW.
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AEPB}DIX C 
C AR2 AY NO2ATIONi 
A shorthand notation fcr referring tc arrays in the 
internal and external documentation or POTFAN programs has 
teen developed. This notation should he made clear Dy the 
rollowing examples: 
(A) This implies that I is an array. 
fA(N)) This refers 
through N. 
to all the words in (A) ±rom 1 
A(N) This refers only tc the bth word of (A). 
(A(,J)) This refers 
dimensioned 
varies frcw 
3. 
to all the words in the doubly 
array A for which the first index 
1 to I and the second from 1 tc 
A(I,J) 	 This refers to the element in (A) for which 
the first index is I and the second is J. 
(A(I,J),J=3,K) This refers tc the words of (A) for which the 
first index is I and the seccn index varies 
from 3 to K. 
(A(I,*)) 	 This refers to those elements of (A) for 
which the first index varies from 1 to I and
 
the second index varies from 1 to some value
 
which for some reason cannot be defined.
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FROGRAM CALLED BY CAILS
 
ATR INVES, ITEM, RIVNS None 
BLKINV INVBS MINV 
FALL INVRS, ITiu, 
MINV 
MATMLI, None 
HOUSE INVES None 
HREC INVES None 
INVOU7 INVRS OFENW, FILEND, TiMEST 
INVRS OPRN, ITRf OPENW, BLKINV, FALL, 
HOUSE, RHEC, INVOUT, 
MATIRO, MINV, SOUT, 
TRIP, SCLVE, ATR 
ITRM OPRN ATR, MALL, INVRS, MATCOM, 
MATPRT, LATPRO, OPENW, 
PART, FILEND, TIMEST, 
TRIP, OPENR, RELFIL 
TABLE 4.1-1. Subprogram Calling Structure
 
TABLES-fI
 
PROGAMi CALLED EY 
kIATCCLI SCL1Iu, IRr 
LATNLT SCLNIO 
PATPP ITRI 
MATP£cG INVHS, ITEM, MATML 
MINV ILKINV, INViS 
UPENR ITl, RBCS, RCIVNS, 
RIVNS, RVNS 
OPENW INVOUT, ITRN, SOUT 
OPRN SCLNIO 
PART CPRN, ITRM 
RBCS SCLNIO 
RCINVS RVNS 
HELFIL ITRM, RBCS, RCIVNS, 
RIVNS, RVNS 
CALLS
 
Ncnc
 
tATFRC, SOUT, FALL 
None
 
Ncne
 
FALl, TEIP
 
Machine aepeutent sub­
rcutines only 
machine dependent sub­
routines only-
INVES, ITR.1, PART
 
None
 
RELkIli, RHSCU, OPENR 
OPENR, RELFIi 
None 
TABLE 4.1-1 Subprogram Calling Structure (Cont'd)
 
OF THB 
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PROGRAM CALLED BY 
RHSCGO RBCS 
RIVNS SOLNIO 
RVNS SCINIO 
RVNS2 RVNS 
SOLN None 
SOLNIC SOLN 
SOLVE INVES 
SOUT MATMLT, INVES 
TIMEST INVOUT, ITEM, SOUT, 
SOLN 
TRIP MINV, INVBS, ITEM 
CALLS
 
None
 
ATE,- OIENR, RELFIL
 
CPENH, RCIVNS,
 
RELFIL, RVNS2
 
None
 
SCINI0, TIMEST
 
MAICOM, LATMLT, OPEN,
 
RPCS, RIVNS, RVNS
 
ETIME, ETIMEF
 
GPENW, FILEND, TIMESI
 
System dependent sub­
routines only.
 
None
 
TABLE 4.1-1 Subprogram Calling Structure (Concluded)
 
TABLES-3
 
CO MNC N 
BLOCK 
NAME SIZE USING SEBPROGHAMS 
CONSI 10 Nearly all 
YSCOM 110 ITi, RECS, SCUT 
INVCOM 70 INVCUT, INVES, ITBM, ?IATCOM, 
AIMLI, CPRN, PART, RBCS, RCXVNS, 
HHSCOM, RIVNS, FVNS, RVNS2, SOLh, 
SCLNIC, SOU 
INVFLG 50 ITEM, UCIVNS, RVNS 
NIDCOM 864 INVCUT, INVRS, ITRM, MATviiT, RBCS, 
RCIVNS, RIVNS, EVNS, hVNS2, SUtN, 
SCLNIC, SOUT 
OCOM 9 INVCU', INVS, ITEM, hATCOM, 
MATMiL, CPBN, PAH, RBCS, RCIVNS, 
VIVNS, EVNS, EVNS2, OLN, S0LNIO 
NTCOM 200 ITF2, RECS, RCIVNS, SCLNIC, SOUT 
TABLE 4.3-1 Ccirmon Block Usage 
ftEPRODtOIUILM OF THE 
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FORTRAN CURRENT
 
VARIABLE LOGICAL UNIT DESCRIPTION VALUE
 
INL Temporary storage device 11 
KST Temporary storage device 13 
INCBD Temporary storage device 14 
INLT Temporary storage device 12 
INB Temporary storage device 15 
INBT Temporary storage device 17 
INVR Temporary storage device cr logical 18 
unit number for output of inverse or 
decomposition matrix file 
NTIR Temporary storage device 16 
NTCP Printed output device in 6 
conversational mode 
NTP Printed output device in batch mode 6 
NTCR Conversational mode input device 5 
NTR Batdh mode input device 5 
RIN Batch mode input device 5 
ROUT Printed output device in batch code 6 
OUTA( ) Array of logical units for User 
solution output files Input 
NBCR( ) Array of logical units for User 
constant vector input files Input 
INPS( ) Array of logical units for preset User 
singularity input files Input 
TABLE 4.4-1 Summary of logical Units Used hy SOLN Code
 
TABLES-5
 
FUNCTION 
TRANSFORMAT*ON
 
MATRIX OUTPUT
 
FILES
 
- NSTRANT
( COTRINTFUEC 
Hw 
VELOCITY EUTO
" INFLUNCTIO 
h,_.
 
GEOMETRY GEOMETRY MATRIX INFLUENCE SOLVER VECTORCODE OUTPUT CALCULATOR MATRIX OUTPUTFIE CODE FL;0 (GEOM) ILES (SOLN) OUTPUT 
OUDR LOWDN FOREELAPIC 
SNUAESSINGULARITIES CONDITION BN D ARY 
PRESET P REETBOUNDARY 
FLOEV L DUATIONSLA 
P CODE Nysis I StrUcTure FLS(LTM 
(POTFOR) 
CODE 1.0-1 T A SyTeU / CODE(PRESET) FIES8CDN) FILES 
FiGUill 1.0-1 Potential iPlcw Analysis System Structure 
A71 
B 
C D 
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B) 
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C) 
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LOGICAL CONV.BATCH­
tOMMfN /CONST/ CONVBATCHDUMYeM).NTCPNTPDNTCRNTR
 
DATA TITL/MHTET,s CAS,UHE FO,uHP SO.,HLN /
 
DATA LOGV/FT,f*FTF/INTV/-o#,5z4,IOiOtOi oo21/,FLTV/O,,1,,0
 
1.0, 0.,04/

DATA LOGB/4*FTFtF,F/zNTR/O,t0.1/,FLTBtI,0/
 
DATA FSC/10.o*O.,o/
 
DATA NCMPINFPC/JtMULTt /,MEXP/3
 
-Nr4Eftl$T-noMDATAiNCMP,NRPC,NCPC-,NFPcNRPF,NTVNW,NTBCW.MULTMFXP,'NSOL"
 
NTR8
 
MTCRu.5 
NjTP= h
 
10 ~ONTTNUE 
-frE-D-t r*F-POtMPTvENTERNi ) N 
F(N'.LRO) STOP 777 
NSQgN*N 
NSOLRI 
KiRPCjIjuJ
NCPCf umN 
- t-HRP FI- h-I Van----------
-
QEADi9,MDATA-
DO 2 IS1.N 
O0 2 JuI,N 
KK'((N=IABS(IsJ)],MULT,**MrXP 
Acf!,3)eKK 
0 6 ZaIN 
DO A KuI,N 
4 CTPCT.A(IK)*FLOATrK) 
9(I)uCT
ttD-ONT'IN' .. . . .. .. 
FIGURE 8.0-3 	 Program Used tc Generate the Matrix and Constant 
Vectors for Test Cases 1,3,4, and 5. 
OF THR
FIGURES- 16 REPRODUC]BIBITY 
,4 ~ntkt7 nA./lW N( P0flR. 
NITfTlV:cc
 
NLOGVIt2
 
NITNTVR2 

AFLTVUA
 
ITNTV f 3 )=1 
kiI D Bz 
P.SFL TR I.
 
'.1V FS v 3 
NI'qCpi 
fl 2n TC=I;NCMD 
TNrvf?)vkiPCr~r)
 
no 5A JC~i.NtMP
 
I_(.=KC+NC PC raIC)- I 
NRECSVSI+NFFC(JC, TC)
 
CALL OPE$JwrN1VKJ,3,N.TV&'JC, IC). 1I
 
TfV(j3!NTVN~rJ~, Tr)
 
?NTV(6):NCPC fjCl
 
NPFPCTCmNFPt gi,II>)
 
TNVr 11 ya
 
nn 30 IF:I,NFPrlr 
 Kf~j-NPrFJC
 
. IFrKPPF(TF.Jr,TC).GT.IHIV(I 1)IT(. :NP IC C 
3c wRnTT(NTVN) P)IIfTNltN J,ITTTLTITL,NIPECSVU (IFOqMVfT)ot:1 ,NRECSV),N 
17O V, TI; V PLOG V1 LOGV.$NTjV,.INITV, NFLTV, FLTV 
twTTr($,,hOO0l N]TITi,tIL,NQEt5V, (IFfl~tV(T~t,I1.NRVCSV) 
6000 rOPMAT(ZX. INTYN 9 /2YTI5,5A4/2Y,P0T5) 
Matrix Constantto Generate the andF1OCUfE 8.0-3 Proqram Used 5 (Conitid)Vectors ±cr Test Cases 1,3,4, and 
FIGURES- 17 tUPRODUCIIfff OF ThE 
oyTaGlAL PAGE ISPOOR 
WRITr(6,600) NJDV, IOV.NLOGVLOGVNINTVINTVNFLTV,FLTV
 
600± FORMAT e2xouIS;X,Ts,.2LS/2WyS,21S jRI5,2X,6EI.,5)
 
DO 40 IFui,NFPCIC
 
VIUNRPFC FJCIC)
 
KiwgNj*N2
 
WPITTtNTVN) N2,NIN3#NWC(AU,#J),IUKpLpJUKCLC)

wRITr(6,6002) 	N2,Nt,NI,NW,((A(IJ),IPK.L,,J=kCLC)
 
6002 FORM&T(2X,'NTVN 2'/axaxS,eiZx,1outa,5,)
 
- 1-wit-+ -- ­
40 CONTINUE
 
CALL RELFIL(NTVN)
 
XCaLC+$
 
50 CONTINUE
 
NTSC32
 
- CAL-O NtN-,-WA-t!)Y
 
tDCB2)NTCWhiC)
 
INTBr2)sNRPCeIC3
 
INyT~3)3NSOL
 
wRITECNTRC) NDUMTNDUMTNTITLTITLpNRECSBSCIFPRMB(I),IIaNRECSB}.N
 
I!OB!#D8,NLOGRLOCGNINTBeINTBNFLTBFLTB
 
-RITy(6i6003) NTITL,TITLNRECSB,(IFORMB(I)Iwix,NRECS8
 
6003 FOAMAT(fXk'NTBC 1t#2W,Iv5AM/2y,20I5S
 
WRITE(606004) NIDBIDB.NLOGBLOGBNINTR,INTBNFLTBFLTR
 6oou 	 FORMATe2 ,31!I2,x5I,QL5I/4I,3l5/flW , ,xIEIOa,
 
N1.NPPC[IC) 
D0 100 ISOLUI,NSOL
 
. . .. -- 0-o IuR-i LR .
 
200 B(IT)ISOL*8(I)

wRITE(NTRC) NINDUMI,NnUMINI,(B1) IUKR.LR)
 
wRITF(6#6005 NlNnUMINDUM!,NIto(.BI),TmKRLR)
 
6005 PORMAT(EK,'NTBC 2i/2X,4!f/2x#t0E12,5)
 
NW*NI*NVFS
 
100 	 CONTINUE
 
wRuLR*1
 
-CALL 	 REtPIL(NTRC) 
20 	 CONTINUE
 
sloP
 
FIGURE 8.0-3 	Program Used to Generate the-Matrix and Constant 
Vectors for Test Cases 1,3,4, and 5 (Concluded) 
FIGUPES-18 . 
fl!MENSTOh 'R~rr(33,Nc r ie3).JPr (r3,3)1 *IP f3,3, 3) $NTV. 1, )~ w 
nl-ENS~uk m%,3),yrctHC~l)r'56 
LflGICAL LUCVL~lc%
 
lOGICAL CONV.MATCH
 
rOMMfl$ /CUNSTJ CONV,8ATCq4,DUMYgfl ,Nr~rp,KTPNTCPNITR
 
n4TA TITL//JNTEqT,4 CAS,4HE Fri,4HR SC,'JHLN
 
nAtA IPO0MV/p,0 ,rFoPRt*/o,8*i,
 
)jAVTA t lGV,4F,T,F,;TFpJT,o*,IO10FLo,o 0/O2iIT/O,, 
n)AIA P$5C/1.,Il*D,O,
 
K'A MF ISrT/Ml)ATA/'CMP, NPPCNirPc,N.FPc, RPF,NTVNw, J2CWM"I I-T. MFXPNmOL
 
NMAIAEt I ST/STZE/NIP ,Mt~
 
kytPa 
rONTYNUJE
 
;?EADr5,S1ZEJ
 
ki So( HN NC 
c;FAD ?5, MnAI
 
.1ACU Mgc
 
?ACUM: i
 
f00 3 1I.NCMP 
JirMal ):IAC[JM 
rACUM2,ACUr +NCPCfT) 
v1(fM)=NIPPC(I) +TACJM.c I 
YACUMZJACUMI'JPt f I
 
rn)T T'.'JE
 
MA X=?NrMP
 
FIGURlE 8.0-4 	 Program Used tc Generate the Mlatrix anau Caistant
 
Vectors fer Test Cases 2,6, ana 7
 
FIGJUBES-19
 
3 
n(M)UICUN*tK$t 
4 	 jONTINUE 
wLL H0USE LMAy,3,ON$,y1,yC1 
Hn 	 ait
 
'N*--­........ .1"-I 

AtIJ).C tNR.ABScI.VY )*MULT t*H XP
 
p' 	 cONTINUE 
IO0 6 ZI,NR
 
CONTNU&
 
NLOGV¢i2
 
.......... NTV'ht "
 
NFLTvR6
 
tov(12)02
 
NINTVAU
 
NFLTASi
IDRUI)s1
 
NDUMIW
 
NV43
 
EIGURR 8.0-4 	 Progran Used to Generate the Matrix Constant
 
Vectors for Test Cases 2,6, and 7 (Cont'd)
 
EIGUES-2~ 	 OF-	 2EODC~h 
tNTvrP)uNRPC TC)
 
TNTVrq):NRPCrIr)
 
!F(ltFPC (JC, I C I O I' hPF (IJC,IC,=N9Prf TE) 
LC: '+ NC PCirJC)-1
 
NPFCSVg I .NFPC .CC. TC) 
HTVN~1
 
CALL OPLNw~rNTvK, 3,NTVNt.IeJC, IC) 1)
 
TIWV(3)uNTVNWtJC, Ic)
 
1 NC0 Cjjt)
fmV8 

NPPCTC:NFPC(JC, IC)
 
TNTvrlI JuC
 
nO 3m TP:1.NFPCIC
 
3yoTr(NPPp(TF,JC,TC)*rT~p4 Vrti1) I.NTYCI 1):NkP~rIF,JC,ZC)
 
WRIT rcNTVN) NIM I, NrIUT, NT TTLTIT LNRECSV, (I FOPHV T. ,Ig -- , PECSV~I,N 
lr.V,TDV,NLOG,LO17V,NiTviIKTv.,NFLTv,FLTv 
WRITrCA#t~nO1 NTITL,TrITLNUIECSV, IflnRMvC),Izl,NPECSV) 
f#t00 rORmAT(?Y,'NTVNJ ItPX,I5,SAa/2pOT~) 
wkIIF(b, 6l0 I) 	 mTflV, IfV,ML0AGV.LnGv,NIN TV,INIVNrLrTVF rT 
(C at) TF:I, NFP.T C
 
Ni .$RPr IF ,dC:,I)
 
*d'2:NCPC(CJC) 
I- 'e+m MI -tI 
NIwN I .Me2 
wR~tFUJTVI NZ,NtN3,NW,((AfjJ),TzikL1,J:KCLC1
 
tWITrc6,6002) CNNW r1TJ,~~ ),J:HC,LC1
 
63An2 FORmaTCCX, 0&rVN 2l/Y.415,(/2X,10E12,5,)
 
CALL RELFIL rMTVffl 
kC=r+
 
r 0NTI I NUE 
kTBC=2
 
CtLL 0PENWrNTMC,2.NTPCWHTC).I)
 
TD8APaN THCW( IC)
 
TNjT6e2);NRPC( IC,
 
INTSrI)ZNSIL 
WQT1F(NTnC) NDIJMT,NOUMY,NTITL,TTTL,WRFCSR, rIFIJOMP(I),I31 ,NPES),N 
FTGUilE 8.0-4 	 Program Used tc Generate the Matrix dridl Ccn.Stant
 
Vectors for Tes.t Cases 2,b, arid 7 (Cont'd)
 
FIGUEs-21 
11D,IDANLOGB,LOGB.NINTP9 INTB,NFLTRFLTB
 
WR1T7(6,6003) NTITLTTTLNRECSB, 1FORMB(I),yuINRECSB)
 
6003 FORMAT(2XjNTBC 1i/2X,!S,5A4/2Y,2OI5)
 
* 	 WRTT(66004) NJIDBIDBNLOGBPLOGBNINTB,INTB,NFLTDFLTP 
60W4 F0RMAT(B2Y3I5/2X,!5,qLS/2y,!5,3I52x,5,2xPIIEIO,4 
N~MNRpC-(C) 
nO IAo ISOLI,NSOL
 
r0 200 ImK~oLR
 
.200 8tI),lSOL*B(T) 
WRITE(NTRC) NiNDUMINnUMI.NIFBCI pIUKR.LR)
 
wRIT(6ftOOS) ?4,NUMINDUMINI, (8I)IuKRPLR)
 
NWUNI eNVFS
 
WRTTE(NTeC NFSCNDUMINDUMINFSCFsC
 
tot cONTINUE
 
KRSLR,1
 
CALL RELPILCNTRC)
 
STOP
 
END
 
FIGURE 8.0-4 Program Used to Generate the matrix and Constant
 
Vectors for Test Cases 2,6, and 7 (Concluded)
 
YIGUBES-22 , go1UCMIbIhY OF TH 
oRIGINAL PAGE IS POOR, 
,TVv,4t If) Q 7Iti, 70OhI 1lN73,'0hi 7"hlJ , l0bS, lnt, 7/(]t- 7, 
FIGURE 8.0-5 Input Used to Run SIEST Progrm 
FIGURES-23
 
$SIZF \,R17,xC=I0 . Fr.m 3 ,3 . 3,'2, 2 ,3,?,6eP,LMDATA NCMP: ,NRPC:7 B,6JCPC=5,3,2,.RFPt=

NRPFdI/.,2, I .3p,,,3~p 20,1 ,5,O,3,2, I*3,' ' 01 ,I3'
 
5
 
NTVNWg7077,70787079t7U80,7081,7A2,708,708,4,708 ,
 
fTENI%
NTRCWlU0J6,708,7.,7088,MULTZI.M E XP=7,N S O L 02 

FIGURE 8.0-6 Input Used to Run STESR Program 
or TH 
O~is roAlI 
FIGU0ES-24 , Op, 
Tr#up 
SAMPO- (ASrtE I FOR THE 50IN ConE, 
SO{L*TIfr- tzy ('IRECt
 
tU VErOVPSTTION HETHOrp,
 
BATCH Mi)F .
 
THREE AIRCRAFT rCOPUNENTS,
 
TWO C, Nt.TANI VPCt'1RS'. 
CNTL 
Qf AU NFLuENCE SUS-.MATRIX FILEi 
VNR@ 
7ohO 
7uht 
7 0 tst 
7066 
7067 
SItftt T*hE ENTIRE MATRIX FIT$ IN 
Vfl~t,, C~i%4 H COMMAND IS N(nT 
&tIM("S?AM?REAL SIJ$VELTtFlH P'5MILE MY [ E I EcOPOIT!ON, 
7068ANDE OE Ip TH SOLTI 
7n72
 
7070 
SPl8-" t 1 [or fL ITP JT oF 4est No. 
7073707 I 
0 
ALL DuN'-, 
FIQURE 8.1I-I Input for SUI.N Cede for Test Case No. 
TIGURES-25
 
POTFAN EQUATION SOLVING PROGRAM (SOLN). VERSION j,|
 
DYNAMIC MEMORy a 10000 
- n,-,~ 
 lii~l 
-~ 

--
_____ut 
1 SAMPLE CASE I FOR THE SOLN CODE.
 
+$ L'U, DFCOMPOSIT'ION METHOh,
 
+1 BATCH MOoE
 
+it TWO CONS-ANT VECTORS,
1 CNTL
 
+1 RfAO INFLUENCE 8UBMATRIX FILES's
 
+1 VNRE
 
FILE 70tSq yr"A~8p&EEN 3_0E~f0 
 FOR tDN N lI-TCREATION TIheOTIO176 04108154
 
UNIT I REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
CREATION TIME207d0,7#6 00:08:5 
UNIT I RtW)UND AND RELEASED 
CREATION TIMEsOyjOj76 04108$54 
UNIT I REWOUND AND RELEASED 
CREATION TTMEuOl/Of7l 04:08154
 
UNIT I REWHUND AND RELEASED
 
---- lab iylO , l 
CREATION TIME07/076 H008150AS fiI - -E-AD-N!PNE O-N ........
 
UNIT I REWOUND AND RELEASED
flttil4tdi*wPfr t
-E----------
 RE -ONN I
 
CREATION TIMEMO7/07/76 04108150
 
UNIT I REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
-F-ILL-- b, 
 Ia-ON---- 1! ­-FORRE4 ; ttft "EE7OENECREATION T!MESOT/07,76 00308854
 
UNIT I REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
--- *'- P4 - -- S-tNOtst-po-0-trt-o 
-NI-CREATION TIEs07,7/76 041081S4
 
FIGURE 8.1-2 Output for SOLN Code for Test Case No. 
1
 
FIGURES-26
 
UTNI I tWUJND AND RELEASED 
FILp 7001-7,vN4p HAS 6EE OPENEr 
FOR RE~fAtNO ON UNIT I
CREATION, TINECOOv7 040815U 
UNIT I REwrOIJND 0ND RELEASED 
+1 SINrE THE ENTIRE MATRIX FITS IN
 
+1 CO RI, COMb COMMAND I NOT
 
41 N ErEn.
 
*'1 RtE i, cON81ANT 5UH.VECIOR PYLES'*
 
+: scot
 
FILE 70tbSr.,PNC 
 HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING4 ON UNIT
 
CREATION ftHFrO7tO7/176 0:08854
 
UNIT ; REWtUJND AND RELEASED
 
FILE 7tn9,RrCPN HA BEEN UP(JNEO FOR-READING ON UNIT p 
CRf ATIoN TIT"rr7tOl/1b 04t20815 
UNI I P WIr,-UND AND RELEASE) 
FILE 7/o0/,Ar.PNC HAS BEEN OPENE) FUN READI,N( ON UNIT p 
CREA ION U"-lEuO'7i07/7t 04:08:%4 
ONtI T P Rf''ALmr) AND RELEASED 
f: SttvE BY LU DECOMPOSITION,
 
42 Ap rFF-I E THE SOLUTION
 
+1 S
'.VFCTnR OUTPUT FILES,
 
+: -,01V
 
M- THOD=
 
I~s2 . 0
TPRI'T: 
7()'71 r 
7072 8 
1071 
m
ENTEp SOB. ,ART v#RAGS 2 INV: .2
 
MATRIx LOIAr)FD FROM UNIT 
 13 US 14r 22 REAS AND 176 SKIPS
 
NO PARTITIO&-ING REQuIIRFp
 
EXIT pkFT
 
ENTER SUR' IRtP. N: t0 
FxIt TRIP 
oUTPUT
 
SOLUTION I rTF SE("sr ,9
 
SOU.TION VEr TOR NO. j 
fIGURE 8.1-2 Output for SCLN Codc for Test Case No. 1 (Cont'd)
 
FIGUEES-27
 
FILE 7071,S-.PNC/LIs H'AS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 
 3
 
CREATION TIME 07122J76 11t06123
 
UNIT NO, 3 
COMPONENT NO, 
..... 
I SOLUTTONS$ 
.. a1 000 I.... . f-. 0.. .L3" . . . o-0 1400000 F- ! ... -T000 vv+0 
UNIT 3 ENDFILED AND RELEASED 
FILE ?072,SOaPNC/LTBs HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 3 
-CREA--UON--T-ti+E x127tb .....-­ 24.----------. 
UNIT NO, 3 
CuOMr:tEtT NO(, 2 8aLUTis 
.0000000F0t *7000000F01 .8000000E+O1 
UNIT 3 ENDFILED AND RELEASED 
-FLErt75-ft0lwrNkt/t V-- S fEtOfrNt R- -NG ON-ttn i- 3-... " 
CREATION TIME a 07/22/76 t110124 
UNIT M, 3
 
COMPONENT NO 3 SOLUTIONS,
 
,
900000tE01 ,1000000F+02
 
OUTPUT 
3OLUTION TlIlE iSEtj*v3-
-____ 
"tPfUR NOE-

UNIT NO, 3
 
---eG o$Pm N T- ......... . . ...... ..........
,n ......,o ---- - - -­
*o2000000o0I 
-6 o000000oEo '6000000E+01 ; c800000Eoo 99q9qqFqp0 
UNIT 3 ENOPIjED AND RELEASED 
FILE 7O72,S83.FtNiJLIB4 HA;S BEEN GPcEvj 7OR WNIIjt, NU~ 
UNIT NO, 3-
LOuMrO EnT "u,' ai3LUTYi3;-
ooo6000E+ozo ­.lo00000F0 *1600000E,02
 
..FIGURE 8.1-2 output for SCZ Code for Test Case No. 1 (Cont'd)
 
FIGURES-28"
 
UNIT 3 ENDFILED AND RELEASED
 
FI. Yo!]-SQPNtiLY$S hAS BEEN OPENtii fvO WHRItING UN 'UNII 
U-ITN' NO. 3 
.COMPONENT Nt'; "$fL-j1tONS 
,.1 rO0.0E+02 .O0OOOQF +02 
UNJI1 A; !WILED AN[) RELEASEn 
+1 - ALL 'f1f ,­
+1 $Topq~.
ST nIP77 
E UiE 8.1-2 Output for SCLN Code tor lest Case No. I (Concluded) 
FIGUBES-29
 
TRUE
 
SAMPLE CASE 2 FOR THE SOLN CODE'
 
SOLUTION RY DIRECT
 
HOUSEHOLDER METHOO
 
THREE AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS'
 
CNTL
 
READ tNFLUENCE SUBwMATRIX FILES'
VNRE
 
7078
 
7079
 
7081
 
7082
 
'708M
 
7085
 
ASUMEzYTAT TET ARI .
, Witt. 

NOT FIT IN CORr ALL AT ONCF.
CO I~S
 
8CRE
 
7086
 
roof 
7088 
SOLVE BY HOUSEHOLDER METHOn, 
-- N -0F7INe PTM SoLUtt 
-
SUB.VECTOR OUTPUT FILES. 
SOLV 
7074
 
7075
 
7076 
-- . ... 
0
 
ALL DUNECS
 
FIGURE 8.2-1 Input for SCIS Code for Test Case No. 2 
F0ODUCLmBI or,TxEFIGUES-3 OPTEW'JAT. PAr-P. TQ flnr~n 
POTFAN EQuATION SOLVIN. PROGRAM (SOLN). VERSION 1.1 
DYNAMIC MiMiRy = ioo0 
TIMP : Ui,*2/T7 11I2?1 
+* SIMrtLF CASE P FOP THE SOLN rODfE. 
+R &ECTANMnILAP MATRIX rt7xlt)) 
+:; 51 L t',TJN AY DIRECT 
+1 HI;LI'EHrLneR METHOnD 
+: H. Tf H MODE, 
41 TPRE AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS. 
+; (.NIL 
NCMPr ITERATe a 
+1 
+t vockR 
WR At, INFLUENCE SJlt.MATrIX FI!LS,, 
FILE 7Of7,Vt.mPNt. HAS HEEN OPrNED FOR RtEiD1N(. ON UN-IT 
CREAT ON fTK'v0./O7/07t 010910 
UNIT I RFwriUND AND RELEASEO 
FILE 7IY7,V~eh. "AS REFN OPENEO FOR READING nN iN!T 
CREATIUN ty'FtaOT/0ljb 04:q0901 
UNIT I Hb'wtaUFND AND RELEASED 
FILE 10t9,Vr-PpNc MAS BEEN OPENED FOR REAOINO ON UNIT 
CREATION TIrmt0710717b 0e0q10 
LNIT I HfwnhrIND AND RELEaSED 
FILE j0b0,Vt",,PNr HAS, HEEN OPENED FOR READINf; ON UNIT 
rREATION 1I,07,07/76 0410Q10i 
UN III RWijUND AND RELEASED 
FIL. ?n4,Vt"w.pNC HAS HtEN t)PENED FOR READINI" ON UNIT 
CRE-ATION TvFs07/07/7h 010910
 
UNIT I R WoUND AND RELEASED 
FILE (d0tVi,*PNC "AS BEEN OPENED FOR REnDING UN UNIT 
CREATION IMEz0/07/7 04O20Qo01 
UNIT I REWI)ItD AND RELEASE 
FILP 7nb .sVt.PN rAS $EE-N OPtNED FOR READING (IN UNIT 
CRHAT 1 ON TIyFM07/O7/76 049 0i1qO 
UNIT I R&W('UND AND RELEASED 
FILE " J,=bV'-PNr HAS F4EEN OPENEF FOR REA)ING ON UNIT 
CREATION 11mF207/OiTh7 01091fll 
FIGURE 8.2-2 Output for SGLN Code for Test Case No. 2 
FIGURES-31
 
UNIT t PWtiUND AND PELEASED
 
CREATION TIMEWoj7W/7e OLI4:oQ9
 
UNIT i REWOUNO AND RELEASED
 
--. 1---~--ASSi*4t THA-TA1zT4*itWfl 
+1 NUT FIT IN CORE ALL AT ONCE'.
 
+8 COMrA
 
~i;ttAfT3d SIU.,ECTIJR FllE&.4: HCRk
 
FILE .O bsc.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING UN UNIT
 
UNIT 2 ReWOUND AND RELEASED 
FILE 087?,At.PNC HAS SEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT P 
UNIT 2 RFWOUND AND RELEASED
 
FILE loSB,1itPNc HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT
 
---eR-t-tVfTrtrnn1-o~rm-- ott--- -- ------- - - -. 
UNII a REWOUND AND RELEASED 
4) SOLVE BY HOUSEHULDER METHOD, 
SIIReVFCTOR OUTPUT FILEs; 
4') SOt) 
IPS* 0 
IPRINTS
 
7D7'$ a
 
707h p
 
ENTER 8UB PART aFRAGS, 22 INV$ .1 
MATRIX LOAOID FRO$ UNIT 13 USING 2 READS AND 176 SKIPS 
No pAR~ifTOmdi REMU-t{I3 
-__ 
EXIT PART 
EXIT HoUSr 
SOLUTION TIME (SEC') '034
 
.-- L1 1 HT~'~STa rU A $O- tTO~r ...
 
FIGuEE 8.2-2 Output for SOLW Code for Test Case No. 2 (Contd) 
.nopDO~jTh1LflY OF THE 
FIGUREs-32 nTaENL PAQN W PO09 
SOLUTInN vFr TOR NO. 1 
PILF 707n,Sl-PN C/LIB$ HAS BEEN OPENED FaR WRITIN,C ON UNIT 
CREAIION ?yr'F r 0 7 /22/7h 110714 
UNIT NO, 3 
eOHpfrNfty NO 8 OLttTtONs: 
*IO0000F+01 ;Oo00000r+ot ,3000000E,01 ,940000011+01 999 99F+O 
UNIT 3 Ef:hPtLED AND kELEASED 
t HA8PIL 7015S r'-PNC/LIM% BEEN OPENED FOR WRIINt ON UNIT 
CRFATION TIlk- z 01/22t/7 11:07q47 
Ut3 1 NO,
 
COMPONENT Nt. * SOLIITONSI 
sb,30o00 0I *O00000F*looooooo7  OF+ol 
UNIT E"I ILED AND WELEASED FF 
PILF 7076,SI-PNCNLT8% HAS FEEN UPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT "j 
CREATInN IiE =07 lb tI|O1734 
INIT NO,
 
rOMPONE NT NO. 3 SfLtl! TONS;

• Qo0'0000F40 1 o IO00000F 0z 
UNIT , Ed fItED AND RELEASEO 
SOLUTIOK VFrTOR NO. 
F.tL, 70ILt,S(J.PNC/LIB% HAS BEEN OPENED FUR WRITINf, ON UNIT 3 
ttqfltt tt 3 
COMPflNFNT Nt'. I SOLUTTONSI
 
,?(JOo001F+01 *4400000F+01 ,hO00000fil *8000001FOI ,9999 4 0t 
UNIT 3 E',DPTIE AND RELEASED 
FILJ 707 ,S-PNCLTH$ HAS HEEN OPFNED FOR WRITINGi ON UNIT 3 
tN NO, - --
rOMPf)NEhNT NO, ? SOLUTITONS 
,*Io0000E.02 *1O0000F+02 ,lbOOOOO.02 
UNIT A tNf)lfIt EDl AND RELEASE D 
FILF 7016,SI-PNC/LIB$ HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITIN, ON UNIT 5 
FIGURE 8.2-2 Output for SCLN Code for Test Case No. 2 (Cont'd) 
FIGURES-33
 
UNIT NO, 3 
COPONET L. SGLUTION r 
,I0000E402 o2000000r,02 
UNIT 3 ENDFILED AND RELEASED 
---i -AtL-aft-O -­
+1 STOP
 
STOP 777.
 
FIGURE 8.2-2 Output for SCLN Code for Test Case No. 2 (Concluded)
 
\FIGURES-34
 
Tk'JE
 
SAHPLL LASE 3 FOR SOLN CODE,
 
SOL.UTION tY CREATING MATRIX
 
DECUMPOSTTION FILE, READING IT
 
RACK IN, THVN PFRFORMING FOHWARr
 
Et IMI'tArIN AND BACKPARD
 
5UWbTTIOT TON BY MULT COMMANO
 
hATH MPOF.
 
THRIF AIer.RAFT 0OMP1N*NS.
 
CNTI
 
NirAO IN*LUENCE MATRIX FILES, 
VNRF
 
1() hQ 
70o6h 
SITNCE; EmTIPF MATRIX FITS i"' CORE. 
COMbEi OM~N) IS NOT NEEDED'. 
70 PERFORM MtTPTX OECOMPOSXTION, AND
 
flF*1NE THE D) rOMPUSIlIflN OUTPUT
 
ITS ltfr -
FILE 
INV F
 
o 7o9S 
,NECUMPOSTION MATRIX FOR SAMPLE CASE .
 
ij3fk rotiOrM STOP HERT AN( PERFORM
 
PtERFoMINI? X aTf- OR
NMANOS N, ME
 
MAY CNTIN UrE.
 
EAD tO'I514N SU8.VtCIOR FILES'.
 
READ -'O.AIIMFSITION MATRIX FILE
 
HACK JNF 
yVNR 
7095
 
PFRFOM FORWARD ELTMINATION ANn
 
1AAC'%'witR SUASTITUTION AND DEFINE
 
FIGURE 8.3-1 InpUt tor SOLN Ccde for lest Case No. 3 
REPRODUO]BIMY OF THE 
F1GUHES-35 OeISNAL PAGE IS POOR 
SOLUTTON SUH-VECTOP OUTPUT FILEK
 
MULT
 
7078
 
7079
 
SToP
 
FIGURE 8.3-1 Input for SOLN Code for Test Case No. 3 (Concluded) 
FIGURES-36
 
POTFAN tO iAIInN SOLVING PROGRAM rSOLN), - VERSION 1,1
 
DYNAMIC HtM(IRY z 10000
 
lAM 0-7,/tn/" tR'
I 'F. 

+9 SAML|-E CASE 3 FOR SOLN CODE' 
+1 SULUTTON Ay CREATIN( MATRIX 
+.' (DC-MPOSITIONFILE, READING IT 
+1 14t4Ck IN, THEN PERFORMING FORWARn 
1 E~ttIMVnATIN ANt) HACKwARI) 
4,3 StIR'TITUTION BY HULT COMMAND. 
! lPHTCf. MOD, 
43 r'IrRF AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS. 
+t rNTL 
NCMtP= i ITFRA- 0 
+I-,Rt-t T N#LUISNCE MAtflR FILtFS 
. VNRt 
HAS BEEN OPENFD FOR READITN; ON UNITFILF 705'qtVN.PNC 
CREATION ItM s07/07f7b 0a:081a4 
UNIT I RFWfIlINO AND RELEASED 
HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT
FILE 70bOVN"PN. 
CkE.ATIONh torfo&~e1,T 
UNIT I f wr'IJNfl AND REtE: SED 
F|Iti 7l IVbPfjC HAS BEEN OPFNEO FOR REAUIN; AN UNI T 
CREATION "Tr!07/07/70. 04:OmlM 
UNIT I RLWUUNO AND RELEASED 
HEEN OPENED FOR, READIN, ON UNIIF.I!F 7 ,?.V'?-dPNC HA.S 
.,
CRnETInN I-gE2O07/O7/76 04"0814 
UNIT I RIWitUND AND RELEASED 
HAS BEEN OPFNED FOR READING ON UNIT
FILE 70bj3VN-PNC 

CJ&ATyON* lpTv-l/O7/ib) Oti:OI54 
UNIT I RPWfIUNO AND RELEASED 
HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNITFIL 70o4VN,,PNC 

C#REATTnoN fTmtrEt/l?fh 10IS 
UNIT I PF writIND AND RELEASED 
HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING UN UNITF/IF 7Ob 9vr,-PNC 
CREATION T1r-t07/07/7o 01OO8I'SJ 
UNIT I RLWEIUND AND RELEASED 
FIGURE 8.3-2 Out-ut for SClN Code for Test Case No. 3
 
OF ThE 
FIGURES-37 
O X~L~pA G ISp0? 
FILE 7066.VN.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT j

CfETI-- TtlC.ou7/70,4008454
 
UNIT I REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
FILE lob7eTVNPNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR RE4DING ON UNIT
 
---CRE*T 10N TINlEwOr-7/ttlt- t --- ---
UNIT I REWOUND.AND RELEASED 
+: SINCE ENTIRE MATRIX FITS IN CORE, 
I ; ecuft COMMAND IS Net tt~tl).
+1 PERFORM MATRIX DECOMPOSITION, AND 
#1 DEFINE THE DECOMPOSITION OUTPUT 
--+v Ft-rn-zr-ltr-T-A-N-- I-
-E 
+1 INV 
METHODe , NTINVWs boq5 IDC 
UE-NE SUBf, PART .PRA05C 1-NtrWf.?
 
MATRIX LOADED FROM UNIT IS USING ?2 READS AND 176 SKIPS
 
NO PARTITIONING REQUIRED
 
MATRIX INVERSE DEMANDED
 
ENTER SUR' TRIP' Na 10 
FXIT TRIP 
FILE 
-,NVtRSlt-O-htE-rOMPOStflO)N-'ttI-r, )N. -. 
709%.INePNC/LIB$ HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 18 
CREATION TIME a 
NTITL. itn_" 
07122/76 Ito83IR 
(TITL(T)DIvi#NTTTLlI DECOMPOSITION MATRIX FOR SAMPLE CASE 
UNIT 1$ ENDFILED AND RELEASED 
.USEROULD STOP HERE -AND-- PRFf.---.. 
+1 RLMAINING COMMANDS LATER, OR ME, 
+1 M'aY CONTINUE, 
+l .....HCRE .C.... .. FOR FfLEs -
-
FILE 70b8,BC.PNCREA-T- --TI -M- Y -t HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT --­o--tOst .... ............ .. 
2 
UNIT a REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
FILE 706b9BC.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READTN-ON UNIT p

CeR *ATIC TI"!!E.07,O/ ti - 4. .....-..... 
UNIT 2 RtWOUND AND RELEASED 
FILE 7070,RC-PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT p 
-CREATION T'EO1OTl---Or--t----------
UNIT P REWOUND AND RELEASED 
FIGURE 8.3-2 Output for SOLN Code for Test Case No. 3 (Cont'd) 
FIGURES-38
 
+g 	 RFAD DECOMPOSITION MAtRIX FILE
 
HNW IN.
 
+1 IVNk
 
FILE 7095,1'9,pNr HAS HEEN OPENED FOR READIN; ON UNIT 4
 
CREATION rIME = 0O1/2/76 ti:08118
 
MACH N 	 2, 1234
-

UNII 14 RF W1UNI) AND RELEASED
 
# I PiRrfms FPO*WaRO ELIMIN ITON AND
 
41 	 BAC<WARD SUBSTTTUTION, AND DEFINE
 
.+ I ,OLI"TION SIJP-VFCTOR OUTPUT FTLFrt
 
+z MttL I
 
(OCLTA ( I ,I1 ANT f I ).L 1 DNt, P)
 
7077 
7O778
 
70 79
 
SOLUTION VEr TOR NO: I 
w~ ............. 	 -------- -

FILE 7017,Su-PNC/LIB$ HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT s
 
CREATInJ ITV-E : 07/22/76 11itno-23
 
UNIT NO, 
COMPoNE 	 NI No, oLIJTTONS, 
,IvOOOoOs>0O ,ooo00000F Ol 13000000+'Ot ',o000000r+01 ,%000000p,0t1 
UNIT A ENPDFII ED AND RELEASED
 
FILE 7fl18,S0-PNC/LT8 HAS, BEEN OPENED FOR WRTTINr" ON UNIT
 
CREATIOIN IU'EF x nh/110812tNS4
 
UNIT NO& 3 
-reMPoNt-NT Nil.- 2 "ttUI Tt'e 
*b(OOOOoOF 0l 7000000F+1O ,8000000FKo1
 
UNIT i E"DUILED AND RELEASED
 
FI-F 7079, SOPNC/LIBi HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT
 
CRFATION iT:E X 0712217 1120812? 
UNT- NO," I - - - -

CDMPONENT NO, 3 SOLuTTIONSI
 
,q00000lF,0 *$100000F402
 
UNIT ; 	E',DFItED AND RELEASED 
FIGURE 	8.3-2 Output for SCLN Code tor Test Case No. 
3 (Cont'd)"
 
HIGURES-39
 
--------
SOLUTION VErTOR NO 2 
FILE TQ077,Sf-PNc/LI8s HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 
UNIT NO, 3
 
COMPONENT NO. I SOLUTIONS,
 
UNIT A ENDFILED AND RELEASED
 
FILE T078SO.PNC/LIB HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT
$ 	 3
 
C UNIT NO, 3
 
COMPONENT NO; P SOLUTIONS2
 
,s~~~oo~~~op .l11GFo oa--------------

UNIT 3 ENDOFILED AND RELEASED 
,.rFFILE O, 0SO*PNC/LIS$ HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 3 
o 	, UNIT NO, 3 
c COMPONENT NO, 3 SOLUTiONS1 
UNIT 3 E'4r)tLEO AND RELEASEDo
 
+,' ALL DONE.
 
0 STOP 777 
FIGURE 8.3-2 Output for SCLN Code for Test case No. 3 (Concluded)
 
SAMPLE LASE a FOR SOLN CODE* 
SflLtkTtO rY ITERATION PROCEOURE 
WIT Hf LU DFfrr1POSITION OF DIAGONAL 
BLOLK, RFADING IN OF ONE DErOmP. 
tISEL) 1:IACCNAL PLICk ANI) A PRE-
DFTUR MTN E GIILSS AT LINE SOLUTCN 
SUFlVtCITOW AND SLIGHT OVER. 
HATLH MI.Dt-. 
THREE AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS, 
CNTL 
READ DIArONAL INFLI*NCE SUB.aMATRTr 
ASSWICIAfEl WI1H SECOND AIRCRAFT COMPtiNENt,
 
VNRPF
 
7063 
PFRFORM F-roMPOSItION O THIS SUH.M4TRIX
 
AND STf)W 
INVf 
17
 
DEriMP';ITInN OF DIAGONAL SUJ.MATRty 
FOR S csJNr AIRrRAFT rOMPONEN 
",SEP rO'L() STOP HERL AND PERFORM 
StJH , E lt NT COMMANDS LATER, 
tMf-fittPMINF SOLUTION FOR ALL 
THREE AIRCRAFI CnMPONENTS,. 
CNTL 
READ INFLtIENCE sUb.MATRIX F LEs,. 
AND TE PRrE.COMPIJTED ANt) PRE,
 
8IOtEf "FrOmPOS T-iON OF ONF Of
 
THE D!AhONAt SuB.HMATRICES. 
VNRP
 
7060
 
7096 
706S
 
7066 
7067 
Tft- CtIM-" r.MMAN) 1A NOT tI-i'1f WITH 
FIGURE 8.4-1 Input for SCIN Code for Test Case No. 4
 
FIGIJipS-41 
- -- 
THE ITEkATION PROCEDURE,
 
READ CONSTANT SUB-vECToR FILES,
 
7068
 
7069
 
SOLVE DIAGONAL BLOCKS By LU 
DECOHPOS!TION, DEFINE THE
 
SOLUTIu. SLU.-VECTj FILES, ?M 
PREvOETeRMINED APPROXIMATE 
SOLUTTO SUB-VECTOR FILES, 
M8UNtt- twE-tt-AX-A-ONi -A-"-
AMOUNT OF INTERMEDTATE PRINTOUT. 
SOLV 
7080 ­
7081
S0
 
' 707k 
1,0S
 
STOP
 
IIGURE 8.4-1 Input tor SOLN Code for Test Case No. 
4 (Concluded)
 
iFIGTJEs-42
 
POTEAN Ef3UAIIIN SOLVING PRORAM eSOLN). VERSION 1.1
 
OYNAMIC Mft.Ry a 10000 
.f (J7/ '76 11108:39 
+; SAMI'tF CASE Q FOR SOLN CODE 
+1 S(:LliTTON MY ITIEATION PROCEDURF 
+g WI I U OErUMPOSTTION OF DIAGONAL 
* t OtfkS, 'itArINlr IN OP ONE PECfIMP. 
+t S DIACONAI. BLOCK AND0 F A PPE.
 
#: DETHRMXNEU GUESb AT ONE .SOLUT!ON
 
+1 5t5-VFrOR. AND SLIGHT OVER.
 
+. R1,LAWAT ION.
 
+t 81 Tc.H MODC.
 
4; T.RF AIPCPAPT COMPONENTS,
 
+t CNYIL
 
N( I4P TTFRAT2 0 
+1 P Ab PIAGONAL. INFLUENCE SUS..MATRIx 
+: A",SCIATFO WITH SECOND AIRCRAFT COMPONENT. 
+t VriRt 
FIeF , HA, HEEN tPtNtfl FOR RfaInf tiN UNIt 
t.FATIfIN TIflFO7/07,7b 0I08:94 
UNTT I RfWfltIND AND RELEASED 
+ PERFORM OErOMPOSTITON OF THIS SU.MATRix 
+; A-D SIR ,
 
ME T Hf 0 z 4 vtjt NVwf 7096 tr 1 
ENTER SUH. PART nFRAGtS 2 INV: *A 
MATRIX LO4DF.D FROM UNIT 13 USING 2 READ$ AND I SKIPS 
NO PARTITIOL ING REr4IRFD 
EXIT PART 
*** MATRtX INVFRSF OtMANDPD 
ENFtw SUST TRTP, No 
FIGURE 8.4-2 Output tot SOL.N Code for Test Case No. 4
 
RI2RODUdABIITY OF TH
FIGuvEs-4f3 QPTf~aa1, PAGE IS POOR 
-- 
- E 	 TPI-NT 
INVERSION OR DECOMPOSITION TIME (SEC.) ,007
 
FILE 7096.IN.PNc/LISS HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT Ia
 
NfITLz 17
 
(TITL(I)oIw.,NTITLjic DECOMPOSITION OF OIiGONAL SUB.MATRIX
 
T
UNIT t8jfl£ uILtp A'k, RELEASE()
 
+1 FOR SECOND AIRCRAFT COMPONENT'
 
+1 USER COULD STOP HERE AND PERFORM
 
*__4-3A-- SUBSEadUENt COMMANDS LATER' 
--
--- *--
+1 NOW DETERMINE SOLUTION FOR ALL	 
­
+t THREE AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS*
 
NCHP= j ITERATe
 
+1 RFAO INFLUENCE SUS.MATRIX FILES,
 
-- lt- -Asf-TE-PfRwEoOm#U~t-AND---PRw-----------------­
+1 StORED DECOMPOSITION OF ONE OF
 
+3 THE DIAGONAL SUBwMATRICES,
 
FILe 7OSQ,Vw.PMC 	 HAq BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNiT1 
CREATION TIME,07/07176 OsoS:54
 
-UNIT 1 REWnUNO AND-RFtEXSED----------
FILE 70a0,VN.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT I
 
CRFATION TIMEeOT/0776 04:08154
 
itt &tNcUNIT 1 R mn; RLLCSEO 
FILE 7061,VNwPNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT I
 
CREATION TIMEOT7#07i76 010815
 
U W- --	 --- ----- - . .... . . ...... . 
FILE 7062'VN.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT t
 
CREATION T!mEUOY/07176 04108154
 
UNIT i REWGlUm4 pAN tAE 
FILE l06QIN.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 
CREATION TImE a o1/2176 ls10gfll 
FILE ?064' VN.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT I
 
CREATION TIMEzOY707t76 04308151
 
UNT 1 RtEr1UND .kNO ;LEASEC 
FILE ?06,VN.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT I
 
CREATION TTMEUOI107/76 04108I34
 
FIGURE 8.4-2 Output for SOLE Code fot Test Case No. 4 (Cont'd) 
FIGURES-44h
 
UNT T I tWflttf~ ANfl RELEASED 
FILE 70bb.VIJ.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT I 
CRFATIONv TIPE'07,07/7h O tS4 
UN!? I RWOUND AND RELEASED 
FItE 70t70VI,.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT I
 
.CREATIOIN TTlih£O7/07/7b 04:0ISU
 
UNIT 1 Rf" WrvnJt AND PELEASED
 
3 IdH. COMB COMMAND IS NOT WSFn WITH
 
THE ItERATION PROCEVURE.
 
+t R r A l rfN STAN T SU B .VEC TOR FTL S' *
 
F TI. 700R,.iCrlrl HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 
CRi'ATIOv T~mt*:7/C?,lt 4oit5
 
UNIT P RfW-!ipIh) AND RELEASED
 
FILE 706q.,..MPNc HAS REEN OPENErD FOR READING [IN UNIT ?
 
CktATIOK fTy'EsO7/Q7,7 04118;S4
 
.JNIT ? RE w'11440 AND RkLEASEU 
FIL'E 7cfO#iC.PNC HAS BEEN OPENEDl FOR READING ON UNIT 
CRfATAlNTt'- TTfttD?/07/7 114b111815a
 
"NIT p RE Wf(-iJND AND RELEASED
 
+ I S(LYE DIAGONAL HtLOCKS BY LU1
 
+: tl .'MPOSITTI)N, DEFINE TH$
 
+1 s(4-(ITIr)N Slk-VECTUR FIlES, THE
 
+1 P1 E.nFETERMTNE) APPRI]I MATE
 
I' - "|,ttrTtrfN 8URVECTtOR "fILL'S, 
+g A1"'O'NT OF OVFR.RFLAXATION, AND
 
+1 Ar?:INT OF TNTEHIIDIArE PRINTOUT.
 
41 SOl V
 
ME TH(IIn 
TPSz |
 
pj =
COUTA* OUTAN I jNCMP

7080 .
 
7081 
708?
 
rINP'S, INPSNI7, vt ,NrMP=
 
0
 
A i 
7673 
FIGURHE 8.4-2 output for SOIN Code for Trest Case No. 4f (Coxt'd) 
FIGURES- 45
 
OMEGAvI OSo
 
ITERP S
 
ENTER SUB' TRIP' N11
 
EXIT TRIP 
FILF 1O'96,ImweNC HAS MENR PIE FOR RtpDING ON UNL 1tu 
CREATION TIMEuOTlZ,/76 1108141 
UNIT q REWOUNO AND RELEASED
 
ENTER SUB' TRtP, N. P 
EXIT TRIP . 
SOLUTOVtrt(R ont2 
ITERjtTfU S3L 11?I6Nf PReL~tjRE ih, ntuLpyt FPvTVI3J 
INITIAL GUESS
 
FILE 706BRC.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 4 
UNIT q REWOUND AND RELEASED 
rILE 7oh9 .PNC IR BEEN OPENED r. REA&I; UNIT 
UNIT a REWOUNO AND RELEASED 
FILL 70?0,C.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 4 
UNI 441,REWUNDi AND RELEA-SED--
----
- --- - -
INFLUENCE OF UNIFORM AND NON;UNIFORN FREESTREAM
 
A;m RaTEOTlTeOH AAAN 4 reUmPu,4 T
VECTOR 0" ft

'.3I153FO8' .MOITE0S 67897bFOS 4107ME40Q '413062FP,09 
-Ct$ ENErtUMMt---i

_ 
NUMBER OF ELEMENTSm -_--
SOLUTIONS 
*9pF.o *9O%.10hI9LO 63030r+,O1 *iaslltGE 
INFLUENCE OF AIRCRAFT COMPONENT j ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT p 
FIGURE 8.4-2 Output for SOLN Code for Test Case Nb. 4 (Cont'd)
 
OPSIJMNALPAGEISPOOP,PIGURBS-46 

INFL)FWN E OF INIFOPM AND NON.LJNIFORM FREESTREAM 
AND ROTATION RATE VECTOR ON AIRCRAFT C MPnNENT 
*158h F.O .171386F +O9 aIss59FO' 
r0MPONE-NT MlIM7P 7 
NUMAER oF Ei EMENITSr 
SOLUTIONS
 
"5,884FIn. ;67366F4o1 aJ?7r+n2
 
INFLitENCE fr ATRCRAFT COMPONENT 1 ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT 
*3?MQOF4 OI *390AF+oA 
'NFL' t FNr OF AIRCRAFT COHPONeNT ? ON AIRCRAFT COMPONFNT
 
.fir, Q . ,O$ ".7210F+06
 
INFLILNCE(OF UNTFORM aND NON.UNIFORM FREESTNFAM 
ANt) Pf0T t1)f: RATE VECTOR 01J AIRCRAFT COMPnNft I
 
, Iq 7,IBF .11773F.+,9
 
FIIE 7073.SI'-PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR REjOINr; (N-UNIT 
CkFATIQOI l E (ff 7( Iltohlp 
UNIT ' Rhqi,,hiiNf AND Re EAsFPD 
rO$PONP*'T tNtitMLpmf 
NUMMFR OF E FMENTSU 
SOL UT 1 nN5*q 0oo
 04 j 'orO00o0o2
 
ItERATION LApGEST RELATIVE ERROR= ,62633?E0oo
 
TtERATTN - LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR- .qT4581F.Oj
 
ITFRAJION I LARGEST RELATIVE ERRDRt I1?704F,01
 
ITERATIUN a LARGEST RELATIVE ERROW ,247371E.02 
ITFRATIUN SOLUITION PROCEDURE INIERMEDIATE PRINTOUT 
FIGURE 8.4-2 Output for SCLN CodE for Test Case No. 4 (Cont'd) 
FIGUEEs-47 
4 
ITERATIN S LH- i0 ALLOWADtt 
INFLUENCE OF AIRCRAFT COMPONENT I ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT t, 
...... t,-r-o-ot- ;-S2flon--7 2*8r 7-oT-- sstr Os-;-anotn- -
INFLUENCE OF AIRCRAFT COMPONENT I ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT
 
*1I6elto4 ,6btu ftat obtj
j6933IBju ..3u&St .O7
 
COMPONENT NuMRER i
 
SOLUTIONS
IO0000Otl ;20000F*OI 
 . o0000r+0 oo000F+O0 
.50005F+01
 
INFLUENCE OF AIRCRiFT.cOmPONENT I ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT
 
.350E~f~.;I7q3E084I 'S5O0E7
 
'INFLUENCE OP AIRCRAFT COMPONEN
T I ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT 2
 
'102l2F+08 ,17111E*OS '6a020r+08
 
-COMPONFNT NUMpER
 
NUMBER OF EIEMENTS. 3
 
*S4994 01 .70000.ol ,7999; 0 t
 
iixturr;Cc OF AIRCRAFT ,OMPONENT I~ ONIRC;APT c~a~~
 
*17660E 0 ,(46302F+06
 
TNFt4C-tONatwt T-CO$*ONENT--.--, wAfOr t#ENT- 1

,57886E 4 0$ .?O221E+08
 
COMnPONlENT 4LbmgEn

NUMBER OF ELEMENTS, P
 
SOLUTIONS
 
-4Op +oi :10006E+0
 
ITERATION s LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR. O709f2E.03
 
ITERATION 6 LARGEST RELATIVE ERnR 8
,SZibEmOW'
 
FILE T080.SO.PNC/LIB; HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT I
 
FIGURE 8.4-2 Output far SOLN Code tar Test Case No. 4 (Cot'd) 
FIGURS-8 rwntb TAT. PA(Th. TS, POOR 
CREATON !TfrE Z 071Z2176 it:OqmoS 
UNIT j Ef,.nF TI ED AND RELEASED 
UNIT NO, 3 
COMPONENT ,'O I SOUUTTONS: 
,9qqqqqgE+00 .19999qFO 'S*1 ,3999996F4 01 ,S000081F+0l
2 9qsE;o1 
FiLt ,n~tst'-pflt/L?$. ~" HAS HEFN OPENEn FOR WRTTING ON UNIT 3 
CREATION ITTsE a o7/22/76 11001n6 
UNIT S EfoFTLED AND REtEASED 
UNIT NO I 
COMPONtNI ,Or 2 SOLUTIONSZ 
CneOr*omi t 7797iII%Imq 0 ~ 0 rFIL* 70fP.,S)-p'?C/LTN$ HAS BEEN OPtNIEI) FOR WRITIN ON UNIT S 
CRFaTION Ii;. & 071a2176 11L09l(1 
UNIT ; FNDP TIlb AND kELEaSEO 
U)NT? NO, .I 
rOmPNeNtNTo I 0 UinT 
,9qf0l)00lr.01 *100000oF,0P? 
NOfl f 1TPR4TTONS TO toNvERGEu 6 LARGEST RELATTvE ERROR. mjllfE.0a 
SOLIJ)TnN VFrT(P NO' a 
TTFRATION 5OL,jTION PROcEDIRE INTERMFDIATE PRTNTOIjT
 
fNITYft Wt,rS
 
FILF 7O69,HC-.PNC HAS REFN OPENED FOR READTN' nN UNIT li 
IJNtT 4 RtPWIUNP AND RELEASE0 
FIll l0 oQ,RC-PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING [IN UNIT 1 
UNIT 41 REW1OUND AKir RELEASED 
FLE ft?0Rr- W HAS P!7.N tPENED FOR REA ITNG ON UNI? a 
UNIT a PEW0lIND AND PELEASED 
FIGUhE 8.4-2 Output for SaLN Codc for Test Case No. 4 (Cont'd)
 
FIGURES-49
 
iNFLUENCE uF NIFVKM ANO NON.UNIFUM FREETIREAM
 
AND ROTATION RATE VECTOR ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT I
 
9
,6237EO08 ,10803E+0 ,151SE;6q .20947E+09 ,Z6123E09
 
COMPONENT NUMBER 

NUMBER OF ElEMENTS. S
 
SOLUTIiONS
 
,1997QE 01 '39019E+o '56594E'01 '71060+1o .21102r402
 
....
i~tuldtt-0f-IieRTfr-tfMPOENt---r--On--ztRtfRzt4--..tOMPONENTy ...
 
*1220iF 4 09 '52144F+O8 /919 9 22F4 08 
IorLUENCee~iiC~ip N3;t.UNIFORM rprESTnrEAn

AND ROTATION RATE VECTOR ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT P
 
03117bF0 *35773E40 9 03911$E+o
 
COMPONENT NUMBER P
 
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS. 3
 
6$3767E4,01 ?13073Ft0i 
 2931J4E0O
 
*65781E4 07 *iTBIE+07
 
INFLUrtNCC OF AIRCRAFT COMPONENT ON,AICRRFT COMPONENT--­
-- INFLUENCE OF UIFR-AN-Ot.JU--N-?ORr:-ttE..S-TR.A--
AND ROTATION RATE VECTOR ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT 
­
3949bF09 ":3356E+09 
PILc H_33OP4 OR flEApING ONP~ n4 FW UNIT-w-

CREATION TIMEO/tItT76 11106824
 
UNIT a REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
COMPONENT NUMAER I
 
NUMBER OF EtEMENTSu ?
 
1S0000a z0000+02
 
fIGURE 8.4.-2 Output for SOLN Code for Test Case No. 4 (Cont'd)
 
FIGURES-50
 
T-TFRAT IH I LA-1RfST RELATIVE ERR(1Re ,(63S3?F+O0 
ITERATION LARGEST RELATIVE ERR(JR= *q74581E.OL 
ITFRATTUN t LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR= 1327OUE.01 
TTEFlTtON u tAREST RELATIVE ERRORP ,?4737,#.02 
TTF-RAIIUN $SLITIONPROCEDURE INTERMEDIATE PRINTOUT 
TT WATTUN N WITH to ALLOWABLE 
Tt*LfJttUCt AI-RC P,6COMPONENT 	 ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT 
.MIt 6qi O08 ,99921F+08
.12 10 01 ,i714'5r-07 ,15O%0E 08 

INFLI'1NCE Of ATRCRAFT COMPnNFNT j ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT
 
,P12l4t 40 041 9 8F.05 33867P 06 *17340r+07 6b60IbF+07
 
ceMPftrNT NttMtFT t 
NLJMMFP OF Fi FMFNTSs 
SOLuT 1 fN5S 
02000OF4 01 AOOOOF40 '60006OI .OOOOF+OI .IO001.+02 t r800 I
INFLjiFN(F OF AIRCRAFT CUMPONFNT I ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT A 
-*4&8A4f :4e$ *24%87t'+tB .I101ar+08 
TNFLIENCE OF AIRCRAFT COMPONENT I ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT 
,2023FOf '%azPI+O8 '1280tF.09 
COMPONENI NjiMi.E, P 
NtJm~# UF IEIMENTSu
 
SOI UTitNS 
,1i000 F * o o1000F+02 *IhOOOFO 
TNFLt0ENCE OF 
,3jgFO 
AIRCRAFT COMPONENT 
Q9?6o03F+0 
ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT 
INFLIiENCE Oc AIRCRAFT COMPONENT 
,11577F-40Q) *tjR43r.fl$ 
p ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT x 
FIGURE 8.4-2 output for SCIN Code for Test Case No. 4 (tLont'd) 
FIGURES-51 	 REPRODUCiBiLiT-orTv
OfUUAL PAGE IS pool? 
£OMPF5NEN! NUflPFNS
 
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS.
 
SOLUTIONS
 
ITERATION S LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORS , Q7092ZE.03
 
ITFRATION A LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORU .821186.Oa
 
FILE v80,So-PNC/Lyes HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 3
 
,NII 3 E",-urDFtE AND RELEASED . ....
 
UNIT NO, 3CCMUnLN, r.' I 3OLUT OI5..... 
*200000OE+-O .39q9999p405  *5999997E;O1 0799Q992FO ,OOOOlp;O2

FILE 7081,SO.PNC/LTB HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT S
 
UNT ",ENDrILEO
AND RELEASED
 
UNIT NO, 3
 
COMPNN! NO. i sOjjUTiiNSs
 
911Q99QE+O2 1l00000+,O8 ,Isgg&E+02
 
FILE 7O82.SO-NC/LBs HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 3
 
UNIT ENOF.LED AND RfELEASED 
UNIT NO, 3
 
,O0o0001E02 ;zooooooF#02 
NO; Of 1IRAJIONS TO C ERGE a b LARGF9T RELATIVE ERRRct....SSE.U 
-+1 AIL DONE# 
-*S STOP 
TUOP 7t
 
FIGURE 8.4-2 Output for SCIN Code-for Test Case No. 4 (Concluded)
 
.FIGURES-52
 
TRU 
SAMPLE CASE 3 FOR SOLtN CODE4 
nbtOTi 
Il 13Y A TWO STEP PROCOUktr 
FIRSI, IWO AIRCNAFT COMPONENTS ARE SOLVED 
Ry IF(T ?U DECOIMPUSITION, THEN? THE 
INFLUeNCE OF 
A THIRD AIRCRAFT COMPONENT
 
ON tHF PIRST IWO IS C.IMPUTED SY THE
 
TITFATTON PROCEDU0R', THE DIREc-T SOLLJTTONS
 
FOR THF FIRST TWtO 
 AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS A-'USED 
AS INITIA t GUESSES TO THE THREE rOMPONENT 
ITERATION SOLUTION: 
CNTL 
? 
RFA) tNKULEN(F SU$.MTRIx FILES 
- fiR T-" FIRST TWO AIRCRAFT 
rUM?(HPOEt,Ts' 
VNRF 
105Q 
706a
 
7()b2
 
llt!
 
SINCF U' TTRF MhTRIx FITS IN CORF,
 
COMb COIM4NO Is NOT NEEDED',
 
READ COP'StANT SUHOVECIOR FILs.
 
aCRE
 
7Ab0
 
SOLVE Pt lU nFrOMPOSITION, 
ANO OtFINF THU SOLUIJON 
StJ i-VtCTfRltUTPUT FILFSa
 
SOLV
 
o
 
7080 
a
 
ISEP rOtiLh STOP HEpE AND PERFORM
 
PFMAINIJr; COMMANDS LATER, OR 
HE
 
MAY CONTINUF, 
-- nf-Tt#MllNt INFittENc nF THIRD-
AIRCRAFT COMPUNENT VIA ITERATION 
PkOCEJUPEl 
CNTL
 
REREA) ALL INFL-LIENCE SiH..MAIRI
F it I's 
FIGURE 8.5-1 Input for SLN Ccde for Test Case No. 
5
 
TEPRODUIGLITY OF THE
FiGuRBs-53 ORIt{AL PAGT~15 POOR 
VNRE
 
705?
 
7061
7062
 
-- e--7- -- __ 
7064
 
7065
 
i066 
7067
 
THE COMH COMMAND MAY NOT BE USED
 
*tW-tHtIET~*ATO4 
ROt0ttRtj

REREAD ALL CONSTANT SUBuVECTOR 
-
FILES. 
RCRE 
75p8 
7069
 
7070
 
...... "IjkY-tu--
DEcUMPOSIITON, DEFINE THE
 
SOLUTION SUheVECTOR FILES, THE
 
PRE-DETLRM4IWEO APROXIM4 TE
 
SOLUTION SUAVECTOR FILES, 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS, 
- AMU~i eF-OVERuR-EtAXAtIet 
-----------
AND AMOUNT OF INTERMEDIATE 
__ 
PRINTUT 
7087
 
0 
2 708
 
10
 
0 
ALL 0UNW
 
S5TOP
 
FIGURE 8.5-1 Inpht'fo SOLN Code for Test Case No. 5 (Concluded)
 
REPRODUCMtLCY OF THE 
YIGURES-54 ORI .M'ALPAGE IS POOR 
PUTFAN kQtJAIInN SULVING PROGRAM rSOLN). VERSION 1,1
 
DYNAMIC MtMORY i io000 
TIM 07,0,117h I Itngt 4
E 

+1 SAMPLE CASE 9 FOP SOLN rfDE. 
+t S('LITION HY A TWO STEP PROrEDURE 
+3 FfR.ST TWO AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS ARE SOLVED 
+t Ry DIRECT LU OECOMPOSITION. THEN, THE 
+- InrtUFNCE OF A THIRD AIRCRAFT OIMPONkNT 
+; Or! tHF FIRST TwO IS rOmPUTED fY riE 
-ITEI-ATTDI PROCEDURE. THE DIRECT SOLUTTONS 
+t FIoR TF FIRST TWn AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS ARE USED 
THE THREE rOMPONENT
ti AS TNITTAL GUESSES TO 

4: ITENATION SOLUTION', 
+i rNTt 
NCMP= TTFRAIr 0 
+: RE-A" INFLlJENCE SLIH.MATRIX FILES 
+ FOR THE FIRST TWO AIRCRAFT 
+1 C(OMPONENTS. 
+: vNRE 
H A SFlit 7--""- , V-wPN B EEN OPENf.) FOR READING ON UNIT x 
rREATION TTrw'v07/07/7b 0:0P154 
UNIT 1 REWOUND AND RELEASED 
HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READIN. ON UNITFILE 7O 0,VNPNC 

CREATION TIM 07/0/7b 0L:OM5
 
I)NT I RfWflUNO AND RELEASED 
~-t--O-t,.V-,HAS SEEN OPENED FOR RlaoIftN -ON UNIT 
CREATION ItA'E-07/07/76 O4OR1q
 
UNIT I REWOUND AND R .EASED 
HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 
CREATION rTiF07/07/7 6 01015 
UNIT i RewoUND AND IELEASED 
S s-tNt,- *-TI-Re 0gR-rIf FITS IN rORt, 
FILE 7ftb3,VN.PNC 

+3 COM, COMMAND 13 NOT NEEDED.
 
+1 RAf) CONSTANT sUB.VECTON FILES' 
FILE 7068RRr.PNC HAS BEEN OPENEr) FOR READINf; ON UNIT 2 
FIGUBE 8.5-2 Output for SCLN Code for Test Case No. 5 
EIGUHES-55
 
CREATION TTME07j07176 0083S4
 
UNIT R..mo. AND RELEASED
.

FILE 7069,BCaPNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING.ON UNIT 2
 
CREATION TIMEOO7/07/76 0408154
 
UNI-2 REON ND ftELEASEO -­
+1 SOLVE BY LU DEtOMPOSITION, 
+1 AND DEFINE THE SOLUTION 
S1 Fita,Ub.ViCjR OUTPUlT 

+3 SOL.V
 
METHODs
 
IPSO 0..
 
IPRINTw
 
(OUTAOUTANTIujNCMP)s
 
70814 
ENTER SUB' PART aFRAGSS 10 INVs .2
 
--MATRI-X-ttpE FROM UN I-r--Us-2NG ppr HE AD--0A7-50 -SKIPS 
NO PARTITIONING REQUIRED 
EXIT PANT 
ENTER SUB' lRyKP Nx
 
PXIT TRIP
 
OUTPUT
 
SOLUTION TIME (SEC') -Ott
 
SOLUTION vErTOR NO: I
 
FILE 7063SONCLS HA FBEN OPENED POP WRITING ON UNIT I
 
UNIT NO, 3 
CM000E53FTNO1 SOL 0033UTOI O ,300366. 9O381E+01 *M9u3312E01 
-UNIT 3 ENOFILED AND RELEASED 
FILE 7U 9a8C . cL..3 HAS 
CREATION TIME a 07/22/76 1l
MEN OPENED
1091% 
.FOR .mItNGi ON NITj. 
- UUiT NO, 3 
COMPONENT NOS 2 SaLUTTONSi 
FIGURE '8.5-2 Output for SOLN Code for Test Case No. 5 (Cont'd
 
FIGURES-56
 
,5 Ab936nE .0 .*663868F+0R I1MAIS01E+02
 
UNIT I E" ItED- AND RELEAStff
 
OUTPUT 
SOLUTION TIME rsf') '003
 
fILE 7-0.,S33.PN/LItb H4A EEN OPF.NEt FOR WtJTTINr flN UNIT I 
UNIT NO, 3
 
MOHPONfNT Nf. SoLu|lo43t
 
*?l101107F01 .4006683FO *6007317EF'O1 ,7980762b4 01 ,9886623s +()1 
UNIT I ErDF It ED AND RELEASEo 
FILr- 7064'S(I-PNC/Lj8$ HAli HEEN OPENen FOR RITINr ON'UNIT 3 
UNTT NO, 3 
IMP Nt: SnLtIItOfNS,FONtNT ? 

t 6,7,?IF .02 .I37277(OIO.02 *2922R0fl-M3
 
UNIT I E"',DUILED AND RELEASED 
+ IJFP COULD STOP HERE AND PE14FORM
 
+t PFMINtNG rOMMANDS LATER, OR HE
 
43 My CONTTNIJ,
 
, -- -". T rtt fl-iNft-ENcf- tp THIRD 
+1 AIRCRAFT COMPONENT VIA ITERATION
 
+1 Pwrn-EntUPE,
 
+1 NTtL
 
NCMP: 4 ITFPATe I
 
+: RtREAO ALL INFLUENCE SIJB.MATUIY
 
+: VNRE
 
FIL F 70%qVk.pNC HAS HEEN OPENE FOUR READING ON UNIT
 
CRFAT IONti I'EuO1077e3 04t08l1a
 
UNI I REiWnUND AND RELEASED 
FIIE 7ObO.VNPNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR RE4 DIN ON UNIT 
--efrPATTe -TTff"tt1lb~7 ftv 
UNIT t REwtUND AND RELEASED 
FILE 7OI,VNPNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 
CREATION TTF.w7iO7/7@ 008159 
UNIT I RtWUND AND REIEASED 
FIGURE 8.5-2 OutpUt for SCLN Code for Test Case No. 5 (Contd) 
fqRFR UC!BILITY OF"rim 
FIGURES-57 RIV.GNAL PAGE IS POO1 
I
FILE 70b2,VN.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 

UNIT j REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
FILE 70630VNwPNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT
 
UCE-*t- N-+Tl4EWODOD 4tE8194
 
UNIT I REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
FILE ?Ob6MVN-PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT ,
 
CREATI(t4 T~rE.O7#O7,76 04u:08M
 
UNIT I REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
FILE 7065.VN-PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT I
 
UNIT i REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
FILE 7066VNePNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT-

UNIT I REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
PILE 7O67,VN.WPNC. HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT-

UNIT IREWOUND AND RELEASED 
+1 THE COMB COMMAND MAY NOT BE USED 
vi Wtr it ITtRATION P~lpCL 0 Untjc. 
REREAD ALL CONSTANT SUBWVECTOR FLES 
43 CRE 
-fIt-eseRmptIc-----
CREATION TINEuO/O/TY 
---
0085M 
.~OPWtAttOWit- 2 
,UNIT 2 REWOUND AND RELEASED 
FILE 71b9,RCaPNC ~ Ai3 -­vErl OPENED FOR READIU- Onv vji-r 
CREATION TIEsOT/07/76 OdIO08s 
UNIT 2 REWOUND AND RELE'ASED 
-CREATION TIMEO7/07/76 04O:5M 

UNIT 2.REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
30 tvr atxL BV LU
DIAOO 8LOC-

'DECOMPOSITIONs DEFINE THp.
 
+8 SOLUTION SUs.VECTOR FILES, THE
 
+1 SOLUTION SUBuVECTOR FILES,
 
+I- MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS.
 
AND AMOUNT OF INTERMEOIATE
 
PRTNTOUT.,
 
METHOD.
 
for Test Case No. 5 (Cont'd)
FIGURE 8.5-2 output for SOfN Code 
BIGURES-58
 
IPSX
 
(OUTA#OUTANI, :1,NC.P)= 
708t; 
7087
 
(INPS.TNPSNT tatNC Mp)x
 
-1 6 -- A* ­
70814 0
 
0 e
 
MAX)Qtj tI
 
OMFGAgI, IO
 
TTERPv;
 
ENTER SUit YRyP. NS S 
FXIT TRIP
 
rNTER SUR: tTP, NZ I
 
FXTT TRIP 
VNTFR SUi' TRTP. Ne 
FXIT TRIP 
FILr 70b8.HPNC HAS BEEN OPENED pOR READING ON UNIT 0 
UNIT RfWLtUND AND RELEASE 
FILE 7)otBC.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 
UNTT '4 RFWOUND AND RELEASED 
I1lo#.Ap t wSfFtN O.PFNEI'n #EAD!m N U- -.. 
UNIT Rf WiHNiO AND RELEASED 
FItP 7083,S9.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED-FOR READTNG ON UNIT a 
CRHATION Yt$P:?07/2?16 l;Oql5S 
UNTIT REWOUND AND RELEASED 
FITL 70SaSUwiPNC HAS SEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 4 
UNIT a Rk flUND AND RELEASED 
ITERATION i tAROES? RELATIVE ERROR3 0476246F00 
FIGURE 8.5-2 Output for SOLN Code for Test Case No. 5 (Cont'd) 
RODUCIOILITYOFFIGu Es-59 
ITERATION a LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR. 0IE5208+EO0
 
ITERATION 3 LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR. 6235S7MEwOI
 
-ITERATiON . LARGEST RELATtVEt-tR#O RI43s37ntt--

ITERATION LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR, ,122i3SE.03
 
ITERATION LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR. *S73020EO4
 
FILE 7085.SO.PNCALIBs HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 3
 
*CREATION tT;4 s-wtT,2ttltl-tt111
 
UNIT I ENDFILED AND RELEASED
 
COMPONINt NO" I SOLUTIONS1
 
.1000000E+O ?600000FrOI '3000000E+o1 '.3999999E o l o0000F+1 
FIj.E TOb,Sfl.PiNiLIi MNc atEt" OPINED FOiR W"tIW&-1TNht-1-7411 
CREATION TIME s 07)22176 111161? 
UNIT A ENDFILED AND RELEASED 
UNIT NO, S
 
COMPONENT NO. 2SOjUTIONS-

FILE ?07S0-PNC/LIBs HAS REEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 3
 
CREATION TIME a 072fl8b ItlIO88
 
UNI 3 .F.j.. AND WELEAnED
 
UNIT NO, 3
 
-CO$POtttM-Nt-t- SOLUf JONS;
4S999g96f+Ot ,'1000000F402
 
No TO No:le aAR"ES= '- . ""
' R-TIO 

SOLUTION vErTOR NO. a
 
FILL y~vpgnC.FNC HA8 tEN OPENED POR nuflGiesNttta-
UNIT 4 REWOUND AND RELEASED 
FILE ?o69,BC.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT a 
- UNiT a REOUN& AND RELEASED 
FILE 7070,BCuPNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT a 
FIGURE 8.5-2 Output for SOLV Code for Test Case No. 5 (Cont'd)
 
FIGURES-60
 
UNIT q RkWItUND AND RELEASED 
F-L -T%'3,S+1.**e HAS BEEN '0P.Nf0 FOR REDIN ON UNIT 4 
CREATION TImEsO7/2j?6 IlI$OqSS 
UNIT a REWOUND AND RELEASED 
FILF 7on4,SfiPNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT a 
CREATION TTME*O?/22/?6 I1:04156 
UNIT a REWOUND AND RELEASED 
ITEPATION I LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR 0416246E+00
 
ITERATION 2 LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORS ,iIS2O8+o0
 
ITERATION % LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR. *,355ltF.01
 
ITERATIOl o LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR% ,303637e,0 
ITER^tTON LARGEST RELATIVE ERRnRs .122I35t.03
 
ITERATION A LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR .73020E.04 
FiLt 1-e4FORS'JpNtt:tbv strn-ip NWfl ft wRITIN' ON UNIT I 
UNIT 1 EDFLED AND RELEASED 
UNIT NO, I 
COMPONtNI NO'. I SULUTIONSI 
,00000E+OI ,o00000oF+Ot *S9999q gOI 0799 999E +01 o100000O. 
$ILr- WAt--43~ttT$'BEEN OPEiNtf) Pt04 WWI~t~ ON tUIT 3S 

UNIT 3 ENDFILED AND RELEASED
 
UNIT NO, I
 
COMPONENT No: R SOt UTIONSI
 |It99qc9F+O2 *0000OE,,02 *l1AOOOOZE+O
 
-F-L-1e1swPe S -HiS4 Mft ort11fttoI 3-- re*T-ING ON UNIT? 

UNIT I E"DPILFD AND RELEASED
 
UNT NO, 3 
COMPONENT kO' 3 SOLUTIONSI 
,1/99Q49F02 .2000000F+02 
NO, OF ITERATIONS TO CONVERGE* A LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORv .573020E-O 
+! A, L DONE, 
SToP 777 
fIGURE 8.5-2 Output for SCLN Code for Tlest Case No. ! (Coacluded)
 
FIGURES-61 ItYPRODUCBILYI OF THE 
WmISAL PAGE IS POOR. 
TRUE
 
SAMPLE CASE 6 FOR SOLN CODE,
 
aIMILAR To SAMIPLE CASE 4, EgCEwl

THAT A RECTANGULAR MATRIX (tTX') 
- -
IS SOLVED INSTEAD OF A SQUARE 
M1ATR!XI- 11KO M0t~itY1ttt0-----
PROCEDURE WITH INVERSE OF DIAGONAL
 
BLOCKS. RFADING IN OF ONE tNVERSE OF A 
OIAGONAL ELOeKW AND A Pt&wETER~iNED 
GUESS AT ONE SOLUTION SUBmVECTOR, AND 
SLIGHT OVER.RELAXATION.
 
THREE AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS,
 
CNTL
 
READ DIAGONAL INFLUENCE $UB-HTpIX
 
ASSOCIATED WITH SECOND AIRCRAFT COMPONENT,
 
7081
 
PFRFORM INVERSE OF THIS SUBNATRIX
 
INVF
 
I 7097
 
INVERSE OF DIAGONAL SUBwMATRIX
 
FOR SECOND AIRCRAFT COMPONENT,
 
USEwjvjU: Sa IEOC A P.RFOR..
 
SUBSEUFN? COMMANDS LATER
 
NOW OLTERMINE SOLUTION FOA
 
CNTL 
3 4 
FlAD SNKLiENCL pUO.?4AT$ZX MIE$
 
AND THE PREVIOUSLY COMPUTED' AND
 
STOREn INVERSE OF ONE OF THE DIAGONAL
 
VNRE
 
-7077
 
7378
 
7079
 
7080
 
7082
 
7083
 
FIGURE 8.6-1 Input for SOLE Code for lest Case No. 6
 
FIGUHES-52
 
7089 
THE C(,M;, COMMAND IS NOT USED WITH 
THE 
PEAL' CnNSTANT 83JS.VECTnR FILSs 
RCRE
 
7086
 
7087
 
7088
 
.. t%IE IflVPF OF Df10)NAL SLOCt( Ry
MOIJSEHOLDER PROCEDURE, DEFINE THE 
SOLUTIoti SUA-VECTOP FIES, T Ft 
PRE-DOtfmR4NED APPROXIMATE SoLUTTON 
S(JB-VFCIOP FILES, AMOUNT OF 
OVEK.EJAXAITON, AND AMOUNT (IF 
SOLV 
- i-ese -­
7089
 
7090
 
3 7OlA
 
to
 
ALL DNW, 
EIGURE 8.6-1 Input for SGLN Code for Test Case No. 6 (Concluded) 
t EPR)ODU IBIL TY OF T.HJFIGUES-63 

MONAL PAGE IS POOR 
POTFAN EQUATION SOLVING PROGRAM iSOLN). VERSION 1.1"
 
DYNAMIC MEMORy a 10000
 
+1 SAMPLE CASE, 6 FOR SOLN CODE;
 
-*t-5V'iIR 11 iMt)tstMtt# 7
 
+I- THAT A RECTANGULAR MATRIX (17Y1O)
 
+1 IS SOLVED INSTEAD OF A SQUARE
 
4 M ' S 3T MY ITERATION
PXl-IP £LUT
1

+1 PROrEDURE WITH INVERSE OF DIAGONAL
 
+1 BLOCKS, READING IN OF ONE INVERSE OF A
 
J - DrONAL BLOCK AND-A FRtwDtTRMiNED ---­
+1 GUESS AT ONE SOLUTION SUBuVECTOR, AND
 
+1 SLIGHT OVERwRELAXATION.
 
+1 THREE AIRCRAFT COMPONENT$a
 
*t CNTL
 
-- N - I TE i4T, -0 .... . ... . . ... . . .. ... 
+6 READ DItAGONAL INFLUENCE SUS.MATRIX
 
+1 ASSOlCIATED WITH SECOND AIRCRAFT COMPONENT.
 
FILE.To-8IVN.PhC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 
CREATION ?tI4EOTjOT/7b 00309101 
-NI?- j REWnUND AND RELE8 EO 
*9 PPRFORM INVERSE OF THIS SUBMATRIX 
AND STORE, 
METHOD. I NTINVW 7097 IDCc 0
 
ENTER BUs- PART UFRAGSE 2 INVa 01
 
-MTRXtlr OsD FROM ... t3 -- O-.---SK-IPS
NIT US tr2-ftxDtN. 
 -
NO PARTITIONING REQUIRED
 
EXIT PART
 
MATRIX INVERSE DEMANDED
 
- ENTER GUM: MRIE C RuW 3 COLUMNS, MATRIX ON uNIh1"-
EXIT HR6Cr INVERSE ON UNIT 11 
FIGURE 8.6-2 output for SOLi Code for Test Case No. 6
 
FIGURES-64
 
INVERSION (JR DEcOMPOSITION TIME .rSEr,) .145 
FILE ?tN,,-Nc-,TtIt HAS SEElN OPENEID FOR WR1INft ON UN1T 
CREATION YI4F a 01/22/7 1111311? 
NTITI2 I?
 
1 f3.MATRIx
 
UNIT IR ENDFILED AND RELEASED 
'{g1 FOR SECOND AIRCRAFT COMPONENT. 
4J ltN|r-fltflD STOP MERE AND ftrlP0*f$M 
*: S1'RSCIJENT COMMANDS LATEPK 
NOW IlETERMINEF SOLUTION FOR
 
ALL THsRFE AIRC AFT COtIPONfrNTS
 
*: CNT
 
NCtPm 3 ITERAIt I
 
#I Rita ttWtntlENCt bUB.NATRIX PILES
 
4 M, T HF PREVIOUSLY COMPUTED AND
 
(TITLrr),t.I.NTJTLju INVERSE OF DIAGONAL BS

#1 STORED INVERSE OF ONE OF THE DIAGONAL
 
4g S"F8.MATRIC!C.
 
+g VNRt 
FIL? 1077.V ,.PNC WAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 
tft-AtION tfuoO/07/76 O*ZQ'15T1 
0NT I fRWOLUND ANn RELEASED 
FILF 7078,Vt'..PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 
CREATION ltTMP0O/O7/?6 041091 I 
UNIT I REWIOLIND AND RELEASED 
FILE 7n9.VN.PNC WAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING UN UNIT 
Ckt!frft" tTmftbO?/O77b0hIS*t 
IJNTI I R wViUND ANr RELEASED 
FILF 7 0 VN.PNC HAS HEFN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 
CREATION TTMEsO?/07/76 0410q301 
UNIT I RIWOUNO AND RELEASED 
FILF 70971N-PNC HAS BEEN OPFNEI) FOR REAOING ON UNIT 
CREATION T*.t--O?,fl/?t IIrSTt.2ll 
ANITIa RNFW0JND AND RELEASED 
FILE 7082,VNmPNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING nN UNIT 
-CREATION VI tmOT/0/76 0410*tnt 
UNIT I REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
FILE 7Q6m.VN.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT
 
-t**FA Tta7 t-rtwOt? Ilet mt~ 
UNIT I RIWnUND AN) RELEASED
 
FILE 708LJVN.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT
 
CREATION 1IE.O7/O7/?e 04to t
 
UNIT I RF('UND AND RELEASED
 
it
 
I
 
I
 
I 
a
 
I
 
lIGUR 8.6-2 Output for SCLN Code tor lest Case No. o (Cont'd)
 
FIGURES-65
 
FILE 7OSVN*PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT I
 
-CREATION 
 TMME.w7o7,76ft'90
 
UNIT I REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
+1 THE COMB COMMAND I8 NOT USED WITH
 
----1- !?!RAT GN--I t'-EI ,..
TE ITE  

+1 READ CONSTANT SUBwVECTOR FILES.
 
+3 FCRk
 
FILE 7(3 8 r..Pfk; HAS BEEN OPtt'LD FOR READING Oi NT 
 -
CREATION TIME.O7T07/76 UOsol
 
UNIT R REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
-fit! 7087 ,NC.P -- -- ~-~ roft- P-OR-- ftt-DI-Ntr--et--t41?. 
CREATION TImEuOT/O7/b 0M109101 
UNIT P REWOUND AND RELEASED 
rlE 7ugS C Pt HAS BEEN GPENjD FOR REAIING ON UNI- 1 
CREATION TIMEwOOT/7/76 OMIO91
 
UNIT 2 REWOUND AND RELEASED
COMPUE -1-NV AONAr--E..... 
+1 HOUSEHOLDER PROCEDURE, DEFINE T HE
 
+3 SOLUTION SUJRVECTOR FILES, THE
 
7' PREDI7EPMINEQ APPRlOXIMATE SOLUI ION - *-----­
+1 SUB.VECTOR FILES, AMOUNT OF
 
+1 OVER-PELAXATION, AND AMOUNT OF
 
+1 SOLV
 
METHOD*
 
IPRINT.
 
COUTAOUTANToIa.,NCMPw
 
7008 nr-- ------.---­v 
7089
 
7090
 
0 
MAXITIa In
 
OMEGAI,OO
 
lTERF.
 
*** MATRIX INVERSE DEMANDED 
ENTER SUB: HREC 7 ROWS 5 COLUMNS. MATRIX ON UNIT 12
 
FIGURE 8.6-2 Output for SOLN Code for Test Case No. 6 (Cont'd)
 
FIGURES-65
 
EXIT HREC( INVERSE ON UNIT 12
 
SUB, ATR T'RANSPOSED A 7-BY- S MATRIX
 
FILE 7097,Il.pNC HAS BEEN OPENEF FUR READING ON UNIT
 
CREATI-ON 1P'Et2p/Zbpj/76 lixitti
 
UNIT a RFWr)UND AND RELEASED
 
A- """f, T'RftNS*Otf-DAr- -,Y I MATR-yX 
i-* MAIRTX INVERSF DEMANDED
 
ENTER SUM' N-REC. M ROWS P COLuMNS; MATRIX ON UNIT It
 
EXIT HREr' INVERSF ON UNIT 12
 
SUB, ATk TRANSPOSED A B? MATRIX
 
SOLUTION VE ToR NO: I 
ITFRATION SOLUTTON-PROCEDURE INTERMEDIATE PRINTOUT
 
INITIAL GtUE tS 
Fitp ltS-Ft-.ftfl4PNc 
-- AS--WE 1 orrnpt--Fest *tVAfltt fW UNITa 
UNIT 4 REWOUND AND RELEASED 
FIL1 70TSBC.PNC 
- HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READINGl ON UNIT 
UNIT u REWOUND AND REIEASED 
FILE 7088.BL.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT a
 
UNIT 4 REWnUND AND RELEASED
 
INFLLIENCE OF QNIFORM AND NONUNIFORM FREESTREAM 
AND ROTATION RATE VECTOR ON AIRCRAFT COMPONFNT I 
*t6m3ltP~t .Ri5-46E.Io .296931E,10 *SS9##F-tO .M2939v+'lo0 ,asboF~o *511331 
COMPONENT NUMtER I7N-NM f-I {#--Pt-M'nt r- - ... -.. ..... ...... 
SOLUT IONS
 
,1018 9 f*401 *I522F+01 *SROIQE~oa .24751y+01 11417E#0o2
 
INFLIENCE OF AIRCRAFT COMPONENT I ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT
 
FIGURE 8.b-2 Output for SCLN Code for Test Case No. 6 (Cont'd)
 
REPRODUCiBILiTY OF TE1­
FIGuRES-67 
-OIONAL PAGE IS POOR 
*S9fSE+o *lq29E41O *12011EIO *69?O7Eo9 ,$8721E+09 20430E"O9
 
INFLUENCE OF UNIFORM AND NON.UNIFORM FREESTREAM 
AND ROTATION RATE VECTOR ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT I 
---j S 6JO~tF 
---64-752?,t- &OflE,I3.5bO4flt0-jt-9 0?1-) O---l~ 

COMPONENT NUMmER
 
NUMBER OF 1ICCMENT5U 
SOLUTIONS 
,2506Eot S845477E+01 ;Ia9Q9E4O? 
INFLUENCE OF AIRCRAFT COMPONENT I 
,IOI3qE+Oq *46?12E+o ;19b2E+O8 
ON AIRCRAFT. 
73323E07-
COMPONENT 3 
INFLiJENCE OF 
.3S8U9rp1 
AIRCRAFT COMPONENT P 
*i21a0E10 *13208p 10 
ON AIRCRAFT 
T5711F+9O 
COMPONENT 3 
INFLUENCE OF uNIFORM AND NON.UNIFORM FREESTREAM 
AND ROTATION RATE VECTOR ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT 3 
FpLE 7073sSO.PN C HAS BEEN OPENEn FOR READING ON UNIT 
CREATION TIMEUOT/22/76 11106124 
-UN-IT-4 REWOUND AD RELE5aSED -
a 
COMPONENT NUMpER 3 
NJUMBER Or ELEMENTS. 
SOLUTIONS 
,OOO0E,O .I000E+O 
ITERATION LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORS ,678bsor+00 
IPRATION LGE8T RELATV[ *igL3553t;uE--
ITERATION 3 LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR. 860104E.O1 
ITERATION 4 LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORm I8M026E.0i 
ITUZ.TION tCSutLUO4 PROc;EOURI INTEREOZATjrRflOt7T 
ITERATION S WITH to ALLOWABLE 
INFLUENCE OF AIRCRAFT COMPONENT p ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT I
 
FIGURE 8.6-2 Output for SOLN Code for Test Case No. 6 (Cont'd)
 
.5426bE&0 - .114+E 09 *22641E4 09 ,af$4OEOQ ,75521F+09 ,12927E+0 ,2117 
INFLIJENC.E OF 
§52388r,05 
ATRC.RAFT COMPONENT , 
;1323Fob :1311?E'07 
ON AIRCRAFT 
,AS9 67 +0 
COMPONENT 
.12442GK08 .3tO6?2k0 8 102416 
COMPnNENT NUMOEAR' 
NUMRER OF ELEMENTSm 
I 
lOo000OE i *199qL IA0 ,30004E401 ,39979F'01 OIOME.O1 
!NFLIENLE OF 
*j839r4F,)o 
AIRCRAFT 
*itO9 
COMPONENT 
tO '669OF.09 
ON AIRCRAFT 
'38180E09 
COMPONENT 
'208OF+09 
? 
"'10140F+0 9 
ITtNFL E*-t-OF- KflZ-OPO~~ 
.4663 4 O4q '28644E+O9 '5Z925 
I 
o09 
ON AIR-CRAFT 
*932(2F+o 
COMPODNEt 
. 577EPIO 
? 
;JSSBto 
COMPONFNT 
NUM$FR OF 
OLUTIONS 
Nf'HpEt 
F? FMENTS. 
P 
I 
INFLUENCE nF 
*5btOE,OM 
AIRCRAFT COMPONENT 
*a3'MSP'o08 09S9 
t 
E07 
ON AIRCRAFT 
*39S10F+07 
COMPONENT 3 
INFLIFEN(.E 
i?3-44r 
On AIRCRAFT COMPONENT A 
Ie~ *tlk~l2rt0 ,932Plwi-Ot 
ON AIRCRAFT 
,-cl"s?9-4O09 
COMPONENT A 
rOM PONENT NIMpER V 
NUM$ER .OF El EmENTSa 2 
SO UTTnNS 
,90000E4 01 94E,01 
ITEPATIUN t LAGE&T RELATIVE ERROR* ,S2918OW,,2 
ITERATION s LEUS? REL-ATIVE FRROR# 1491,12fea 
ITERATION , LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR$ ,OIQQIIEmOI 
ITERATION a LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR. ,117*06 ,3 
ITERATION -tiRU$T RtLATIVE EfR#ttR ,sZ6t7F.Oo 
FILF 7085.8-PNCLIRU HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 3 
FIGURE 8.6-2 output ±or SCLN Code for Test Case No. b (Contd) 
REPAODUCIBILITY OF THE 
FIGURES-69 ORIu(NAL PAGE IS--POnp 
CREATION TIME a 07)22/76 t11,I105
 
Ut4I; I ENDCFILE& AjND iFLEASEC 
UNIT NO, I
 
IuoooooE oi "19999q9E+oi $o0000oEOl t 3999B97EOl AOOOO6EOl

FILE 709,SOmPNC/LIBS HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 
 3
 
CREATI3I4 lime - IlipI'jp:1h
i
 
UNIT 3$ENDFILED AwD RELEASED
 
COMPONENT NO' 2 SOUTIONS:
 
O*599Qb6EOI *Too00oooFrOI ,qq99q&66O|
 
FILE v00Uwm~j. Hs EEN OPENED Frti WmmTI?4 ONi uN!i3 

CREATION TIME a 0T/22/76 1111153 --

UNIT 3 ENOFILED AND RELEASED
 
UNIT NO, 3
 
COMPONENt NO: 3 SOLUTIONS,
 
NO, OF ITERATIONS TO CONVERGEu 9 LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORG 
 ;3261TE;0a
 
-SOLUTION vEr 7 OjR NO:. e 
--HE~atIU SOLUTIOU N PROCEDURE I 
- -t 
INITIAL, GUVES 
FILE 7-0.66,CsPNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 
 a
 
UNIT a REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
-F-ILE-f-87-0Tti PfMe HA8 -SEEN OPE NEDtFORft-z"lttr-Of-QN-TV--

UNIT M REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
FILE TOBSISC.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT a
 
UNIT REWM-Up ArN "LEpSE8
 
INFLUENCE OF UNIFORM AND NON.UNIFORM FREESTHEAM
 
AND RqTATiu RAT VECTOR ON AIRApTI MPONEfNl,* "­3367AEio 0 7091E+1O ,g9587E;I0 ,71888E+1O ,85877E+10 ,1880EIO ,toazhEi
 
FIGURE' 8.6-2 Output for SOLN Code for Test Case No. 6 (Cont'd)
 
FIGURES-70
 
COMPONENT NIMER I 
-NU4nMiW* OF ftFMENtw 
SOIL IJTION 
.20379F4 01 *370aMEeO1 .6i018F+01 *d9502E+fl 022833F+02 
INFLUENCE oF AIRCRAFT COMPONENT I ON AIRCRAFT COMP.ONENT
 
,63991F,tl ,39858E#1O *2Q0Ra3|0 ,l394IF,1O ,77 4q1F+O9 ,4081OF4 09
 
INFLUENCE OF HNIFORM AND NONOUNIFORM FREESTREAM 
AND ROTATyON RATE VECTOR ON AIRCRArT COMPONENT 
I*Io' I 11t *SO.t1 1,214311 ,122"E11 ,t2qsOr+1 I ,121Q8F#II 
COMPONENT NI)MgFR
 
•tU" Fit-UP -Ft lqTsui -- I 
SOLUTIONS
 
*501 z3.O, ,!695F+02 *Z99iF.O?
 
INFL.UENCE (F AIRCRAFT COMPONENT I ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT
 
.0277F.,O '93423E+o8 '3q25F+08 ,4bsF+08
 
INFLi.ENCE OF AIRCRAFT COMPONENT p ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT
 
*7169If+1A 04 4219F+1o 026415F+10 .i5iMJF.to
 
INFLtIENtF OF uNIFORM AND NUN.UNIFORM FREESTRFAM
 
AND ROTATION RATE VECTOR ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT
 
FILE 70O ,s-PNC iAS BEEN OPENED FOR READIN. ON UNIT a
 
CREATION TINEs07/22/7o 11106124
 
UNIT a RfW(IjND AND RELEASED
 
COMPONENT NiMIlER 14
 
SOLUT TOKS 
*1n000F4 02 '.2OOOOE.O2
 
TTFRATION LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORZ *blAb60F+,00
 
ITERATION ; LARGEST RELATIVE ERRnRv ,70144EO1
 
ITERATION u LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORa !84026E.O1
 
FIGURE 8.6-2 Output tor SCLN Code for Test Case No. 6 (Cont'd)
 
FIGUBEs-71
 
--
ITERATION SOLUTION PROCEDURE INTERMEDIATE PRINTOUT 
ITERATION S WITH 10 ALLOWABLE 
-I*tNtE--OF---ARtRAFT COMPONIT ON AI-R-CRW-----C0-OoNtl--
*108SFlO .Z2908E+09 .v45283E09 .84688E*09 *lI5OME O *1585ME,1O .O24qSE+5O 
INrLUEet Of AiRRnAPT 03O1PONE4T 3 ON~pIRC"AFT CiOhPaNENT rY 
*i0flTBEOb *626M7E+o6 a2634IE'o7 *S79S3E'o7 :a248S4E Os '62124E'08 ,1q0u9E+09 
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS*
 
SOLUTIONS
 
*p3000ti; .3q99Ei+ul &utOOseeop T9t3~gv ;u r.v
 
INFLJENCE OF AIRCRAFT COMPONENT j ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT 
INFLUENCE OF AIRCRAFT COMPONENT I ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT p
 
COMPONENT NiMNER

-NU$8Ez--OF--EnTi Tpu 
-
SOLUTIONS
 
I1988v 2o ;1003E+o2 al59 08EOz
 
INFLUENCE OF AIRCRAFT COMPONENT j ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT 3 
.1043OF*O9 *bS1Fg08 *999F4'08 ,6980F07 
INFLUENCE OF AIRCRAFT COMPONENT p ON AIRCRAFT COMPONENT 3
 
.4663 9F'10 'zA36Mr+xO :16645E o .9377EO9
 
COMPONENT Nt)MVRq 
NUMBER-OF EI.EMENTS, p 
.ISOOIF,O '20000E+O 
1TERAVION , AG- RELAkTIVE ERNZO. *S297poEt nag__ 
ITERATION 6 LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORm .149701E.OZ 
ITERATION 7 LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR. ,019913ES03 
FIGURE 8.6-2 Output for SOLN Code f r Test Case No. 6 (Cont'd) 
FIGURES- 72 
ITFRATTUN A LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR% .,27206E.O3 
ITERATION q LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORc *32bliTF.0g
FILF 7obBS(.-PNC/LIBt HAg BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 
UNIT- I ENOFTLEt AND RELEASEr) 
3 
UNIT NO. 3 
tUNIT 
cI­
-O*P 
FILE 
tt*f ftY-- 1 8 fUt 17ONS I
o000000F+o1 '.399999F+ 00000F+0I 19999 75E+o 
70q,SOPNC/LIB% HAS BEEN OPENEn FOR WRITING ON UNIT 3 
A EtffILEI) AN) WELEASED 
.1000013F+02 
C UNIT NO, 3 
M 
"3 FILE 
UN!-T 
kt"OfI-tNtt-.*- - A t-* - TONS, I 
*gqqq390+0 o .00002F+0 ,;99999Eo0 
70 9 0,S0-PNC/L, B$ HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITINnA EKkIOtED AND RELEASEI) ON UNIT 3 
UNIT Nl, 3 
. 
..... tO$POTflNt- FjO -I' -SO0-USTIDNSI
,I '000;O0F+02 2.000000F+02 
NO, OF ITPRTyows TO CONVERGEsa LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORI 'BZ6147F.04 
+: Al.L DUNE , 
c, +1 STnP
 
- IIGULRE 8.6-2 Output for SCLN Code for Test Case No. b (Concluded)
 
TRUE SAMPLE CASE 7 FOR SOLN CODE*
 
...... SAMPLE CASE 1 ECErT
 
THAT A RECTANGULAR-MATRIX (11XIo) TS 
SOLVED INSTEAD OF A SQUARE MATRIX (tOXIO),
SOLUION"Y A ?WO STEP PROCEu~-----
FIRST, TWr AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS'ARE SOLVED 
BY-DIRECT HOUSEHOLDER PROCEDURE, THEN# THE 
INPLUU JCE Off A THIRD AIRCRSTI C.Y4PONENI'
 
ON lHF FIRST TWO I8 COMPUTED BY THE
 
ITERATION PROCEDURE, THE DIRECT SOLUTIONS
 
... FOR FIRST. TwO A.RCR
. FTC,fP1 1tR 
 SD
 
AS INITIAL GUESSES TO THE THREE COMPONENT
 
ITERATION SOLUTION.
 
READ INFLUENCE SUB;MATRIX FILES

FOR THE FiRsTWO AIRCRAPFT.. .... 
 . .
 
COMPONENTS.
 
VNRE
7077
 
7078
 
7080
 
----- t
_
 
SINCE ENTIRE MATRIX FITS IN CORE,

COMB COMMAND IS NOT NEEDED"
 
BCRE
 
7086
 
SOLVE By HOUSEHOLDER PROCEDURE.
 
AND DEFINE THE SOLUTION
 
SUw;LToR OUTPUT FILEs;
 
SOLV 
7092
 
0
 
USER. r3ULDi S7Fl HERE AND PERFUnM 
REMAINING COMMANDS LATERa OR HE
 
MAY CONTINUE;
 
DEIEIN TN qlttttP-OF t
 
AIRCRAFT COMPONENT VIA ITERATION
 
PROCEDURE'
 
LVJTL
 
FIGURE 8.7-1 Input far SOLN Code for Test Case No. 7
 
FIGURES-74
 
RREdAU LL INiLUENCE SU$.MATRIX 
- F IjA; -St-
VNRE
 
7077 
7018
 
7079
 
70lo 
1708? 
7083 
- THE COMIP C(IMMAND MAY NOT SE USFi 
WfTN FHj-- tfEjRj-N PROCAf UftRE
 
RFR)A AL CONSTANT SUhVECTOR P1I1US.9 
HCRE 
los. 
7087
 
7088
 
HOU HOLDER PRorEVURE, DEFINE THE 
SOLUTIOn, SURHVECTOR FILES, 1HE 
PRE-PFfR$INE{O APPROXIMATE
 
SOLUTION Slp.VECTOP FIL.ESP 
tAAXIMIpM wIMAER OF 1IFRATIONS, 
"A4400N1- Gp 41vf0.wktLAEXATf!ON,@ 
ANO AM-OUNT OF INTERMEvIATE 
PRI hITn:?T 
I
 
7093 
7095 
0
 
I 70o1
 
Z7o9 ! 
In 
"lt OI)NI;
 
STOP
 
EIGtHE 8.7-1 Input for SCLN Code for Test Case No. 7 (Concluaed)
 
FIGUREs-75
 
-- 
POTFAN EQUATION SOLVING PROGRAM ESOLN); VERSION I,|
UUUUUUUUSWWSU3USUUUWUSUSUUUSUUSUUUUSUUUUUUUWsxxSBmxU. 
DYNAMIC 	MP4ORy 1
0000
 
yztjaT4 1je* tltibij 
+8 	 SiMPLE CASE I FOR SOLN CODE'
 
t~t~itR~tO M~ttC--ZsE -. "Ct ...... 
+1 THAT A RECTANGULAR MATRIX (ITXIO) TS
 
+8 SOLVED INSTEAD OF A SQUARE MATRIX (IOXIO)
 t
 
aLt|iltN BY A I' l STEP PNCEO'U
 
+1 FIRST. TWO AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS ARE SOLVED
 
+1 	 8v DIRECT HOUSEHOLDER PROCEDURE, THEN. THE
 
+1 	 ON' THE FIRST TwO IS COMPUTED MY THE
 
*1 	 ITERATION PROCEDURE THE DIRErT SOLUTIONS
 
FR ?ME FIRST TWO AIRCRAFT CUMPOEiNTS AKE USEO
 
AS INITIAL GUESSES TO THE THREE rOMPONENT
 
+$ -	 ITERATION SOLUTION;
--*; rNTL ... . .. . . 
NCMPw p ITERATs 0 
+1 RFAD INFLUENCE SUB.MATRIX FILES 
FEfl Ti., pIS*TIARCRA0T 
4g COMPONENT:y 
43 .VNRE
PfLEtt7tj~kt ......-.. tEt rPE iEdt-PtfrtrOitO-OhsNNIT r
 
CREATION TIMFOT/O7j7b O1lO86 
UNIT I REWOUND AND RELEASED " 
rite ~~~S HIpyJBEEN OPEE FOR REAUINr-ON UtIt--
CREATION TyMEgOTIOTIY6 04109301 
UNIT I RFWOUND AND RELEASED 
rLE 7O8pVN.PNC BEEN-OPti-NEO FORREDNfOlUNI-Tnt 
CREATION TIMEgOT/07f/6 0410a0[
 
UNIT I REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
FILE 7G108~,.P4L HAS BEEN OPEJEt) FOR REIAD!g ON UNIT
 
CREATION TIMEBOT?07/76 O10910t
 
UNIT I REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
-4. SINCE ENTIRE MATRtX FIVS IN COME
 
+I. CONS COMMAND IS NOT NEEDED:
 
FIGURE 8.7-2 Output for SOLNCode for-Test Case No. 7
 
FIGURES-7S
 
+8 ERAn CONSTANT SUPoVECTOR FILES:
 
FILF 708b6.CtPNC HAS REEN OPgNEn FOR READING ON UNIT 2 
CREATION TMFwO10O7/76 04I41g1 
UNIT P RtWtND-ANO RELEASED 
FILE 7nb ,RC.PNC H&S BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT -
CRFATION ITNEa0/07/1b 04101qb0 
-UNif - 'A tt7tWOjn A~fr-*fLEASEl 
+1 SULiE MY HOUSEHOLDER PROrEOJRE. 
+1 A'Jn nFFINE THE SOLUTION
 
#1 SIJR.VFCTOR OUTPUT FILES
 
4: SOLV
 
METHOD: 
TPRINTz 
(OUTAOUTANI.j1.,NcMP)
 
70q? " 
ENTER SUB, PART .FRAGS jO JNVV al 
-fln'*tX tOf1~0rt PlrtWft'T :1 US ING; IM READ$ AW 3fl SKIPS 
NO.PART|TIONING REOUIRFD 
FPTT PAkT 
ENTFP Srn' "[)!1SF. 13 R(JS 8 rOLUMNS ? SOLUIJONS 
FXIT HnUet
 
nUTPIIT
 
SOLUTION lIKF (SEC.) oi2s 
%sLUTION TIME IS THAT FOR ALL SOLUJTONS
 
SOLUTION VErTQR NO' I
 
FILE ,0t,,it-PNC/Lt8$ HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITINr ON UNIT
 
CREATION TT'F u o7/22/76 111161M3
 
UNIT NO t 3
 
COMPONENT NO, i SOLUTTONStI
 199HS66F4O0 42(O07925F$OI 1298484SE+01 Z4O11823F4'O! 47S1636F+01
 
UNIT 3 ENOFItED AND RELEASED
 
FIGURE 8.7-2 output for SOLN Code tot Test Case No. 7 (Cont'd) 
FLGUREs-77 
0R4Wf-.'Thnrfl­
3 FILE 7092.SO.PNC/L!B$ HAS'BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 

CREATION TIMt . p7,g~jflw
 
UNIT NO, 3
 
COMIPONENT NO* OU 1OS 

36 ;080265201 s5s8873E+02 
_-

SQ 10401 

UNIT 3 ENDFILED AND RELEASED
 
SOLUTION VErTOR NO 2
 
FILE 7091,$OaPNC/L!B$ HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 3 
UNIT NO, 3
 
COMPONENT N ISOLUTIONSi
 
,4tlt49#-nr -5669ta-9501272r;- F#9tttri~t -- t4toio---sntgi01 -
A ENDFIED AND RELEASED
UNIT 

FILE 7092gfSf)pNc/LIB, HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 3
 
UNIT NOI
 
COMPONENT No. 2. SOLUTIONSI
 
UNIT I ENOFILED AND RELEASED
 
+1 USER COULD STOP HERE AND PERFORM
 
V1 RMAINtW cO'4Nv'u LA~eR. OR H
 
c1 NMv CONTINUE
 
+3 DETERMINE INFLUENCE OF THIRD
 
S AIRCRAFT CO PONE!T VIA XTERATION
 
PROrEDURE2
 
+8 CNTL
 
NC4F. a Ii~i.als
 
+3 REREAD ALL INFLUENCE SUBMATRIX
 
+3 FILPS'.
 
FILF 7077?.VN.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT
 
CREATION TINEIOT/OT/?b 0a409101
 
UNIT I R.WU AN ftELEA8ED
 
FILE 7o7SVNwPNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT j
 
CREATION TimEmOT/0T176 04109801
 
-UNIT 
...
REWOUD AND RELEASED
 
FILE 70 79VNSpNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT j
 
FIGURE 8.7-2 output for SOLN Code for Test Case No. 7 (Cont'd) 
FIGIERS-78
 
CI 
CREATION TmI07i07/76 04:09101
 
UN-T I- Rwf-hit- ANn Rft EASto ..
 
FILE 70S0,VN.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOp READING ON UNIT I
 
CREATION 11mF*o7/07/76 0UOQ01
 
UNIT I RtWhUNf AND RELEASED
 
FILE 70 81,VNPNc HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT I
 0
CREATION TIt'F07/07/7b 109101
 
.

-UNf'?-- -t-Rrtttat-RELEASfED 
HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT I
FILE bo242VN,PNC 

CREATION ITME,07/07/7b 0O'*qO01
 
UNIT i REWtnJND-ANf RELEASED
 
HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT I
FILE 7O$81VNPNc 

CREATION TTMFo07/07/7b 0uIOni
 UNIT-- t--R*Wi+J-N-r-i-Etft-$ft6ASD
 
FILE 7oUd.VNPNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT I-
CREATION ITr'EO7/O7/76 04A:0qI01 
UN I-T t RkWniNn AND RELEASED 
FILE 7a5,,VN.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT I 
CREATION TIMFO7,OT/76 0209gOI1 
-UN T tV-tttNIWAND tLtflED 
+.6 T!F COME COMMAND MAY NOT BE USED
 
+t WITh THE ITERATION PROCEDURE'.
 
+1 RERPAD ALL CONSTANT SUM.VECTOR PILES.
 
BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT
FILE 7o8bRCPNC HAS 

.-CR*t-T-5t-f~tO.TlTTh OatO~tOl"
 
UNIT P RFWnUNr) AND RELEASED
 
FILE 707,PC-PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 2
 
CREATION T!, tE.?/Od?/76 Oat o0ot
 
UNIT p RFWnUND AND RELEASED
 
HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT p
FILE 70BRCPNC 

, ot-aErOt~t
et;oelo
CREATtri-

UNIT P Rn WOJND AND RELEASED
 
+1 SOLVE DIAGONAL BLOCKS BY.
 
t H0UJE$OLOER PROCEDURE, DEFINE YF 
LTON SUM-VECTUR FILES, THE
 
+1 PRE.DETERMTNED APPROXIMATE
 
+1 SIJOL 

slltrtDr--4fvtNu- r~s.-Pt~~li 0--O teOR 
+2 M~XtMIiM NUMBER UF ITERATIONS.
 
+1 A,OtINT OF OVER.RELAXATION,
 
+1 AND AMrtINtf OF TNTERMFDTATE
 
+1 P TO'ToUT:
 
Output for SOIN CodE for Test Case No. 7 (Cont'd)
FIGURE 8.7-2 

OF THEREPRODUCIBILITYFIGURES-79 MG INAL PAGE IS POOR 
+1I SOLV 
IPS.
 
IPRINT,
 
--tOVlTA-O - - -----­-ttvrlN- MP.w-
7093
 
7094
 
-7095 
(INPSINPsNTp IT NCMP).

7091
 
MAXITIC I
 
ITERPa 0 
-f-l-N 1 X- ,--E*S - ........- .. ....... ....... .
 -- f -,E aNt - -  
ENTER SUR' HREC' 7 ROWS 5 COLUMNS; MATRIX ON UNIT ti,
 
EXIT .Lo ITVERSE UNIT It
 
SUB, ATR TRANSPOSED A 7.BYo q MATRIX
 
*** MATRIX INVERSE DEMANDED 
"RMONS
T 0UEi 3 C0uUnrup, I N U..11it. 
EXIT REC NVERSE ON UNIT t2
 
h** MATRIX INVERSE DEMANDED 
ENTER SUB' NREC. a ROWS 2 COLUMNS. MATRIX ON UNIT |i
 
EXIT HREC' INVERSE ON UNIT 12
 
SUB. ATR TRANSPOSED A A0sYe P MATRIX
 
SOLUTION vErTOR NO' I
 
FILE 7086,BC-PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 4
 
FIGURE 8.7-2 Output for SOLN Code for Test Case No. 7 (Cont'd)
 
FIGURES-80
 
UNIT o REWOUND AND RELEASED 
FILE 7on?.1twPNC HAS KFEN OPENO"--fOR REDINI ON UNIT L 
UNI T a REW(HIJND AND RELEASED 
FILF 7088,RC'.PNC HAS REEN OPENED FOR READING ON LNIT a
 
UNIT Q RPWnthnO AND RELEASED
 
a
FILE 7091.SfJPNE HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT 

CREATION TI0E0?R2/76 11116143
 
-UNI T a Rrtttfvro--fN0 #ELE-ASEO 
FILE 70q2,Sn-PNC HAS REEN OPENED FOR READTNG ON UNIT a 
CREATION ITtE07/22j76 11:1614 
tNIT q RFWftJNlD AND RELEASED 
*tI011F400
ITERATION i LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR: 

ITERATIUN LARGEST RELATIVE ERRnR: ,147611ErOO
 
ITPRATION A LARGEST RELATIVE pRRR= ,P S860E.01 
ITERATION ej LARGEST RELATIVE ERRnR: ,o50oQE02 
.153576F.02
ITFRATIUN S LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR= 

A LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORt ,2*qRSIE.0i ITERATION 

LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORt ,40200FP.O
ITERATIUN 7 
FILr 70 91tt'PNt tTBS M RMKN OPENEvt-fl WRITINt ON UNIT 3 
CREATION TIMEa 07/22/76 11,1|16 
UNIT I ENOFTLED AND RELEASED 
UINIT NO, I 
COMPONENt NO' 
-
I SOLUTIONS, 
- 2000001F+i0I - 2 ", qqq+FrO 1 .n00000+f,01 *flq 
9QA3401 
FILE 704 d,SO-PNMC/LIB$ WAS EEN OPENER FOR WRITING ON UNIT " 
CRFATION TIME u 07/22/76 11:18:18 
UNIT 3 EhDrTLFD AND RELEASED 
UNIT NO, 3
 
tO$!roNE'Tt-tbo' tk soIUITNS:I 
.b99Q99 .01 o8000001F+01,6000016F O1 6 3
HAS BEEN OPENED FOR wRITING ON UNIT
FILE 7095,SO,-PNC/LIB$ 

CREATION TIME : 07/22/16 1111811c
 
UNIT 3 ENIIDILED AN) RELEASEI)
 
SCIN Code for lest Case No. 7 (Coft'd)FIGURE 8.7-2 Output for 
FIGURES-81 REFODLAGE i POOR 
Ojug[N~ AGE pO 
UNIT NO, A
 
COrMrONLN Nw' 3 soLuTONs,

9 0000;0E1Ot 
-
:00oo0o,+o2
 
-40-OFTtfERA-IONS TO CONV Emfw-- L--ARGEST RELATIVE F#WOnRV -t#O-0eoQw'o-o 
SOLUTION vErTOR NU 2
 
-tltt--TNI--C ~- UNIT*-P - -

UNIT a REWnUND AND RELEASED
 
FILE 708TBC.PNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT a
 
FILE 7088,BC.pNC HAS BEEN OPENED FOR READING ON UNIT U
 
"UNIT 4 RFWOUND AND RELEASED
 
-- -LE-O-N+------ + -O l4I -- .---S- ntt4N-OP t---Of-Pt t-FN 

CREATION TIMEIOT/2/?6 II116843
 
UNIT 4 REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
FtLE ;p,8~tjiPfqc HAS SEEN OPENED FOR READINGOW f t-

CREATION TTME07/2/7 11116v44
 
UNIT a REWOUND AND RELEASED
 
ITERATION LARGEST RELATIVE ERRDR. ,U70115E+00
 
iTFfl4TIt41 LARGEST RELATIVE EROS tflt0
 
ITERATION ; LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORs 0258660E.o1
 
ITERATION 4 LARGEST RELATIVE ERRORa OT5049E.02
 
IETUN , ARSE8T RELATIVE ERROAs *i53sSatnug
 
ITERATION , LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR. *25S9SIE.03
 
ITERATION LARGEST RELATIVE ERROR$ .40520.F,04
 
FILE 7093,SO.PNC/LIB$ HAS BEEN OPENED FOR wRITING ON UNIT 
 3
 
UNIlT ; CN&PILrb !NO 4E~E
 
UNIT NO, 3
 
COGMPONENT N, t S--Lwj,UjNS1

,2000000oEtoi ,4000003E+OI ,5999996E;O1 ,8000015F01 ,qq9qasE+O 1 
FIGURE 8.7-2 Output for SOLN Code for Test Case No. 7 (Cont'd)
 
FIGURES-82
 
FILE ?09Q,Sfl.PNC/LIB$ HAS BEEN OPENED FOR WRTTINC (N UNIT
 
UNIT NO, I
 
S-tOM"EflNN! *J. 
 I BOIUTIONth 
,1?OoO03F+o2 *139 9 999F+O? *1bOOOOOF+OP 
FILE 70;S,St.0PNC/LBW'f.S BEEN OPENED FOR WRITING ON UNIT 
C, 
UNTT NO, 3
 
tl3mPOt4&N! ;t)K -5 Sft1UTIONS:
 
,IMOI00000F 4.? *ZOOOOF02
 
~-i-'"P'-I O-t~flS-'TO'ftO~t 7 LAftGFST RELATtVF ERROR 0J20OaE.O 
+1 A' t DONE. 
+t STIP
 
TP 777 
FIGURE 8.7-2 Otput for SCLN Code for Test Case No. 7 (Concluded)
 
